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' August 10, 1960 

Meeting With. Leading Members of the 
All. Union. Council of Trade Unions 
of the USSR _ 

During July, 1960, MORRIS CHILDS, member of the 
National Committee of the ‘Communist Party: (QP), USA, met 
in Moscow, Russia with some officials of th ALL Union 
Council of Trade ide Unions. 6f the USSR. The’: owing were 
present. at this meeting: (All spellings ° ‘ar “phonetic) 

V.E.ASERGEIY, Vice Chairman of the: Interhationa | 
ΕΒ Department of the: Ali Union Council of 

aride_U ions... 

ey ATWENKO, Chie? of the. Protocol Dehartmant | 
- e_All Union Council of T. Trade . Unions 

. ‘Chairman of the: Reception C Conmitteey. 
Foe “- amr arate “eal 

FNOWICHAELOY, Chief of Research and Specialist 
onfthesUnited.Statesatorsthe es ATT Union Counc ΤΊ 
of, ,Tfrade.Unions « 

. “MISHA LNU, an interpfeter. τ. 

Daring this meeting; the following statéments ~ 
_ Weré made by the representativés of the. Α11 Union Council’ 
6f.Trade Unions, ὁ | Λ t, | ee 

In regard to the trade union delegation from ‘the {A eer . : f 

x\; eastern part. of the United States, which included, ALEX i gol - 
‘KOLKIN. and was in Moscow for May Day); 1960 ,» dt was not oe 
considered broad enough in. its composition but it was 
useful, ες 

The unofficial trade {inion délegation from the 
‘Midwestern part of the Unite was at Sochi on the 
Black Sea at the time of this/meeting. The Russians, were - 
having: some trouble with. SIDLENS and one SOBEL (phonetic). 
It was felt that they were nol really interested in the : , 

* Soviet Union, While LENS a a\ SOBEL were trying to ‘lead 
the delegation, they were hot having any success in: this 
effort. Despite the fact that the Russians. were having 
some trouble with this, delegation, it did ποὺ bother them 
too much. On the whole, it would be useful té have this 

᾿ delegation, visit. “Ὁ dhe ca ¥ 9 q/ -9O q 

. 
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The Soviet Union does not expect members of United 
| States delegations of this type to be convinced that 
Socialism is better than capitalism or that there is a 
utopia in the Soviet Union. These delegations are useful 
because it is a fact that they permit contacts and help 
to. break down barriers. To this extent, all trade union 
delegations from the United States to the Soviet Union are 

" Useful and good. 

National Maritime, Union, was/ very good, CURRAN held some 
press interviews and handled hinsel? pretty well, 

A mild criticism of the midwest delegation is 
that it was too heterogeneous. It was composed: of 
representatives of too many trade unions. Since it is. 
impossible. for a delegation to visit every factory, it 
15 preferred that delegations of this type be composed of 
representatives of one industhy, Thus the delegation 
could visit factories 6f that industry in the Soviet Union. 

l The Soviet Union would also prefer "Official" 
as, opposed to "Unofficial trade union delegations. from the 
United States even if the delegation only has the backing 
of one local of the union in the United States. ~ 

More than 10 members in any one delegation 
poses problems. It is preferred that the 5126. of the 

| delegation be limited to 6 or 7 members. 

Members of trade union delegations must be told; 
as tactfully as possible, tot to have their wives accompany 
them, The reason for this is that the women, want to go 
shopping :and sightseeing and the trip becomes more of a 

|pleasure tour than ἃ serious delegation which will disctiss 
trade union matters and: exchange opinions. 

The All Union Council of Trade Unions of the USSR 
cannot send money to the United States for expenses of a 
trade: union delegation going from the United States: to 
Russia, If necessary, a contribution might be made to the 
| return trip expenses. Except for the May’ Day delegation 
from the eastern part of the United States, no problems 
have been encountered along this line, Return trip fares 

| |were paid for some of the members of this delegation. 
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{Union, the All Union Council of Trade Unions of the USSR is 
not against it in principle ἣν εἶ should be discouraged. 

Maude” some inquiries’ 

In regard to members of trade union delegations 
Jato the United States visiting relatives in the Soviet 

The Ail Union Qe er trade Nnions of the USSR 
has a Directory of Ade Unions in the fited States but it Late 
is too general. [sand ARTHURNUC DOWELL of the f}°¢ 
International Unionfoy Upholsterers off Nort ‘th | Anérica, have 

. Hits τας answer to a question, 
said that he did not know anything about, thede two 
individuals. 

With regard to the possibility of an exchange of D6 | 
correspondence and publications. between trade unions in. " 

(the (Soviet Union and trade unions: in the United States, 
ἃ that letters have’ been sent to: such people as 
of the International.Union-of-Oit,-Chemical 

an ο Workers.but that replies are never received. : 
Ce aeernine an exchange of trade uriion ‘publications, it. is 7 
feit that this would: not be feasible because those in the. ! 
United States are printed in English and thosé in Russia | 
are printed in Russian. Thus the language barrier would 
not make this. a practical matter. However, the All Union 
Council of Trade Unions does. have a series of booklets 
which are printed in English. It might be possible to 
gend some of these booklets to trade ‘unions in the United 
States, 

if the CP, USA suggests. sone. trade unions in the 
United States to which correspondence should be sent, 
by the All Union Council of Trade Unions of the USSR, 
this will be doné but. it is’ to be remembered that usually 
there is never a ‘reply to such correspondence, 

| 3. 
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QO ae ee . 

ACTIVETIES OF WILLIAM L. PATTERSOU 
IN CZECHOSLOVAKIA DURING THE SUMMER OF 1960. (U) 

noazeiX ERKA, member of the central Comnittce 
Ὁ Οἱ arty, of ‘caechosiovakia a and Peputy to ) 

ΕἸ > TAY SOUCEK, ead of the International Department of the 
[erets  Soxmittos oF EC VOMMUNISE Paty ὍΣ Czechost slovakia, 

oo ‘during the wack” of ΤΉ ΥΩ; G0, was’ Ascugsing the 
ΕΣ 7 activitics of WILLIAM: LVPATTERSO’, of the Communist, Part 5 

USA, while PATTERSON wagli Ἢ Czechoslovakia. “Li TLADESLAVXKOCMAN 
-; “CpRotictic), of the Int intérnational Department of the al 

Comnities.oftherComunist Party of Czechoslovatia, ELIZABETH 
GURLEY FLYNN, Vice+Chairman of the CP,USA,and MORRIS CHILDS, 
member of the. Nation oxsuittce o£ the CP USA, algo participated 
in -this discussion, ‘Ni (U).. ΝΗ 

PATTERSON spent thrée weeks at Karlo Vary, a-resort 
areca in Gzcchoslovakia near the German bofder. He wrote a 
number of articles for "Rudo Pravo” (phonetic), publication 

. of the Commmigt Party of Czcchosloyakia. PATTERSON had δ. 
discussion with GUSTAV SOUCEK. PATTERSON, talking for WILLIAM 
Ζ.. FOSTER, asked if Czechosloyakia waa holding any Amorltan 

mn prisoners it would exchange for FOSTER, ‘The answer to this 
ΕΝ qucstion was negative. ᾿ς "(U) ᾿ 

Ae ea be “ 8. 

Ὰ at PATTERSON talked to SOUCEK, and to a group of juris 
᾿ς vw) ἀπά to a group of joutnalists about the HENRY WINSTON case. (U) ὰ 

: PATTERSON talked to representatives of the Gontral, 
ἐς. Committee of the Communist Party of Czechoslovakia about the 

"si tein! movements in the South, He turned over the names and 
addresses of Negro students who had been. expelicd from southern 
universitics because of "sit-in" demonstrations. and, suggested 
that. these students be invited to attend universities in, 

. Czechoslovakia, (U) 

Th regard τὸ this proposal; PATTERSON was told by . 
the Communist Party of Czechoslovakia that they will give i 
gonsideration; however, dipleyacy. would - ‘dictate against eu 

/ ag-- y £8 OFT - 7429 
ENCLC one} se ah 



ΣΕ there is some - special, individuai case, recommended by. " 
- the National Executive Committee of the CP, USA, it. migtt be «°° . 

ται agreed to by the Central Committee of the Communist Party Loe 
τς ΤΟΣ Czechoslovakia ay ὦ ΝΙΝ 

te gt. ._ PATTERSON asked ite ὌΝ 
ΝΣ attend school, in Czechoslovakia. He, was told that it would =. 
“ - “be impossible this year but will be considered by the Central 

Committee of the Comminist Party of Czechoslovakia for next: ες 
year, if t Nsttonal Executive Committee of the CP,USA;s6. 

oe Fecommends( (U) | yp 
Pye 

j? PATTERSON ed that Negro. artiste, ‘such as 
£1 8 ped θὰ HARRINGTON of France, OSSIE DAVIS, 7" | 

(phonetic); and (phonetic), be... *! 
: Czechoslovakia. The. answer. given PATTERSON was 
that. ‘the Central Conimittee of the Comriunist Party: of Czechoslovakia - 
Will give it epngideration, Most likely,[ ]will be extended | 
an. savitation ¥) (U): . ΝΕ 

iF PATTERSON: algo proposed that. a Nopro author’, RIC AED | 
WRIGHT, be invited to Czechos ovakia. _PATTERSON: Pato " A 

that; WRIGHT is δ. pathetic to. . Commimisin ἘΝΗ͂Ν. ond CHIEDS - t (bt 

c'| Stated that WRIGHT has written i anti-Communist Material, andi4 
[that PATTERSON was _erday. for making buch a. recombendation.t A, 

PATTERSON asked if the Communist. Party of Czechoslovakia 
* would furnish the CP,USA with finances in order to publish a 
‘[Markist-Negro quarterly marazine, The Central Committee of 
[the Communist Party of Czechoslovakia refused this request πὸ 

πα το PATTERSON. asked that leading Negro. cotivades in the- ᾿ς 
United States be invited: to. Czechoslovakia to. lecture on the — 
Negro. problems in the United Spates. PATTERSON was not given 
an answer’ to this Proposa ‘ {(U) ΕΝ " : 

PATTERSON proposed that the Communist _Party εν oof) ἃ ω 

"- 

Ἢ 



| 

to this nugseation. 

a? 

inochoalovalia establigh on international, university in 
Cuba and enother intornational-university in Puerto Rico. 
This Proposal was turned dow (U) 

PATTERSON also cus ecated that chur¢éhes in 
cpchibsloyalia invite Negro “churchecn in the Unitcd States 
te 0 ‘Czcchoglovalda int order ta- ¢atablish cooperaticn botween 
churches in the two countries. PATTERSON said that he would 
make a similar susgestion in lengary, Rusenia and other 
soclalist countries. ‘The Ccntral Committee of the σοι πη δὲ 
Party 6£ Czechosloy & did not pive. PATTERSON an answor 

() 
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ORAL MESSAGE BEING SENT 
TO ZHE CPSU BY THE CPUSA ἽΝ 

τὸ has been Learned that at the suxgestion of GUS 
HALL, Goneral |Sceretary of the CP,USA, MORRIS CHILDS met. 
with a TRAGHTENDERG on the norning of August 11, 

1960, τὸ 18 3 “che ‘sonding ὁξ a messaze from the CP. USA, 
te the Cpesy 

TRACHTENBERG said that: he has not and will not 
4 nes deliver any written messages to "the Rusbians,"” It was 
oa Μ᾿ ay agreed. that TRACHTENBERG. would. deliver the following oral 

\*f megsage; - 

The National Exccutive Comittee of the CP,USA 
met during the week, cnt of Adcust 6-7, 1960, heard a " yeport 
on the current idedlogical- dispute between the Cesu and 
the Comiunist, Party of China, and adopted a formal resolution 

/supporting the CPSU on the possibility of peaccful cooxistence 
and the un-inevitability of war. 

The National Exceutive Conmittod unaninously decided’ 
not to publish an article by WILEIAM Z, FOSTER ontiticd 
"Phe Ficht Azaingt Revisionion Is. Not Over." This article 
is not based on reality eithox in regard to the CP,USA (or 
the United States. Months azo, WILLIAM Z. FOSTER had 
inclinations toward, the current line of the Conc zante t, Party 
| of china, - ; - 

| MORRIS CHILDS will’ represent the CP USA at the 
fr in Moscoy on Soptomber 26 and 29, 1960. ΝΕ 

Ly: way of coment, IIALL believes that FOSTER-scrt 
his article, refor to above, to the CPSU, utilie ing his. 
Son-in-Law, EMANUEL OLKO, to delivery it. ἢ at iol 

| 4d yee) = iy 
ENCLOSURE | 
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OPFlONAL fOtm NO. 10 Tolson 
Mohr U: 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT oe ee ἢ 
Imont ὃ ΟΕ 

Callahan Memorandum —— 
VA Healt —— 

το : MR. A. H, BELMON i | pare: Augusé 98, 1960 τσ 
Trotter -.. . 
W.C,. Sullivan 
Tele. Room ance. 

rRoM : MRF, J. BAUUGARDNER A} eae 
cc Mr, Parsons 

Mr, Belmont 
SUBJECT: Go) Mr. Fox Bary 

7 AL SECURITY = C Mr. Jamie Johnson 

At 3:28 PM, 8-23-60, Supervisor| τ τ ct the New 
York Office cailed and stated that NY 694-5 advised today that 
CG 5824-8 will return to New York City on 8-25-60. He will ar- 
rive at Idlewild Airport in New York at 2:00 PM, 8-25. NY .694.5 
has made reservations at the Prince George Hotel for CG 5824-S, 

As a matter of background, CG 5824-S has been in Cuba 
since 8-15-60 as a delegate from the CP USA attending the Congress 
of Latin American Communist Parties which is presently in progress 

Ὁ 

Supervisor |_| said that it is contemplated CG 5824-5 
will be in New York for several days briefing Gus Hall, General 
secretary of the CP USA, concerning the function he attended in 
Cuba. New York raised the question as to whether Special Agent 
John Keating of the Chicago Office who handles CG 5824-8 should 
come to New York in order to obtain the report from CG 5824-S. 
I to1at | that it would be necessary for SA Keating to come 
to New York and that he would be instructed to do so and that 
New York_should make appropriate hotel reservations for hin. I 
told SA that SA Keating would arrive in New York sometime 
before M on 8-25, 

ACTION: 

Inasmuch as it is essential that we obtain the information 
CG 5824-S will bring back from Cuba at the earliest possible moment, 
there is attached a teletype to the Chicago Office instructing SA 
Keating to proceed to New York and that he should arrive there be- 
fore 2 PM on 8-25, ; 

Enclosure 

Papi (5) γῇ | κε ζ΄. 

REC- δά / 60 “F200 Gla. 

- 10 AUG 24 1960 
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‘ UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 
MEMORANDUM 

! TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (65-65405) DATE: 8/22/60 

FROM: SAC, NEW YORK (65-17696) 

\v SUBJECT: TRACING OF AMERICAN MONEY USED 
BY SOVIETS IN ESPIONAGE OFSRATIONS 
ESP-R 

ReNYlet of 7/8/60 advising that this office 
would no longer set forth the complete serial numbers 
of notes that fell into serializadtim with notes previously. 
recovered, 

On 7/26/60, NY 694-S* furnished an additional 
$2,000 flor use of the CP, USA which consisted of $20.00 
and $10.00 notes. 

3- Fyreeu (65-65405) (RM) 
Ὁ (is 100-428091 

Chicago (134-46 Sub B) (Info) (RM) 
1- Los Angeles (65-6696) (Info) (RM) 

| 1- Portland ( 85~1920) Info} RM 
| 1 Seattle ( ores te Info) (RM ' 
| - Salt Lake City (65-1291 Info) (RM 
| 1- Washington Field (65-7 ε pes (RM) (00 Yar OF /_— 
| 1-'New York {200-134 37) NOT RECORDED 

2- New York (65-17696) ΙΝ or Re pier 

LMW:hfr 

| 
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NY 65-1'7696 

| _ _& comparison of the serial numbers of the above, 
notes. against the serial numbers of notes issued to Soviet. 
establishments in NY and WFO (Russian Funds - BUfile '65- 
28939-NY file 65-6315), produced ‘negative results;. 

| In addition. to the above; identifidation tof’ the 
notes: contained ih the 82,000 was placed on. index cards :and 
inserted in the index maintained in captioned case.. 

The following: is: the result: 

Dehoriination Nunibér 6f Notes’ Issued by FRB 

$20'. O00 4 ‘Boston 

35 NY " 
6 Philadelphia 

" 11 Cleveland 
" 26 Richmond 
᾿ 9 Atlanta 

13 Chicago 
" i St. Louis 
" Minneapolis 
" 11 Kansas City 
" 3. Dallas 
" 376. San Francisco 

$10.00 - 7 Boston 
| " 20 NY 

" ἐ Philadelphia 
" 1 Cleveland 
" 1} Richmond 
; 9 Atlanta 
a 5 Chicago 
i ᾿ St. - LOUIS. 
is 2 Minneapolis 
" 2 Kansas City 

' . 2 Dallas .... . 
᾿ " 131 San Francisco 



NY 65-17696 

As in all previous Yvecoveries, the same pattern 
emerged ‘in that the Sen Francisco FR District issued by 
far the largest amount. 

Concerning the above 376 $20.00 notes: issued ‘by 
the San Francisco FR District it ‘vias noted that the FRB 
located tn San Francisco issued notes in a ratio of approxi-« 
mately ‘4 to 1 over that of the FRB in Los Angeles. 

As previous patterns have indicated, the notes issuéd 
prior to approximetely 1955-56 were primarily San Francisco 
origin: After the above period of time , Los Angeles began 
to equal San Francisco. 

Of the 376 San Francisco FRB $20.00 issue,over 
125. notes fell into serialization separated. by 100 numbers 
or less with notes previoudy recovered, 

Two notes fell into exact sequence to notes 
previously recovered in CP ὧν» Soviet espionage operations. 

Four notes fell into sequence separated by only 
one note, 

Fifteen notes fell into sequence separated by less 
than 15 notes. 

The above patterns of sequence emerged from notes - 
issued thru the years 1950-57, 

A similar situation exists in: régard to the $10.00 
notes: 

No pattern 6f sérPialigation was fidted in any of 
the ‘other 11 PR Districts. 



NY 65-17696 

_ On 7/32/60 CG 5824-8* furnished $13,731 which 
he was to forward to a high ranking member of the OP,. USA. 
Said money supposedly was in payment for royalties on his 
books. The money consisted of $13,700 in $100.00 and $50.00 
notes. . 

" Insertion of the above into the index rdlected 
the following: 

Denomination | - Number of Notes issued by. PRB 

$100.00 Boston 
NY aE 

Philadelphia 
Cleveland 
Richmond 
Atlanta 
Chicago 
Dallas 
San Francisco 

Boston 
NY . 
Philadelpnia 
Cheveland 
Richmond 
‘Chicago 
Minneapolis 
Kansas City 
Dallas 
san Francisco 

OINNEW WED OE 

MOR -Ω 

- 
" ae 

1 



NY 65-17696 

Concerning the above notes, it should be noted 
that pencilled notations on the face of several indicated 
they were written oy Europeans, due to the style of 
weiting numerals. 

As the. above chart indicates, the NY FR 
District issued the major portion of ‘the notes, 

ἰ Insertion of the notes into the index failed 
to reflect any pattern of serialization in any of the 12 
FR Districts. 

As recipient offices are aware; the above 
recovery is the first instance where 2a definite pattern of 
serialization has not emergéd in San Francisco FR District money. 
Whether this 1s. due to the fact that. the index contains 
only ὁ, Limited total of $100.00 and $50.00 notes or whether 
the money forwarded to the CP official came out of another 
reserve maintained by the Soviets in the USSR, 1s not known. 

It should be noted; however, that this is the 
first instance where recovered money has: not dealt directly 
with the CP, USA or Soviet espionage. 

Comparison of the above against the sezial numbers: 
of notes issued to Soviet establishments in NY and WRrO 
produced negative results. 

Recipient offices are requested to note that due 
to the extremely high confidential positions of CG 5824-S* 
and NY 694-S*, under no circumstances should any information 
furnished by them be set forth in peport form without specific 
Bureati authority; 

rn 



NY 65~-17969 

Bureau Attention 

_ Inasmuch as captionéd case file contains information 
derived from various ΟΡ and espionage investigations, 
particularly such confidential investigations as CG 5824~S*, 
NY 694-S*, the Karot case, etc, the Bureamis réduested | 
to give consideration to directing interested offices 
involved in this investigation to staiip on the front of the 
case. file cover (FD 245) the following: 

- "NO information from this file should. be made 
the subject matter of a report; memo or any correspondence 
in another investigation without Bureau authority". 

_ ‘he above request is made inasmuch as this office 
does ‘not forsee any occasion where confidential information 
contained in captioned case is not already recorded in 
‘substantive case files,therefore,available to interested 
agents. 

Aforementioned warning on the file cover will, — 
therefore, prevent any inadvertent reporting_of information ba 
from such sources as 0G 5824-S*, NY 694-S* etc. 
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TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

FROM: SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637) 

\ UBJEC! 
ΞΟ 

Ὧν ΧῊΜ On 8/23/60, NY 694-S advised ssf __] 
Som that on the said date he received a postcar 
| dated 3/21/60, from CG 5824-S in Havana. Message was a 

as follows: ve 

| "Will try to return from vacation before end of 
next week. Will let you know. Cold still with me." 

a 

_ (ee ! 

flee Wt | ag: 32 

ic chicag Ton ade sob By (oro RM) a, ~Chicago es A: . 

1-New York 134-91 ἂν 5) ra ty} 72 O-Y Ζ 509, Gf. - 

a - 

l1-New York 100-134637 1). . 

ACB; ume . 5 AUG 24 1960 
(7) CRT oy, δι. .ὕ 

pe URN ΤΥ Cy. 
ATA _AS "Sf Sent. —_ - Μ Per 
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Ey KEATING WILL PROCEED Τὸ NEW YORK CITY AFTERNOON OF AUGUST TWENTY 

FOUR INSTANT. rp [G2 E84 [- 9 4 ΣΝ : 

END AND ACK PLS Ἂν 
Sih δὴ aq AUG 25 960 con Y: 
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Date: 8/24/60 f24/ ft 2 
Transmit the following in 

(Type in plain text or code) 

Vic AIRTEL ΠῚ 
TO φφφττ (Priority or Method of Mailing)” 

SSS a ea ar re weer enter ee errr ....----.-.--. 

πος DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

FROM: SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637) 
SUBJECT: ' ; 

ReNYairtel, 8/22/60, concerning telephone call on 
ry 9. 8/22/60 to NY 694-S from person presumed to be a Soviey ale 

᾿ ΄ ΟΝ 

fl On 8/24/60, NY 694-S advised SA 
that at 2:30 PM on the aforesaid date VLADIMIRYRARKOVSKY came to | |! 
the informant's office, silently shook hands,/akd Walked out. oy 
After a minute or two, he returned, commented on the weather, and 
again walked out. He repeated this performance four times, on 
the fourth occasion returning witha package containing $50,000 , 
in $20 bills. After delivering the money to the informant, he 
shook hands again with the informant and departed. 

In view of the possibility that he is presently under 
surveillance by the Soviets, NY 694-s staged he would place the 
$50,000 in his. safe deposit bom and give/to the NYO for 
processing within the next day or so. 

‘The serial numbers on the above bills will ‘be checked 
against the list of known currency issued to Soviet establish- 
ments in NYC and Washington, D.C. and the Bureau will be 
advised of any positive results of this check, . A 

zt {ec 
Ltee ἐνύδ 

( 3-Bureau (100-428091) (RM 
) ' ἢ 

~Chicago. (134-46 Sub B) (INFO) (RM) ᾿ ἣν 
L-New York.134-91  (inv.) ([1]. : 
1-New York 100-134637 Sub A.(SOLO FUNDS) (41) 
1-New York 100-128862 CP, USA FUNDS RESERVE FUNDS) (425) 
1-New York 100-134637 "αὶ 

ACBiume ΕΟ - Ke gf —~9 5 
(9) : 
a ye, , 3 AUG 25 1969 

aw LT) Opes 

A \ - | ς δ Μ | t —___ 
5S ave Ὁ fal Agent in Charge ᾿ 

rl 
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" FD-36 (Rev. 12-13-56) -- Mr. "Tolson_——__ 

. «τ » % , tay Ο .¢ " Ο Mr. Mohr. 

. ὶ “Parsons 

i, δὴ : ΜΝ ὶ . Belmont tc 
,. Mr, Callahan_— 

PBI yo Ua. Doleach_— 
| 

\ i Mr Malone - 
Date: 8/29/60 Ι Mr. M Quire. 

Mr. Rostn 

Transmit the following in | ἫΝ ἀνοίτος ΜΝ 
(Type in plain text or code) i| Mr, W.C.Sullivan 

Via AIRTEL AIR MAIL REGISTERED MAIL ἢ tr. Ingen ας . 411 ——w 

(Priority or Method of Mailing) ] Miss Gandy... 

ῥ fs} τὸ + DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) , 
FROM. SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) fh ° 

J 
C “soto_/ 

18-C 

CG 5824-S* on 8/26/60, made available to SA JOHN 
B. KEATING, the following.6 items which are written in the 
Spanish language, These items were obtained in connection 
with the attendance of CG 5824-8* at the 8th National 
Assembly of. the Partido Socialista Popular c(PSP), the 
Communist Party (CP) of Cuba: 

obs 
1) A magazine supplementato the’ 8/21/60 issue of 

"Hoy", This ent contains the text of an 11 hour 
report by BLASY OCA, This report was delivered to the 8th 
National AssénbIy of the PSP on 8/16 and 17/60, It will 
be noted that this item contains photographs of some of the 
delegates and "greetings" from some of the fraternal delegates, 

2) A magazine supplement containing the program 
! of the PSP, 

3) A three page mimeographed document with the 
; JA caption "ProgramamCon Los Delegados Fraternales De Los 

| Partidos Hermanos", Wy » 
V ¢.. 

} x 4) A 20 page mimeographed document entitled = 
“Sobre El ProgramanD artido", This document contains 
the report of, ANIBAL-ESCALANTE, Executive Secretary. of the. . 7 

. Pee ato" page ninsogeaghor dotiitient titled 
ay by "Informe Del Cuarto Punto Del Orden Del Dia De La VIII », λ»6. .. - 

ἰὼ Asamblea Nacional Correspondiente A La Modificacion De ;., “" κ΄. τῆν 
AY Satzano \ Los Estatutos. This item contains the report of. MANUEL <5 Og re 

on the “yules and by-laws of the PSP. It was ee 
ει ΣΕ th 8/19/60, It 1. δθλλονοβοὶ ΠΟΤᾺ LUZARDO, is the 22 

ΟΝ Bureau (Encis,6) (AULD nh Pe? er αἴ 

oP on nL Ye & R'LABS AUP I-A REPORS δ yo | 

Cr ie lay Sent eo acs 

fe wee Pa Agent in Charge ᾿ SN 

PSP, on jhe Party” program. It was deyivered on on 8/18/60. ,,;° 
ar we Ὁ DG SocraaeitstAn fo Ῥω, OM 

a 
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National Organization Secretary of the. PSP, 

6). A 22 page. mimeographed document captioned 
“Programa Del Portido Socialista Popular". It is believed 
that this document contains changes and corrections in 
the Party program, - 

gat ' The 6 items listed above are enclosed herewith 
4° to the Bureau, It is requested that they be returned to 

the Chicago Division when the. Bureau has no further use 
τὰ 1 for then. 

bal ra | 

c I- ri * τῷ : 
i Pris ~ ; = 

- “ἢ A A 



~ ; -«-DECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM: 
_ BBI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE 

OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10 DATE 07-14-Z2011 Tolson " 

Mohr 

we “UNITED STATES GOVEI ENT Ὃ Parsons —_ 

ΜΙ emorandum ἘΞ 
; 

ἐς δαῖτ ᾿ 

ΤΟ > Mr. A. ΒΕ. Belmofitt DATE: August 27, 1960 Tas 

ly fr ee ἘῈΞ 
Co FROM > Mr. F. J. Baumgardn | 

— ) Tsy sunjecT\| οὐ | (U) 
INTERNAL SECURITY - 0 7 Ξ 

Our informant, CG 5824-Ss, left New York City 8/11/60 
to attend, asa Communist Party (ΟΡ), USA, delegate, the Congress 
of the CP of Cuba scheduled to convene in Havana, Cuba, 8/16/60. 
Informant returned the United States from this seventh Solo 
mission on 8/25/60. yt 

New York teletype 8/26/60 summarizes information furnished 
thus far by CG 5824- Ses According the informant, the Cuban ΟΡ 
Congress lasted, from {36/60 through 8/21/60; a public session was "8 ba 
held on 8/22/6 n δ Escalante ,~brother of AnibaL Escalante, C202 
Executive Secretary_of the CP_of Cuba) said there were 204 Cuban 
delegates and 65 fraternal delegates present. The fraternal 
delegates represented 21 CPs. The CP, USA, with five delegates 
present, had the largest delegation atthe Congress. This 
delegation was headed by James E,AJapkson, Editor of "The Workertaba 
and ΟΡ, USA, National Secretary “for/} the 2 ani oo ener CP, USA, 

a -Φ' τὰ 

Tr elegates were, . , HelenWinter a our inf mhapts 
Ν (ος 582425 te ARG all, embers fetes ὁ of opr inf arms ee 

All of the soci Ou tiles “Wwi th the exception of the Cpe ee. 
the Soviet Union (CPSU), were represented at the Congress. The 
CPSU sent "greetings." Ali delegates were given at legst_3 
Spending money and gifts.) () 

A report given by Bla ‘Roca, General_Secrexvay 
ἜΝ yan ΟΡ, listed four tasks of Ahe Cuban revolution: ει mn ged 
2) greater production: (3) strengthening the armed defense an 

might of Cuba; and (4) elevating revolutionary consciousness i aeaee 
the masses of the people. Speeches were constantly interrupted 
during the Congress with the shouting and singing of Slogans such 

| as "Cuba, Si; Yankee, No!" "Down With Yankee Imperialism!" "Patria Ὁ 
| Muerto!" (fatherland. or death) and "Venceremos!" (@ will win). 

Informant said one was impressed with the fact that all ΟΡ members; 
carried arms and wore uniforms. They attend Marxist=Leninist classes 
and military drills on an average of five days a week. According 

00- δορὶ τι ὦ Cis) Ὁ) φ Ψ | [40-428091 | ( ag [ (00-$2-€021—917 _|6sX9 
| 1 “- ur. ΝᾺ ως ~ AUG 91 1960 4 
| - rr.’ : 

φζριειπαι - 2. =. 

δ 5} ia) SSB ,xempt fhih GDS tegory P. ( 
-Date of Hecltssifrcation Indefinite yar 
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Memorandum for Mr. Belmont 
: {SOLO CS) (U | , | 100-428091 ~) cs¢ γυνὴ CRO? TOP SEoRE 

[to the informant, the Cuban CP leaders really expect a military 
attack from the United States. } (U) 

Vv 

East German representatives stated that Klaug/fuchs, 
convicted atom spy now living in East Germany,-is doing some 
the NortopyGobe1i and Julius Ay claimed,that Fuchs will "“biow 

7x |.) the MortonsSobell and Julius and EtheJ4Rosenberg_ cases sky high," 
ῥα": Fuchs, a ording to these re ae Sa imeaeliat aee , 

certain "facts" concerning ‘the Sobell-and=Rosenberg cases which, 
if released, would disclose that Sobell and the Rosenbergs were 
"framed." Informant was not, able to. furnish additional informa- 
tion concerning this matter. \ 

. In the opinion of CG 5824-S*, the communists, in 
alliance with the July 26 Movement. and the March 13 Directorate, 
the other forces in the government, run Cuba. The Cp’, however, 
is the best organized, the best disciplined and the most politically 
conscious of ali the groupings in the. Cuban revolution. The Cuban 
CP can get and has: gotten economic, political, military, technical 
and other. aid for Cuba from the communist countries. The Chinese 
delegation aw: "unreserved" aid.; (U) 

| Fide astro Herding, to the informant, has obviously 
jagreed to a united front with the communists. The communists 
have promised they will not build only a CP, but will unité with 
other revolutionaries and allow tha development of capitalism 
up to a point and with controls. (U) 

OBSERVATIONS : 

Further details and more information is being obtained 
from CG 5824-S* concerning the seventh Solo.mission. Dissemination 
Will be made to high-level Government officials as soon as 
complete details become available. As has been the practice in 
the past, New York was advised by airtel 8/22/60 to secure at 
the earliest possible moment complete details of the seventh Solo 
mission so that pertinent facts could be immediately made available 
to appropriate officials -of the Government. {S\(U) 

New York teletype discloses that [Cc $824-S* is not 
feeling well and is scheduled. to. depart for his home in Chicago, 

_ Illinois, this date, £/27/60:1%)(u) -- 

= 1 ᾿ -- ' - 
Ἢ 



Memorandum. for Mr. Beimont 
ἢ: 2010 A U) 

100-428091 ~ ¢ ΔΙ 

ACTION: 

On receipt of detailed information, the data will 
be carefully analyzed and appropriate dissemination made to 
Government officiais on a high level as soon as practicable. 
The securing of this information is being expedited by our 
New York and Chicago Offices, 



Ἁ , , >. ‘ 

i434 , bons Aw 
1. 8) Ew ninssen\ | 
i - * att 7 
1 = σα ΠΡ ἼΘΙ 
1 ~ Hr. 7. ἢ. Donohue “ 

- 1-Mr. Fox 

_ August 24, 1950 

alo. 
λὺ 

- re Morris Childs _ 
7949 Sonth Uichigan Avenue 
Chicayo, Iilinois ; 

" Dear Ur. chiids: τς 

| I want to again conjratulate you ch the ceapliction 
of another successful rission, I porsonaliy roviewed the 
Valuable and timely natcrial you have gathered and want to 

: assure you that tho caterial is teing utilized to the best 
advantase of our country. | 

_ se ΝΣ You ‘are ¢ontinuing to make great sacrifices, . 
risking your life and health. Because of the heavy work 

- Load you have boon carrying and the tight echodule that 
faces you in the immediate fuiurc, it is wy sincerc desiro | 
that you find tine to onjoy a much needéd rest and vacation 
With your-son and new grandchild, - 

_ Let ne take this océasion to express ny appreciation 
for tha outstanding services you have fendered our country | 
and the Federal Durcau of Investigation.- As a tonen of ny 

_ You with tho sun of $1,000. . 

| Lay your country continua to benefit fron your 
invaluable services. . 

YELLOW 
PUPLICATE, 

232 6 1980. 
᾿ς Sine oroly Yours , 

61-7665 . |__-MAIEE as 

—— @x io0-s28001' Gorey) χώρου Ψ 24,97, ος ὦ “428001 (Solo), : NOT RRCARDED 
. 8 

NOTE OW YELLOW: See meno Baungardner tb7habhoft Got ed 8/23/60, 
captioned "Solo; Internal Security ~ Ὁ." FFF:ras. ἣν ee ene, 

QSPRS 8 1060 ἡ 
4 i ες a 

a oe 

. 

estoom I have instracted cy personal representative to present . 

4 
4 

Oe. FOB A. 

| ee - 

ORIGINAL COPY FILED IN 



. . . | | ; ~ ire Parsons - 
-« τς ~ ς ΕΣ 1 ~ Apeinistrative Riyisdon 

- δ Q ᾿ ς Ὁ | Belinont 
a 1 - ir. Baungardnder ΕΝ 

; - - i1-Hr. J. D. Donohue- 
: Ε ᾿ . 1 = Hr, Fox _ 7 ᾿ 

SAC, Chicago (109.3470) August 24, 1960 

Director, ἘΠῚ (61-766) PORSONAL APTONTEON 

f ᾿ C3 58246St 

Rourlot 8/17/60, 

In connection with the recently comicted Soto 
ission the Durcau feels that tho .otstandiny contribution. 

ΠΕ ΤΝ to tho srecoss of this mission by (Ὁ 5824-53 is 
_ Meserving of special recomition, - 

- Photo is attacked an paoreoriate Letior addressed 
to: 0G 5824-59 under δὲ id 8. truo identity. Yeu are to personally — 
deliver this Llettctr to tho infornant ard afford bin an 
opportunity to read it. This Lotter should then bo broujht 
back by you to the Chicayd Office whore it 1s to ko retained in 
thé office safe. Under no tircenstances ard you to. relincuish . 
control of this Ietter at any tins. 

ΓΤ 

- In addition to the above, tke Bureau foots that the ποι 
_ Gatiner in του the informant disckaredd fis dutics in 6 
connection with the Solo oforation is deserving of recomition ἐς 

τς dn the forn of a cash eval over and ahove his autherizod 
-rontnoration At tho timo the above letter is delivered to: _ 7 
the inforeant authority ig granted to furnish hin. δε cash award oo 
in tke Amount oP 31,09 | “4 

Any pertinent observations which you ray have relative \, 
to the reacticn of our inforaant to this lotter and cash award ; 

. bhovid be. nade ayailabic to the Bureau, 

Enecipsure 

τιν (- 100-428091. (Soro) 

“NOTE ON YELLOW: 

See memo Baungardner to Betnont dated 8/23/60 
‘captioned "Solo; ; Internal Security - " FFF:ras. 

᾿ ΝΞ ᾿ ΑΝ -ῷ “6 7-ὶ 

--- vi me a " <a GORDED 

FF:ras ~ pUPLICATE Ws SEP 6 1960 
Ua 2 ἢ 1960 | 51 SEF 196, | wernt ae ee ORIGINAL COPY FILED iN hl- 
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ἐ po GO - Mr. Mohr 
i : » © . ἢ ' ' ; " ᾿ - Ξ “ .- τ τ me Ν pee 
} | 

“PBI. 
} b 8 | ‘Mr. Matone 

Date; .8/29/60 Mr. MeGuire___. 
: . ᾿ ™ . 2 | Mr. Rosen 

Transmit the following in. : =: - ς Me aie " "(Type in plain text or code) , τ W.G Sullivan - Mr, WC, Sullivan 
Viq___ AIRTEL AIR NAIL REGISTERED MAIL —_ bye Room — 

(Priority or Method of Maiting) ; Miss: Gandy 
oe ey eee ees τρσ =— 

— ee ee ee eee 

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

| an SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) 

\ ieee 

py 
()} CG 5824~8* orally furnished the information on 
ες the following page to SA JOHN E, KEATING on 8/27/60. This 

r report pertains to the Congress of the CP of Brazil, 

’ αὐδο εν 4 
~ Bureau (AM) (RH) 

1 ~- New York (100~134637) (AM) (RM) 
1 ~ Chicago 
ΧΕ: jen 
(5) 

RON [ta ¢2809/—~ 118 ΝΣ 

et ' 

ri $60 
Ε 4 EP A ᾿ . - a ἘΝ, 2A. 

p . . τῷ, w™ ΑΝ Sal saat δὰ κα potent 

ta SSA «ἘΠ ' ΠΣ 

΄ ζ | df - fx - - = 2 ἘΝ . οὖς . A el ἘΟ- τς 

ΠΣ ΠΩ, fen - “2. ᾿ ~ . 

Approved; an Lt a Sént —__ ́ὦ Per 
“ Specia τοὶ in‘Charge 



i 
August 27, 1960 

The representative of the Conminist Party (CP) of 
Brazil to the 8th National Assenbly of the Partido Socialista 
Popular (PSP), the CP of Cuba, stated that tho CP of Brazil © 
plans to start its congress on September 1 i960, ; and “that 

It is noted that "Hoy", publicatio# of the PSP, 
referred to the Brazilian delegate. as. GALI aE 

“le. 

it may be held under illegal conditions. Ef “ 
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ἴω 7 OMTIGHAL FORM NO. 10, ; : ; . 

5010=104=01 
. 
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UNITED STATES ERNMENT : Ep . 

Memorandum. 
TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) pare: August 17, 1960 

FROM : SAC, CHICAGO (134-46-Sub Β) - | fl 

SUBJECT: meer: Goo) ATTN: A. H. senso ζω 4 a 
S- ὦ 

a os 

Re New York and Chicago airtels to the Bureau in 
July and August, 1960, concerning the results of the sixth 
Solo mission by CG 5824-S* which began on. July 9, 1960 and 

| terminated, on the instructions of the Russians, on his 
arrival in New York on August 1, 1960. Informant is now in 
Cuba attending important Communist Party (CP) international 
meetings with representatives of all Communist countries and 

! a Cuban CP ‘Congress which begins on August 16, 1960.. 

‘Also, as a result of this trip, the informant. is 
= Scheiled to return to the USSR to complete his original 
τι 5158 on and to attend the first meeting in Moscow of a com- 
ΒΑΛΕ ΘΕΟΣ to discuss the ideological dispute between the CP of 

the Soviet Union (CPSU) and the CP of China. This meeting 
wil) é followed by another meeting of représentatives of the 
= “international Communist movement in, Hoscow scheduled for 
“»November 9, 1960 to deal with the same subjéct matter and it 
= Ms ‘hoped the. informant will also attend this meeting.. 

An analysis of the results ΟΣ the sixth Solo mission 
has been completed by this office, and, in the opinion of. this 
office, the results. are outstanding in information obtained 
and reflect the. results of steady pbuilding of contacts by this 
informant throughout the years .in which he .has operated for 
the Bureau. . 

specifically, the following are considexédsas. onto 
standing accomplishments and re-emphasize the value ὋΣ this 
informant to the Bureau: “ 

0 ᾿ Ν wo δ ΞΕ: 
Bureau (REGISTERED) ι /00 - 2F PF YN 3 

ψ 22-1960 ᾿ς 

, 
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«il. As a vesult of first-hand conversations with pedple- 
at the Third Congress of Rumania in Bucharest which resulted 
in an opén tdedlogical dispute between the Chinése and Russian 
representatives, including KHRUSHCHEV, οὐ “peaceful co-existence", 
the Bureau has. been able to furnish the nost top level 
intelligence information to the President, the State Depart— 
ment, and other intelligence agencies, which no doubt. will be 
of important significance in shaping State Department and 
national security policies, 

- 2, Tho Bureau has been able to furnish top level 
intelligence information to the extent that the Chinese-USSR | 
differences gre more than ideological, that they encompass 
Suspicions of cach other, the failure to provide airport 
facilities to the Russians, failure to provide radio Station 
useage, nuclear weapons access, etc. 

| 3, .Fifty. Latin American Commnists spent six honths 
in China and are currently returning to- Latin America. The 
Chinese taught these individuals guerrilla. warfare and the need 
for revolution in Panama avid Braztl. This information is 
particularly timely at this time in view of the current ὍΔΕ, 
meetings in Costa Rica and in view of the Cuban situation. 

; 4. The informant obtained almost a complete text. of 
eighty pages of an ideological document reflecting the. dispute 
betweon the Russians and the -Chinése: 

δ. The informant identified and met- with two repre~ 
‘géntatives of the “Secret Department" of the CPSU, who have 
been in the United States of recent date, 

6. The informant arranged for three possible contacts 
' with the Russians for himself and NY 694-S within the next six ᾿ 
months: and perfected a better contact apparatus. | - 

2 

7. Informant net with. NICOLAI MOSTOVITS of the North and 
Sauth American International Departnent of the CPSU: and. had 
two formal meetings with BORRIS PONOWAREY, head of the 
International Dopartment of the CPSU. He had full discussions 

_with them on North and South Anerican, problens, as well as.a 
discussion on the ΟΡ program in this country and learned that 
in the main the Russians are satisfied with the line of the 
American Party leadership. Out of these conversafions the 
informant also: obtained, considerable information concerning the. 
CPSU and Chinese differences and verified these differences gO. 
boyond ideological differencés. | 

,=§ Zea 
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| 8; ‘Informant learned of thé CP. of Cuba Congress of 
August 16, 1960, which will be attended by representatives 
of ΔἸ} CPs of the world and which will be followed by a 
Congress of Latin American Parties. which will convene in+ | 
mediately after the Cuban Congress, Ho was also able: to 
settre an invitation and is ctirrently in Cuba, Thus again, 
we have contact with CP representatives from all Latin 
Anerican countries at a time when this intelligence informa- 
tion is of such great, importance to the State Department in 
shaping Anerican foreign policy for Latin Anorica. 

a 

‘9, Informant was briefed in detail and obtained. 
docunents of the Third Rumanian Congress from ELIZABETH 

. GURLEY FLYNN in a meeting at Prague, Czechoslovakia, 

10. The informant net with members of the Sécret 
Department of the CPSU where he discussed the need for per- 
fection of an apparatus in this country. Hoe arranged for 

meetings in August and Soptember for hinself and for NY 6948 
in this country, The representatives of the Secret Department 
suggested the possibility of riicrofilming Party docundnts 
to. facilitate exchanging and Kade thd comment that. this | 
apparatus operation is not for the purpose of military 
espionage but is for the purpose of oxchanging: information 
between the CP, USA and the GPSU, ᾿ 

11. Obtained Additional information on the Peoples 
University in Uoscow in yhich the Bureau his a great intekest 
because we dre attempting to send people to this University. 
As a result of this information new instructions have already 
been issued by the Bureau concerning action to bé taken on — 
thrée people wo intend to send to this Uniyorsity. 

12. Informant held an iriportant meeting with ledding 
nembers. of the AI Union Council οὗ Trade Unions in the USSR 
and received their impressions concerning the delegations 
that had been sont to the -USSR and future plans and désires 
for delegations to visit. the USSR. . 

13. Furnished information concerning possible bargaining 
effort to return Bishop. WALSH from Communist China in exchange 
for permission for WILLIAM Z. FOSTER to go to Russia, 

14. Furnished information to the. effect that PITTMAN, 
of the ‘Qaily Worker'' in Moscow, or JAMES JACKSON, or both, 
may visit: Africa with KHRUSHCHEV as correspondents of the 
\Daity Worker". 

ue 
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- 15. By ‘virtue of his attendance in Moscow at a tinely 
-. ~. @ate, the informant.-was enabled. to control, the identity of the 

_ ,pérson who will represent the CP, USA at a meeting of a 
“Comin σέων ὀθηδθοσᾶ in, Moscow, Septenber 28, 1960, which is to try and 

work out a compromise on the. ideological differences between 
the USSR and the CP of China. 

16, Obtained “{nformation from ABE CHAPUAN regarding 
ALFRED und MARTHA STERN, ᾿ 

17. Jnwfdrmant. presented 4nformation concorning the 
ideological differences between the CPSU and the Chinede 
Party to the National Executive Corimittee of the CP, USA-on 
August 6 and. 7, 1960, obtained a resolution in support of 
the Russian position, and conveydd the views of the National 
Executive Committee to the Russian Party through contacts 
of ‘TRACHTENBERG,. 

} 

18, ,Informant was able to convey to GUS HALL the full 
approval of the line he sot forth for the CP, USA in his 
spoech of June, 1960, which the informant reviewod With the 
Russians, LOSTOVITS and PONOMAREY . 

~ and his: work in the USSR. 

20. Held discussions with the Acting Rditor of phe New 
World Review" in Prague. — 

21. Obtained Soviet approval of the use 2 of 
85 interriediaries ‘between the informant an 6 

Russians in contacts, and also for the purpose of using 
them to hold certain. ‘cP funds. 

ἢν ~ RECOMMENDATION ° 

In view of the extraordinary services of this informant 
and the outstanding international intelligence information 
obtained, the following recommendations are made: 

1. That a letter along the lines of the attached form 
be prepared for submission to the informant.over the Director's 

- gignature so. that this létter can be presented to the 
informant immediately upon his return to Chicago trom. New 
York and: Cuba.” ᾿ 
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Z.. In recognition. of the outstanding intelligence. 
information obtained by the informant, an incentlye award 
‘be Approved in the amount of $1,000, 

In connection with the above requests, it is 
believed that it would bé most propitious to make this pre- 
sentation imrediatoly upon the return of CG 5824-S* from’ . 
Cuba. The reading of ἃ written roport of the results of these 
Solo trips often docs not. adequately present the rental 
Onguish and physical hardships which must bo endured to 
Obtain this information. Behind the Iron Curtain CG 5824-s* ᾿ 

has to conduct himself at all times with the knowledge that 
one false stop can be the last one. 

Despite exhaustion from the rigors of the sixth 
; Solo trip, and an extremely heavy schedule in New York, 
, including briefing of HALL, DENNIS, and FOSTER, a three day- 

Flies ae 

meeting of the National Executive Committed , and a hurried 
δια recessary trip to Toronto to brief TIL BUCK, CG 5824-S* 

, left for Hayana on the seventh Solo trip twelve days after he 
-trrived in New York City from the sixth trip. As of August 
17, 1960, the informant has not, found tine to visit his home 
an Chicago, 

Upon nis return to the United States he-will be- 
faced with the task of reporting on the Cuba trip to the 
Bureau and to the CP,USA,- He has scheduled meetings with 
the Russians botwoen Soptenber 7 and 10, 1960 in New York City 
and is schedulod to be in Moscow again on September 28-29, 1960.. 
We 8.180 want hin to be in Moscow in November for the scheduled - 
conference of Communist Parties. 

- 



a) * 

Dear Mr. Childs: 

Again it is my great pleasure to congratulate 
- you on another most: successful mission. 

i have carefully reviewed: the voluminous materials 
which are most significant and timely in nature. These 
materials are already being fully evaluated and utilized 
in the best interests of our country. 

You are continuing to make great sacrifices 
beyond the call of duty and at great risk to your life and 
health. With the heavy schedule which you are facing in the 
immediate future, it is my sincere desire that you give first 
priority to finding time to enjoy a much needed vacation 
with your son and new grandchild. 

May your country continue to benefit from your 
outstanding services. 

Very truly yours, 

00-2609 |- FRO 
ENCLOSURE 
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Memoraniiwn 
Me Guitte 

ROSON cee 

TO : Mr. A. H. Belmont paTE: August 23, 1960 τας Do 
W.C. Sullivan —W. 

Tele. Room 

“uf FROM : Mr. K,—i.Baungardn fy) ; | Gant 

sonch Gore) 
NIERNAL SECURITY = © 

Solo is the code name for the operation involving our 
informants, CG 5824-S% and NY 694-S%, as the liaison representatives 
between the Communist Party (CP), USA, and top-level leaders of 
ἐπ CP of the Soviet Union (CPSU), Iron Curtain countries and 

ed China. 
ay 

CG §824-S#, at the instructions of Gus Hall, General 
Secretary, CP, USA, went abroad 7/9/60 in connection with Solo 
mission Number six and returned to the United States on 7/31/60. 
| cesv abroad, informant contacted important functionaries of the . 
CPSU in Moscow, Russia, and contacted Czechoslovakian CP members 
in Prague. ἣν 

A&A complete analysis of the material obtained’ on this. 
Solo mission was made at the Bureau and it was détermined“that 
the information secured was outstanding. These data, on a selective 
basis, were disseminated with the Director's approval to, high- 
ranking officials and agencies of our Government: the White House, 
the Vice President, the Secretary of State, the Director of Central 
Intelligence Agency, the Attorney General and the intelligence 
agencies of the Armed Forces. Some of this information will no 
doubt be of special significance to the State Department and will 
assist it in shaping its national security policies. The informa- 
tion obtained concerning Latin-American countries 185. timely in 
view of the current Organization of American States meetings in 
Costa Rica. The current ideological dispute between the CPSU and 
the CP of China will not only help our Government formulate policies, 
but may give the Bureau an opportunity to disrupt_CP,; ‘USA, activities 
in this country through our Counterintelligence Program. L. 

Chicago letter 8/17/60 recommends that, the Bureau may 
desire to express its appreciation to the informant for his .unusual 
services by giving him a bonus payment of $1,000, this bonus. to be 
presented to him upon his return from Cuba /40 _. FZ ὅ. OG /- GO 

en, 3 
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Memorandum for Mr. Belmont 
RE: SOLO 
100-428091 . rs 

OBSERVATIONS : 

It is to be observed that subsequent to Solo missions 
one and three CG 5824-S* was given a personal letter from the 
Director and a bonus payment of $1,000. There is no question 
but that Solo mission Number six developed very important 
information and that the informant endangered his life in under- 
taking this. mission. CG 5824-S* is presently in Cuba on the 
seventh Solo mission and is expected to return to the 
United States shortly. He is part of a CP, USA, delegation. to 
the Cuban CP Congress and the Conference of Latin-American CPs 
Which Conference immediately follows the Congress. 

Despite exhaustion from the rigors of the sixth Solo 
trip, which terminated 7/31/60, and an extremely heavy schedule 
in New York, including the briefings of Gus Hall, Eugene Dennis 
and William Z. Foster, CP, USA, functionaries, a three-day 
meeting of the National Executive Committee and a hurried and 
necessary trip to Toronto, Canada, to brief Tim Buck, Canadian 
CP leader, CG §824-S% left for Havana, Cuba, on the seventh Solo 
trip 12 days after he arrived in New York City from the sixth 
SO0lo mission. 

RECOMMENDATIONS : 

1. That CG 5824-S* be afforded a bonus payment in 
the amount of $1,000. It is believed that informant certainly 
merits recognition for his outstanding services in this operation 
above and beyond his usual remuneration. 

2. That a personal letter of commendation over the 
Director's signature be directed to CG 5824-S%. This letter will 
be delivered to informant by the SAC, Chicago, for perusal and 
then immediately returned to the Chicago Office and retained in 
the safe. Chicago pointed out that because of the informant's 
exhaustion from the rigors of the sixth Solo mission and his heavy 
schedule of activities since then, he should be urged to take a 
vacation and be with his son and grandchild. 

-. 3. - 



Memorandum for Mr. Bélnont | o 7 Ba 
RE: SOLO ΝΞ ΕΝ 
100-428001: - τ, μι 

- _ 4 ΝΙΝ 

3. There is attached for your approval an 
appropriate communication to the SAC, Chicago. Enciosed 
With this communication is a personal letter of commendation 
from the Director to CG 5824-S*. Appropriate instructions 
are included regarding the manner in which this communication 
is to be niade available to the informant. Instructions are 
also included to afford the informant a cash bonus payment 
of δ, 000, 



A OMTIONAL eee 10 | ᾿ : ᾿ 

ὌΝιτΕΡ᾽ STATES dC ernment ὃ 

« Memorandum . 

TO DIRECTOR, FBI (100~428091) DATE: 9/1/60 

SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637 Sub A) 

yr 
Records of the New York Office reflect that as of 

8/31/60, transactiomin the SOLO account reported by NY 694-S 
YO εἴπος the date of the last accounting have been as follows: 

Credit 

Cen hand 8/2/60 $66,921.00 
Received from foreign source (govset) : ΝΣ 

/24/60° 50,000.00 

Total ° $116,921.00 

Debit 

To ISADORE WOFSY 
for use of CP National Office ΠῚ 

8/3/60 $ 15,000.00 

‘To PHIL BART for payment of 
travelling expenses of CPUSA 
delegates to CP of Cuba ‘Convention, 
and for payment of travelling 
expenses to said: convention of 
Puerto Rican delegates | 

8/8/60 - 2,000 .00 

To ISADORE. WOFSY for use of 
GPUSA National Office | 

8/10/60: 8,000.00 

To ISADORE WOFSY for use of | 7 a 
CPUSA National Office . fa} 

(32/60 | 10. OO Ὁ 
ζει δον μω 5 
αν ̓ ξ ἴοο.μρβοοι). (RM Se 

1-Chicago (134-46, sub R), ἐτηπο) (RM) 
1-New York 134-91 5 αν.) (41 

_ 1-New York 100-12886 (CPtiSA-FUNDS RESERVE FUNDS) (35) 
- lL-New York 100-13H637 Sub: 4°) REG- 53 za [a4 a¢ 69 /-~ 94) 
OMA Ζ : τὰ 108 10 one Loa SEC. 

52 SEP 9 [ A = 



NY 100-134637 sub A | 3 | 

To | to hold as 
depository of SOLO funds 

ee 8/15/60 | - $5,000.00 τς 

, Total $37,000.00 

Balance ) . | 

8/31/60 ; $79,921.00 
τ. 



- Mr. Parsons 

- Mr. Belmont 

"DECLASS IFICATION AWITHORT TY DERIVED FROM: ~ Mr. Baumgardner 

FEIT AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICHTION GUIDE 1 ” Mr. Fox 

DEBATE 07-15-7011 : 

the Attorney General Ὁ Septender 7, 1960 

Director, FEI 

COMMUNIST PARTY, USA 
A | TNPERNATIONAL RELATIONS 
ΝΣ INTBRNAL SECURITY - Ὁ LAD? RL ἊΝ 

I thought you would he interested in the follewing 
information obtained as 4 result of eur ever~2ll coverage οὗ. 
the Communist Party, USA, concerning ἃ étatement sade in Ravana, 

Cuba, by Constantine Telalev. felalev was in Havana in August, 
1960, as a delegate from the Communist Party of Bulgaria to the 
Bignth National Assembiy of the Partido Socialista Pepular, the 
Communist Party of Cuba. 

Telalev stated that Bulyaria dees not want to. exchange | 
cultural or ether types of delaygations with the United States 
Since the delegations from the United States could reach peegie > 
in all of Bulgaria. On the other hand, Teiaiov stated, there τ 
are only 50,600 Bulgarians in the Usited States and any Bulgarian 
delegation to the United States could only reach a fraction af 
this number. The United States State Bopartmont has Bulgaria “τ 
"over a barrel," Telalov commented, since the Bulgarian =z & 
Governaent dees not know how to refuse a request of the ~~ ° -Ὁ 
United States State Bepartment for an exchange of delegations. = 

oS ΝΣ Because of the sensitive nature of our sources, whe ὃ 
> have furnished reliable information in the past, it is requested 
RB that the contents of this communication be afforded careful ςς 
~ =| security and its use restricted to a aneed~to-know basis. fe 
a. at. | ΝΣ : 
μι “ Thia information is being disseminated to the {1} 

Yonorable Richard &. Nixen, the Vice President; the Honorable ο ΒΒ, 
——--i_ ‘Gordon Gray, Special Assistant to the Président: τὰς, fenorabie De 

Christian A. Herter, the Secretary of State; aid “Bets! AL Lou ; 
| Dulles, Birecter, Central Rateniigcnes Agency. : Χο “ κα; OL 904. 

dy LE, 4. γον τὰ έν ᾿ Dd ΝΟΣ RE 18 
mite 208-428097° vii ἐπ gee = Mie SEP 8 1960 
Moke = Ἀγ. Lawrence B. Ralsh Ὁ | 
parsons Beputy Attorney General 
Callahan —_ 

οί σοὶ BB NOTE ON YELLOW, PAGE TWO.°: 
McGuire 

Rosen - "FFF: ras 

Tom =<" (8) ws > 
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The Attorney General 
»- x 

σὰ 

NOTE ON YELLOW, CC ἘΞ τ τς - 
͵ . a a 

| This letter is “classified "ΩΣ secret" because: ne 
-disclosure of this information. to unauthorized persons, may: ~ - 
‘tend. to identify our -high placed informant, CG 5824-Sx, with Ὁ 
resultant Grave. damage to our national défense. | . 

. 5686 -metio Baungardner- τὸ Belmont. dated. 9/6/66, captioned: Ν 
"Sol9;. Internal ‘Seckrity - ὅν} " EFF: ras. 
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INSTRUCTIONS 

Execute this receipt in duplicate and secure signature of person to 
whom the classified document is delivered, The original copy should be 
sent to the Divisional Top Secret Office, The duplicate should be retained 
by person releasing document. 

Execution of a receipt is not-required when a person who has signed 
for another person delivers the document to the addressee, ᾿ἢ 

Transmittal of documents outside the Division or the Department 
must be cleared through the Divisional Top Secret Control Officer. 
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ae Loos (Ὶ ἕω πὲς 
DECLASSIFICATION ATTHORITY DERIVED FROM- 

FRI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION CUIDK 

DATE OF7-18-<e011 

the Attorney General . | September 7, 1960 

Director, FRI 

COMMUNIST PARTY, UA . XNTERWATIONAL GELATIONS =~ ὃ ὃ ΝΣ INTEXNAL SECUKITY ~ ¢ Slee 

ΝΞ I thought yeu would be interested in the voraawing inforzation obtained as ἃ resuit ef our over-ali coverage ὁ the Comeunist Party, USA, Concerning statements nade in Havana, Cuba, by Blas gota, General Secretary of the Partide Secialista Poeoular (PSP), tha Communist >arty of Cuba. ὁ These statements were nade during August, 1960. . 
Roca Stated that the life of the Cuban revelation — depends on the amity of the PSP, the Jniy 26 Nevewent and the Harch 13 Directorate, the Jaly 26 Mevenent and the March 13 Uirectorate, other main forces in the Cuban Government, are. looked wyon by the PSP as representing the nationsi bourgeoisie. 
toca mentioned four tasis of the revolution: (1) enity: (2) greater preduction; (3) Strengthening the armed defense and might of the coumtry; and (4) Slevating the revolutionary — consciousness of the people, These tasks Were repertad over and over again by various Speakers at the cighth National Assembly of the SP, which waa heid in. Havana from August 16, 4965, threugh August 21, 1966, | ες 

COMME 

weahere spend a few houra, five 8 ἃ Week, is υἱὲ δ training, guard duty and ideolugical trainigg. #0a8t Farty mendere wear the unifors of the militia and carry firearas, The beilding housing PSP headquarters, 306 Carles 117] Avenue,  - Havana, Cuba, 1s be 9 remodeled; air conditioning and seund- om om proofing are being inatalied, 
, τσὶ ΙΝ ᾿ nee pe Of the sengitive nature of our sources Whe ὦ ΝΞ have ‘tainlsted μοὶ τ ἐν information in the past, it is requested: ἜΝ 4, [> that the contents of thiz Coununication be afforded sarefyl 45 2 : Security and its m3e restricted to a need-to-know basis, Mehr a ar wee Ν : ς ft <a ΚΝ. 
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The Attorney General. 

_ |. fhis inforcation is being disseminated to the ἡ | 
Donorable Richard ᾿ς Nixon, tho, Vico Prasidont; tho Honorable " 

Gordon Gray, Spocinl Assistant to the Presidont; the 
Roriorable Christian A. Herter, tho Socretary of State; - 
and lire Alion Ἦν Dullos, Director, Central Xntolligence . 

Agency. - ως, cry © 
| - . Asp AG abcde. peda ww 72 “ 

1 « ur. Lawrences Ge Walsh YK deltir φ te bbe wif frag feey- 

Deputy Attorney Gonaral τὶ ee Co 

Ah 2d'. gs fea. si 
‘NOTE ON YELLOW: fo ΣΕ-- 

This Letter is classified ‘iepe@renet" because 
disclosure of this: information to unauthorized persons may 
tend to identify our highly placed* informant, CG 5824-S+, 
with resultant grave damage to. our national defense. ; 

" See memo Baumgardner to Belmont dated 9/6/60, 
captioned "Solo; Internal Security «Ὁ C." FFF:ras. ᾿ 
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6} ον τ EN 1 - κυ. Mutiins 
΄ L- Mr. Fox 

SAC, Now Yori: (100-134637) September Ὁ, 1950 

| L ᾿ Director, FBI (100.425991) | 

Os ono) 
EMAL SCCURITY -- C- 

Re Chicago airtel 9/1/65, cony furnished your .- 
_ office, concerning the question of an exchange of reprosentatives 
betweon the Communist Party, USA (CPUSA), and the Partido 
Socialista Posular (PSP). Janes τ, Jacksea, member of the , SS 
SPUSA Setroetariat, nontioacd that "Presna Latina" might servel 7 
as a cover for the PSP representative Ti the United States. Ὁ 

Fal 

LO} 4 

conrade to get into the United States. | - 

᾿ New Yorx and Chicago. are instructod to folicw this = eS 
ratter clesoly with Οὗ 5824~S% and keea the Dauroau advised if ςὦ Ase 
any of these plans materialize. Ὁ Ὡς 

Δ ὦ Chicayo (134-46-Sub 3) | 

Δ ὦ New York ("Prensa Latina®) κ᾽ > 
| τ 

1... 105-80145 ("Pronsa Latina") ~~, SS 

1 - 64-200-210 (PSP) ΕΙ͂Ν 

NOTE ON YELLOW: " : | 

- *  " Anibal Escalante, Executive Secretary of the PSP, a 
advised Jackson that "Prensa Latina" "is not ours," but the ae 
idea of exchanging representatives between the CPUSA and the ΚΖ “ 
PSP is a good onc. Escalante.said that the Cuban comrades .» ἢ 
may Accept this idea. He told Jackson that he could send “ 8 
someone from the CPUSA. to Cuba, but it is hard for a Cuban f ; 

Benet ΣΤ fo 9:8 τ ἴ- 
Debonch = (55 “ Ἢ to SEP 8 900 | 
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DECLASS IFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM: 

FBI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION CUILE 

DATE OF-15-2U11 

a ως τ or 

Mr. Parsons 
Mr. Belmont —— 
Liaison Section 
Mr. Baumgardner 
Mr. Fox — . 

September 7, 1960 

BY LIAISON 

Honorable Gordon Gray 
Special Assistant to the President 
Executive Office Building 
Washington 25, Bb. C 

| My dear Mr. Gray: 

I thought the President and you would be 
interested in the following information obtained as a 
resuit of our over~all coverage of the Communist Party, 
USA, Concerning a statement made in Havana, Cuba, by. 
Constantine Telaiov. Telalev was in Havana in August, 
1960, as a delegate frow the Conmuniat Party of Balgaria 
to the Righth National Assembly of the Partido Socialista 
Popular, the Communist Party of Cuba. ΕΣ 

! 
“4 

i 

Telalov stated that Bulgaria does not want te 
xchahge cultaral or other types of delegations with the 
nited States since the delegations fronu:the United States ! 

d 

FOGh ΝΠ yo, 

J 
ΣῈ “" _Gould reach people in 811} of Bulgaria, On the other hand, 
ane elialev stated, there are only 50,000 Bulgarians in the 
“= gi gU¥nited States and any Bulyarian delegation to the > 
ΜῈ “95 Ξ nited States cauld only reach a fraction of this number. 
a> τῇ e United States State Department has Bulgaria “over a 
ae ‘harrel,"” Telalov commented, since the Bulgarian Government 
wet es not know how to refuse a request of the United States 

State Departnent for an exchange of delegations. 

use of the sensitive nature of our sources, who 
have ΠΡῸΣ 4 rekiable information in the past, it is 
_reques ted that the contents of this communication be ve PRES rded 

en 100; 428091 ΝΞ Ξ Ε Is mE 7273 2 a - 496 
| ue | 
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Honorable Gordon Gray 

LL 

careful security ; and its use restricted to a necil~to-know 
asi 

This infornation is being disseminated to other 
appropriate officials of the Governnent. 

Sincerely yours, 

te Edgar Hoover 

NOTE ON YELLOW: oO 

This letter is élassified See Gecret! because 
disclosure of this information .to unauthorizéd persons may. 
tend to identify our highly placed informant, CG 5824-S«, 
With resul tant grave damage to our national defense. 



DECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM: .* ,° ” 

FEIT AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION CUTE 

DATE O7-15-2011 
7 τ΄ ‘ AC Mr. Parsons. 
} - : . . Y : aes = If ir. Belmont 

ΝΕ sur 8 eee Liaison Section 
1 - Hr. Baungardner 
1 - Mr. Fox 

ΜΝ τς - Soptexber 7, 1060 
: BY LIAISON 

᾿ Honorable Gordon Gray 
Special Assistant to the Prosiden 
Lxecutive Office Building 

. 

Washington 25, D. C. Oo : “Ν 

Hy dear Hr. Gray: | 

ΟΡ thought the Prosident and you would bo 
intcrestod in the following inforsation obtained as a 

. result of our over-all coverago of the Communist Party, 
USA, concérning statements madé in Havana, Cuba,. by Bias 
Loca, General Secretary of the Partido Soctalista Poouiar 
(PSP), tho Cozjunist Party of Cuba. These statononts 

Wore made duriny August, 1969. | 

— foea stated that the Εἰ of the Cuban revolution Ν . 

Larch 13 Dirvetorato, other main forcos in the Cuban Governsent, ore Looked ἠπρὴ by the FS? as roorosonti . , τ the national bourycoisic. m oo mene SORFANG of 
“4 ΕΝ ΞΕ ἃ . - πμ 

ἄτι Roca montioned four tasks of thé reyolution: “ni. τ 
gSa, = (1) unity; (2) oreater production; (3) strengthening the πὸ. ἄτι Slammed dofense and right of the-country; and (4) elovatinfe Se 
22 8 |the revolutionary consciousness of the prepla. -Tkese δα Ξ 9 f ~ ia dgWore ropcated .over and ofor again ky varioug speators at thes τῷ Si Dighth National Assonbly of the PSP, wiieh wig hold in favarB, os Cuba, Zrom August 16; 1060,- through Avqust 31, 1059, "| «=? SY 

-_ Information fiirnished our sources discloses that SF enbors sconi a few hours, fiye days a Wook, in rdlitary a Biny onan duty cod. ideological training. Most Party mbers Wear the unifors of. tho nilitiacsnd carny fircnras. . al 
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| Honorable: Gordon Gray 7 ετ 7 

The buiiding housing PSP headqdarters, 306 Carlos: III Avenue, 
.- . Havana,-Cuba, is béing remodeled; air conditioning ard sound=- , 

a proofing. are being installed. | 7 a 

ae Because of the sensitive nature of our sources, 
‘who have furnished reliable information in the past, it is 
requested that the contents of this comnimnic¢ation be. afforded - 
parent Segurity and its use restricted to ἃ need-to-imow . 

τὸ τ “Bhis daformation is being disseminated. to other - 
appropriate officials of the Government. a _ 

ro Oo ΝΞ Sincerely Yours , 
- ΕΣ oe ΝΗ Je Edgar Hoover 5 δ ΝΣ 

NOTE ON YELLOW: τον εἶ ΤΠ «τ 
_.., τ this letter is classified. "Zep Serres. because. 
disclosure of. this inforiation to unauthorized persons. may 
tend to identify our highly placed informant, CG 5824-S, 
with resultant grave damage to our national defefise. < ° 

᾿ Lee Ho Bautigardner. to Belmont. dated 9/6/60, 
_ Captioned ™ Solo; . : 

ς 
nternal Security - Ὁ." FEF: τάδ: 



FD-36 (Rev. 12-13-56) 

ae FBI Ἴ 
2 

Date: 8/29/60 

Transmit the following in 

| (Type in plain text or code) 

(Priority or Method of Mailing) Miss Gandy__ 
ἢ . 

ΜΝ ee ee i "τα τα τ τῶν τος τι ἅτ ἅν ἡ Ὁ ees ees ees ee ee τε ees eee ee es ΣΝ τς ee ee ee eee ee ee ee ee ὑ»»τῷ _—= = = — 

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100..428091) 

ROM: SAC, NEW YORK (100~-134637) 

UBJECT: Goro) 
IS-C . 

Wy - 0G 5824-S* furnished orally the information -on ‘the 
following page concerning KLAUS FUCHS and the SOBELL and 

wc ROSENBERG cases ‘to SA JOHN E, KEATING on 8/27/60. A 

| ( an Y ' 4 

| ἐξέ ἐνῴ3 2 ν 

| ~ BUREAU (100-428091) (RM) 
- CHICAGO (134-46.Sub B) {μὴ 

1 = NEW YORK (100-134637) (#4 

Wh 
t\| ARW:DIG 

(6) 

gu i 
Ἂν 
et 

Sent μΜ"ν.͵ Per Ὁ ςὉ΄ὋἝὮἝὮἝὮὉἪἪ 



THFORHATION CONCERIING KLAUS FUCHS 
AND THE ROSENEZRG AND SOBEL CASES 

“ἢ 
aft 

" ran During Aucust 1960, PAUL. WERNSR, Chief of the East 
: Relosation δὸ the Congress of ὑπὸ CP of Cuba and another. | 

« Yopresentgtive from East Gorcany, advised that an attorney, | | 
MARS TH, from the United States, had rade an attempt to. 
Anterviéw KLAUS FUCHS in Eont Germany, According to WERNER, | 
PERLIN allerea that FUCHS has cértain facto relating td. the SOLSLL 
and ROSENEERG Espionage Cases, which he, PERLE, desirés to obtain. 
PORLEIN otteged that if he could cét ἃ deposition or other statenent, 
from FUCHS concormfhg these faete 1t-yould raterially affact thése 
ecplonare cares. - WERNER satd that in view of this, ropresentativea 
of the Last Cortion Government hive interviewed FUCHS and as a result 

_ they have obtained information which they allere can expose “the - 
Ἱ framc~ws" in thede cacés. This Information if reloaned would cause 

— RAMNY GOLD to tell “ali the truth", WORNER did not disclose | 
1 what these facts vero ox how thése. two cates would be influenced 

. by thom, Ho desired td know if the reprosontatives from the 
Host::Germnon Gdvernmmant should do busineds with PERLIN. 
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(Type in:plain text or code) ΝΣ ΜΝ 

Via AIRTEL _ AIR MA XL - REGISTERED MATL 

᾿ ᾿ (Priority or Method of Moiting) 

---- --αἰοὁὀΘὌἭωΠἔὍἔὌὄ.ὄἜἝἜ. .. .....................β......ι......... 

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) / 

FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub; BY Hig 
" A 4 if ἿΝ 

( ὅροο τ KA ΡΥ 

- C la Γ 

. ΓΕ 
fy 
toy CG 5824-~S* orally furnished the information on 
| the following page to SA JOHN E; KEATING on August 27, 1960; 

This report concerns a discussion with BUJOR ALMASON of 
_ the Communist Party (CP) of Rumania: pertaining to contacts. 
with. the CP, USA, in the United States, 

HEC. δ | 
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. DISCUSSION WITH BUJOR ALWASON OF. THE 
COMMUNIST PARTY OF RUMANIA CONCERNING 
CONTACTS WITH THE COMMUNIST PARTY, 
USA, IN TELE UNITED STATES 

A jee 
During the 8th ‘National Lowry δὲ the Partido 

Socialista Popular (PSP), the Comdnist Party (CP) of Cuba, 
MORRIS CHILDS couplained’ to BUJOR( ALMASON, répresentative of. 
the CP of Rumania, about the τὶ n hick an Τρ Ltation 
to the Third Congress of the CP of Rumania in Ju 1960, 
was deliveréd to the. CP, USA, CHIEDS said that, 
invitation Was extended unofficially to HERBERT: (PTHEKER, 
who does not have..a position in the top leader? SHAD ‘Of -the μ ft. 
CP, USA.. —— 

CHILDSAaked why the CP of Rumania could not 
utilize HARCELYSCHERER of.New York as a contact for nessages 
‘for the leade Ship of the. CP,. USA, ALMASON stated that this 
proposal will be given consideration but hée also suggested 
that CHILDS personally discuss this matter with ὑπὸ Foreign 
Department of the CP of Rumania in Bucharest, 

ENCLOSE 
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SECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DRRIVED FROM: - 

FRT AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION CUIDE * * 

"DATE OF7-15-2011 

Q = 
on . » Mr. Parsons 

a- Mr. Belmont. 
Liaison Section 
τ; Baumgardner 

ΜΡ, Fox 

September 7, 1960 

. . Ronorable Richard H. Nixon | τον τς μὰ 
7 Zhe Yice President - - . CS. | 
3. Washington 25, ἢ. δ. ΝΞ an 

᾿ Dear Dick: - ° 3 * . " δος " a ° 

ἃ thought you would be interested in the following 
information obtained as a rosult.of our oyer~all coveraje of 

- tho Comtunist Party, USA, concérhing stateronts made in 
Tlavanad, Cuba, by Bias Roca, General Secretary of the Partido 

_— Socialista Popular (PSP), the Communist Party of Cuba. 
.  °  SHese statcenonts word made daring August; 1960. “ 

.- . Roca statod.that the 1186 of the Cuban rovoliution | 
depends on thé unity of tho PSP, ti¢é July 26 Hovement and the 

- March 13 Directorate. -The July 26 Hovonont and the March 13 
_Dircetorate, other main. forces in the Guban Govornnent, are — 
Looked upon by the PSP as ropresenting the national bourgéoisic. 

| Roca wontioned. four tasks of the révolution: (1) unity: 

(2) greater production; (3) ‘strongthoning the armed dofense and 

ce. Havana, Cuba; 18 boing remodeled; air conditioning and sound- 2 
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0 we reget Ὁ 
am 

Honorable Richard H; Nixon 

7 Because of tho sonsitive nature of our sources, 
who have furnished reliable information in the past, it is 

τ requested that the contents of this connunication bo 
afforded careful security and its use restricted toa 
need~ to-know basis. 

This information “ig being disseninatod to othor " 
appropriate officials of the Governaent. καλὰ 

| Siticorcly, 

NOTE ΟΝ YELLOW. 
This letter is classified "Jf Seeret" because 

disclosure of this. information to. unauthorized persons may 
tend to identify our highly placed informant, CG 5824-S+, 
with resultant grave damage to our national defense. 

ΕΣ - See nemo Baumgardner : ‘to Belmont dated. 9/6/60, 
- captioned "Solo;. Internal Security - δ" RFP: ras. 
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Ὰ δξ Mr. Parsons. 

ak Mr. Belmont. 
ὩΣ ea Liaison Section ᾿ 

1 - Mr. Baumgardner 
1 - Mr. Fox 

DECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM: 

FEI AUTOMATIC DECLSSsIFICaATION CUIDE 

DATE O7-15-e£011 
ΓΝ . 

Septesbor: 7, 1960 ᾿ 

BY LIAISON 

Phe Socrétary of State 
Ε fonorable Christian A.- Herter | ᾿ " ah \sa Page 

a : 
- 

Ε _. Washington 25, ἢ. 6, - | - ᾿ 

Ἐν dear Mr, "ἴον τον: ΝΕ — 

i thought you would be intorosted in the follewing 
- information obtained as a result of our over-all coverage of 

mo 

tov 
Mohr 

Belmont — 
Callaban . 

Malone ὦ 

MaGufre, 
᾿ fern απ SEE NO TE ON 

TORTS caneeemantemne 
sotfer 

WC. Salllvan*z 

ει Tele. Rgpr 
- es ls APR TELETYPE, UNIT: Cl 

might of the countiy; and (4) elevating the revolutionary ἕ 

Και, τττστ Ὁ 0.428091.ϑὃΟ ΙΝ eee’ 2: 

the Communist -Party, USA, concerning. statements rade in 
Havana; Cuba, by Bids. Roca, Gonoral Sccrotary of -the Partido 
Socialista Popular (PSP), the Communist Party of Cubs. 
Those staterionts woro made durin} August, 1909, 

; Loca stated that the Life. 6f the Cuban rovolution 
deyends on tha unity of the PSP, the July 26 Hovesent and the 
arch 13 Directorate. The July 25 Noyexent and. tha March 13 
Directorate, other main forces ih the Cubam Governnont, are 
Looked upon by the VS2-as répresenting tie national bourgeoisic. 

Roca nontioned four taske of thé rovotution: (1) unify; 
(2) greater production: (2) gtronythening. the armed defense and ee 

consciousness of the poopie. These tasks wero repoated over” “ 
and over again by various speakers at thé Lighth National | 
Assembly of tho PSP, which was hold in Hovana fron August GSE 

ba Ξ 
1960, through August 21, 4969, 

=o 

~~ 

μι 

“a 

Information furnished our sources discloses. that Pap == 
vienbers spond a few hours, five days a week, in military - 2 ᾿ 
training, guard duty and ideological training. Lost Party ἢ 
mombers wear tho pnifern of the nilitia and carry: firearms. 
The building housing PSP hoadquartors, 306 Carlos TXT Avenue, “7 

Toson_--_ Havana, Cuba, as being remodeled; nix conditioning and sound~ 
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Lard See 

Honorable Christian A. Herter 

᾿ Because of tho sensitive nature of our Sources, - Who have furnished reliable information in the past, it is . requested that the contents of this conmunication be afforded Range Security and its use restricted to a need~to-know ‘basis, 

This information is being disséninated to othor .. appropriate officials of the Governnent, 

‘Sincerely yours ; 

“NOTE ON YELLOW: 

" .- This letter is classified ereret” because . disclosure of this information to una horized. persons may . tend to identify our highly placed informant, CG §824-S%, . With resultant. grave damage to our national defense, | 

| See temo Batmgardnér to Belmont dated 9/6/60., captioned "Solo; Internal Security - Ὁ, FFF: ras, 

+ 

2 
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-~ 1 my | “2. Jue Ur. Parsons 
. > 0 ΚΡ 8 ΓΘ 1 Ό Mr. Belmont 

- Liaison Section 

DECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM: 1 - Hr. Baunigardner 
FBI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE ᾿ l1-thr. Fox. 
DETE 07-15-2011 

= 

/ τιν τος September 7, 1960 a 

BY LIAISON - 

gis 
yi Yeo Ste 

"» 

Ποβοχα 1 Christian A. Horter 
ahe Socrcetary of Stato a 
Washington 25, 0. C. 

liy dear Hr. Lerter: 

. E thought you would be interosted in the following - 
information obtaincd as a rest of our over-all coverage of 
thé. Communist Party, USA, conccrniny a statomont made in 
Havana, Cuba, by Constantine folalov. Tolalov- was in. Navana 
in August, 1969, asa delogate fron the Cossunist Party of 
Bylgaria to the Bighth National Assembly of the Partido Ὁ 
Séclalista Popular, tho Communist Party of Cuba. 

- Tolalov stated that Bulgaria docs hot want -to 
exchange cultural or other types of delegatidns with the 

_ United States since the deicgations fron the United Statos 
could reach poople in all of Lulgdria. On the other hand, 
folalov stated, thore are only 50,009 Gulgarians in tke | 

. United Statos and any Bulgarian dolegditicn to the United States 
- *  , could only reach a fraction of this nuvber. Gke United States 

ss State Ddpartriont has Bulgaria “over a barrel,” Telalov conkonted; ; 
since the Bulgarian Government dots not know how to refyse a 

_ Fequest of tho United States State Deparinént for an exchange 
of delegatiotis. -, . : ᾿ ΦΦ: 2, | - Δ 102. ΠΕ 22 Ζ2-- $2 fale ” 73.4 

᾿ | Locause of the sensitive nature Ὁ  ἘΟΈΣ ΌΣΕΣ who " “have furnished reliable information in the pass 1 8 ΕΞ 
Ρ ~,  eequested that the contonts of this contunidats BR HEF orded” 
ἊΜ careful gcecurity and 189 uso rogtricted to a-need-to-know | j 
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Honorable Christian A. Herter 

= 

- 

This information is. being disseninated to other 
appropriate officials of the Governnent. 

‘Singorely yours, 

NOTE ΟΝ YELLOW: 

+ This letter is classified Tope Geeret' because 
disclosure of this information to unauthorized persons may” 
tend to identify our highly placed informant, CG 5824-S, 

_ With resultant grave’ damage to our national defense. 

| Sée memo Baungardner to. Beinont dated 9/6/60, 
captioned "S010; Internal Security - 0.5 FEF: ras. 



“DECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM: τ᾿ 

ee: FEI SUTOM&ATIC DECLASSIFICATIGN CUIDE 

“DATE 07- is-E011 

ar a 3 | ree ΠΕ», τ Ci 
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Mr. Parsons ° 
Mr. Beimon‘t 
Liaison Section 
ur. Baumgardner 

here - Mr. Fox — ; 

. ων τον ΝΣ ἢ, 1860 

. ᾿- ἐν ᾿ a οτος ΣῪ BYATSON ~~ . 

= ᾿ τ " , re 

| iy, Ablen W. bulies . : C$ ay). 
: ' Director - ΄- ΝΕ OK NVA 

- . εἶν, ὁ Ἷ 
. Central Intelligence ΛΊΘΟΥ : ἐν br RY 
Adriinistration Unilding = ἜΝ Aon 
4820 E Stroct, Ἦ, WV. a pe . 

_ Washington 25, D. C. ξ΄ τ΄, ; 

_ Dear ur. Dulics: ΕΝ ς + 

ε thought you would be interosted in thé following 
inforeation obthined as ἃ resukt of our over-all covarago of. 

. the Communist Party, USA, concerning .statenonts made * 
ς- Wavana, Cuba, by Blag Roca, Genoral Secretary of the Partido 

Socialista Popular (PSE), the Communist Party of Cuba. 
these” Bfiatenents wore nade during August, 1969. ᾿ 

ον τ “e . “Roca stated that tha life. of the Cuban revolution 
_deponds on the unity of the PSP, the July 26 Hovoront and tha 
“Harch 13 Directorate. Tho Jaly 26 Hovonent and tke March 13. 

irecdtorate, other main forces in the Cuban Governzcrt, arc 
Looked uzoh by the PSP as reprogenting the national bourgeoisia. 

“y - 

" οσα rontioned four tasks pf the royolution: (1) unbty $50 
@y greater production; (3) strengthoning the arpcd gefonse or aa Ὄ 
night o£ the country; and.(4) clevating the revolutionary _ -- 
consciousness of tha poeopic. Those taska were repeated over! ΣΧ 

᾿ and over again by various speakers at tho Lighth National co = > <=} 
Assenbly of the PS?, which was Held in Havana frox August 16 ᾿ 
1960, through August 61, 1060. mS ° 

2 
LInforsation. furnished our soufces discloses, that PSIZ 

| os ve nosibers spdhnd a few hours, five days ἢ week, in ΠΤ ΤΑΣ. : 
eae trdining, guard duty and idsological training. Host Party 

Tal “-———nhonbors wear the uniform of the militia and carry firearns. 
fonts fhe building hoysiny PSP Héadquarters, 304 Carlos JIL Avonue, | 

. Collobon a aavanda; Cuba, is being romodeieds air conditionin: ts nd sound “2. 
cer ——proofing are baing installod. pep. 49 062 AEG Ff, GB, ὯΝ 
"Roseanne 00 wt ee Wow PAGE TWO. | 4.5 
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Hr. Allen W, Dulles 

7 

- Because of the sensitive nature. .of- our sources, 
who have furnished reliable information in the-past,; it is 
requested that the contents of this communication be afforded. 
basis. Security and its usé restricted to ἃ necd-to-know 

8... 

᾿ This infomation is. heing ‘dissominatod to other ἊΝ : 
appropriate officials of the. Governrient. : 

π 

Sincerely yours; 

-- 

τοῦ NOTE ‘ON YELLOW: 
ΝΞ ~ # cay 

This. iettér is classified ἰςς, Seonedt | because 
disclosure of ‘this. information to unauthorized. persons may 
tend: to identify our highly placed informant; CG 5824-S«, 
With resultant grave damage to “our national defense. 
t. 

See memo Baumgardner to Belmont dated 9/6/60, - 
captiotted "Solo; Internal Security = δι π BEF: ras. 
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Transmit the following in, 
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TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

LEROM: SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B). ate | 

Ce Ber" τ τ 
CG 5824-S* orally furnished the information on 

the following page to SA JOHN E, KEATING on August 27, 1960, 
This. report contains: information concerning a possible 
Sonne eton to the Communist Party, USA (CP) by ALFRED XK, 
TERN 

ἣν om pe fer 7D. p 

- Buréau Caps 
- New i 400--134637) (AM). (RII) SS 

iL = Chicago’ a 
» δ 5 ae ad 

TER p1t ye ς ,23 . 
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Approved: PEA LE Sent —M Per Ξ 
Special Agent ἰὴ Chérde. 
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INFORMATION CONCERNING A POSSIBLE. 
CONTRIBUTION. ΤῸ. THE COMMUNIST PARTY, 
USA, BY ALFRED K, STERN 

Prior to his leaving New. York city for | ‘Havana, 
Cuba, for attendance at the 8th National Assembly 9f the 
Partido Socialista Popular (PSP), the Communist ty (ΟΡ) ͵ 

: of Cuba, GUS HALL and IRVING POTASH told HORRIS“CHILDS that ἢ 

tt 
‘they wanted LOUIS WEINSTOCK , to see ALFRED K,XSTERN, when ΝΕ 

| WEINSTOCK goes τὸ Czcchoslovyakia in | Sopten an, 1 "1960, to) ὀ ὀ ΚΣΕ-.-.-:---- 
attend a conference ὃ ¢ the World Federation of Trad Unions, | 

το ῬΌΧΡΟΒΘ οὗ WEINSTOCK's visit to STERN would. | 
Tioney from STERN for payment of attorney's fees 

RAUINONITZ Ἂἃ Z.who has agreed to handlé sone legal | ΄ 
( in the United States: and also for ἃ donation ———__ 

- to_the CP, USA. However, STERN's funds are under 
ews dontrol of the State Bank of Czechoslovakia, Would. “the 

fentral Committes 6f the CP of Czechoslovakia arrange ge for 
jomatentons release of any substantial aunt which STR ἡ wants to> 

~ donate to the CP, Us a 

CHILDS. delivered this request to ZA 
menber of the délegation: from the CP of. Czeche 
“the 8th National Assembly of the PSP'and also a membor of 4 .. , 
the International Departnent of the Central Committee ο΄. ππΠοπτΠ  - 
the CP of Czechoslovakia.. 

On August 27; 1960, the fact that this: request was 
being delivered to tlie Central Conmittes of the: CP of 
Czechoslovakia was conveyed to LOUIS WEINSTOCK, 
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< UNITED STATES G MENT 

Memorandum 
TG DIRECTOR, FBI (100428092) pate: 9/2/60 

φ ELE : SAC, CHICAGO (134-46, Sup F) 
Ν᾽ ᾿ “. 

ΒΌΒΙΕοτς. 50 ἐς 
ΝΣ : 1550 ; ε 

ἴω ReBuilet 5/4/60, instructing that. details concerning | 
disbursements of funds in the ‘possession: of CG 5824-S* be 
submitted to’-the Bureau: by the 5th of the rionth: » following . 

᾿ ‘the month. being reported: 

4 as 

-- Balance in Possession of CG. 5824-S*: ον 
as .of July 29, 1960 Φ114,045,00 

Additions. 

| ᾿ ρθε 

‘Disburséments, | 

None 

Balance’ in Possession of CG 5824-S* 
as. of ‘September 1, 1960 . $14, 04548 

ΕΝ ’- On: July 31, 1960, CG. 5824-S* returned from Moscow 
* with $13,731. This. Suni was received fron NIKOLAL MOSTOVETS. . 

for WILLIAM, a. FOSTER as indicated in New York airtel dated 
, August 2; 1960.. CG 5824-S* turned this sum over to. NY 694-5 
“th New York City. Thus, thére have been no transactions 
involving the funds in Chicago since’ prior to. July 29, 1960. 

ex Of this, amount, 88, 000 has :been given ‘to. ACK 
KLING of Chicago for safekeeping. _ 

Fue-f¥ . 
<= Bureau (AM) (RM) 

“1 ~ New York (100-134637 Sub A,, SOLO Fuwps) (au) (fi 
L.= Chicago. 

ΕΝ (0074 γα 
* JEK: jem 

my yr ear 5 

(4) 

SLs 12 eh 



DECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM: 

4 “" FBI BUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE 

FD. 36 (Fev. 12-13- $6} DATE 07-15-zZ011 

wy tS - oo 0 0 
ΕΒ] 

4. 

, Date: 9/1/60 

* = tee: Β 

Transmit the following in 
(Type in oii 

AIR MAIL REGIS: ER AIRTEL Via 

== = . ee ee ee ee 

. FROM: SAC, CHICAGO [(1: 134-46 Sub mn ” oh 

| Gao Quy 
ey (_ CG 5824-S* orally furnished the information on 
Ἀ the following page to SA ΘΗΝ Ε. -KEATING on 8/25 απὰ 27760. 

| This report contains information concerning a request of 
| attorney MARSHALL PERLIN of New York, to obtain information 

from KLAUS FUCHS at East Germany. (U) 

flees 3 fh ΟΣ “ . a 

CH Bu rea ( k ΤΉΝΕ 3) " Ἵ - New Yor = 
1 ~ Chicago Qs 5} ἐν ᾿ 
JEK: jem ὁ 
(5) 

δι ) 4 

t 4 οἱ 

5% Ser 13 1960.) ἣν 



Information Concerning a. sna 
Attorney. MARSHALL PERLIN off Ni 
City to Obtain Information bret 
KLAUS FUCHS in East Gornony. “ΝΕ 

At the 8th National Assonbly of the Partido 
Socinlista Popular (PSP), tho Communist Party (CP) of Cuba, 
in Havana during the weok of August 14, 1960, ἃ representa- - .᾿ 
tive of 80 East. Gernan delegation, . whose name is not known πο 

ἜΜΕΝΕ of the East German CP: delegation, engaged .. 
in 2 “private discussion with JAMES JACKSON and NORRIS CHILDS 
of the ‘delegation from the ΟΡ, USA, (U) 

The East Germans: wanted information about Attorney 
MARSHALL ΤΙ; 7 PERLIN of Now York City; , That is, they wanted ~~~" 
to: know if it was all right to deat with hin. PERLIN. had 

τῷ made Tmt request for a deposition and other infornation from. 
- UCHS or .an opportunity to interview FUCHS in regard δ 

(υ) 
es of MORTON SOBELL atid JULIUS and ETHEL ROSENBERG, 

The East Gorman delegates said that as a result 
of this Yequest; FUCHS was interviewed by East Goxnans,. 
They said that FUCHS hag facts. “which would be of great, 
valuo in exposing the "frame up" of NORTON SOBELL and JULIUS 
and ETHEL ROSENBERG, These facts would blow these cases 
"sky high't, HARRY GOLD would be pressured by the facts 
to tell the real truth. (Sy (U) 

Neither JACKSON nor CHILDS could’ furnish any 
substantial information in ον PERLIN. although both 

( \(U) 
' gaid thoy had heard of hin, 



Date; 9/1/60 

ἔ Type in plain text or code)’ 

AIR MAIL ‘REGISTERED MATE 

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091). 

FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) 

| AT 0 Fou 
| W | —~TS=c 

A EN CG 5824=S* orally furnished the information on the 
following page to SA JOHN E, KEATING on 8/27/60, 

| | contains information pertaining to WALTER LOWENFELS, 

(3.- Bureau (AM >. 
“Tt . -— New York TES 0-134637) (ΔΜ) (ΕΜ) 
1 ~ Chicago 
JEK: jem , 
(5) 

m7 SEP 16 1960 14 
; 

' Ζ 
= 

ayer, A 
Lf! Zag 

Sent ΝΕ 

Special Agent in Charge 

This report 



Information Concerning 
WALTER LOWENFELS 

JESUS.COLON, member of the. Communit Party, (CP), 
USA delegation td the: 8th National Assembly of the Partido 
Socialista Populax\(PSP), CP-of Cuba, carried with him to 
Cuba, 2&2 message ἔχον. the. National Office of the CP, USA, 
pertaining to WALTER/ Pe. 

~ The message was that LOVWENFELS, FELS, Zornorly of 
Philadelphia, and currently residing in ‘Rov Ww Jersey, 
has een favited to and plans to be in Bast Bast Goradny ὁ 
or dbout Novenber 18 ccording to COLON, SET ENFELS 
ig a menbe r,ofatha_cP ,.SA, and wanted to be invited to 
Cuba,” The message in "regard to an invitation to Cuba was 
transmitted by MORRIS. CHILDS to ANIBAL ESCALANTE, Executive 
Secretary of the PSP, 

Subsequently it was learned thet COLON had 
garbled the message. Actually LOWENFELS expectéd that the 
CP’ of the Soviet Union would have a delegation at the 
8th National Assembly of the PSP. LOWENFELS wanted the 
ΟΡ, USA delegation to the 8th National Assembly of the 
PSP to inform the representatives of the CP of the Soviet 
Union that he would appreciate an. invitation to the Soviet 
Union during the period he. plans to be in East Gernany, 

7 -1- 
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FD-36 (Rev. 12-13-56) 

FBI 

Date: 9/2/60 

- 

-- πὰ ἀπὸ i ὅσαι ππὰ πσταπ᾽ τὰ, ἡ πττἷν ἁὑτἷὐ πὰ Transmit. the following in 
~ (Type in plain text or code) 

AIR MAIL REGISTERED MAIL 

μα ὅσσα, πεῖναν "ῖνσα — = — — — 7 — a τ... oe ee ee ee eee ee oe —, = ee ee ee es “Ὁ... — a ee eee ee 

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

. FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) fh? 

ΠΝ Ge 
The following is the tentative schedule of 

_ CG ‘5824-S* for the next few weeks. 
aa 

Leave Chicago for New York City on Amétican Airlines 
Flight 392 at 5:00 p.m., Tuesday , °9/6/60, CG 5824-S& has 
reservations at the Hotel Statler under the name of MARTIN 

Ῥ 

Remain in New York City from 9/6/60 to 9/11/60, “ee ). 
for previously scheduled meetings in New York City with: J 
"the Russians!', ( 

Return to Chicago on American Airlines Flight | 393 
at 5:00 p.m., Sunday, 9/11/60. - 

a 

During the weeks of 9/11 and 9/18/60, may male, a 
trip to California to visit his son and grandchild, Wild 
attend δὴν meetings of the leading committees of the CP, 
USA, in New York City and make préparations for the 8th 
Solo trip to the Soviet Union to attend a conference . 

C scheduled to be held in Moscow on 9/28 and 29/60. During 
this period CG 5824-S* may also renew the passport which he | 

ἣν has in his own name since it will expire in the fall of 1060. 

Ὁ - Remain in the Communist countries of Europe duri 
October, attend a conference scheduled to be held in Moscow 
in November and return to the United States during 11/60. | 

ee OG Γ 1 ΒΓ 6! Bureau (ΑΜ) (ἘΜ) an 
- New York (100134637) (AN) (ΕΜ) 

1 =, chicago Oo Ree. ¢ SLO ) LUG ONI-P 37 
ΜΝ 4°). 

- wh ees «Ὁ SEP 4 1960 

i Sent pet 

entZin Charge 



FD-36 (Rev. 12-13-56) 

Date: 9/1/60 

(Type in plain text or codé) 

Via AIRTEL 7 AIR HAIL = REGI STERED: MAIL I ce, 

᾿ (Priority or Method of Mailing). Ἶ 

QS —_— ee ee ee, == ce es te eee ee ee ee ee ee Δόσα." ............. --- --ἰ τἶτῷῷἽ ᾿ἷἱἋ στα τὰ ὡπ 

TO: DIRECTOR; FBI (200428091) 

FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub Β) Oe 

φ Go), τ Τὶ | po 

. CG 5824-S* orally furnished the information on | 
the following page to SA JOHN E, KEATING on August 27, 1960, ἡ 

| This report concerns TODAR LAMBEF ‘SCHAAPCHIEFF, also known 4, J 
as FNU NESTOR... He is the. step-father of DOROTHY HEALEY 
and is residing in Bulgaria, 

REC--42 
fa ee 6.2 g 

- Bureau (AN) .(1 (ΒΝ & SEP ae 1 = New ‘York ees oe x 1969 : 

lee 

re “IVs 

1 - mente Cee εὐπά 
------ eh, JEK:ipl£ ‘ ἶ 

Ouse ἊΣ; ΓΝ “ AL Ν 

Special “Agent. in Share 
Approved:., 



INFORMATION CONCERNING TODAR LAMBEF ; 
SCHAAPCHIEFF, also known as “FNU NESTOR 

One of the nessages carried by the Connunist Party, 
USA (CP) delegation to the 8th National Assembly of the 
Partido Socialista Popular (PSP), the CP of Cuba, had. come 
fron, the National Office of. the. CP, A, and—pertained to 

-Ἐ WE STOR, also known as TODAR LAMB SCHAAPCHIEFF’, NESTOR 
is currently fesiding in Bulgaria and is not receiving ἃ 

. pension ‘the Bulgarian Government, He is the step-father 
~ ΟΣ DOROTAYXMEALEY, Chairman of the Southern California District | 
ELS the “CP, HEALEY is of the opinion\{hat her step-father 

ΤῊ not receiving a pension because he has been, involved, in 
the past, in ideological disputes with GEORGE Ν RERINSKY. , ......ὕ..-. 
PIRINGKY. is a former residont of the United States”and is 4:.. -.. 2 
currently ἃ leading member of the CP of Bulgaria. “ὍΝ 

The case of NESTOR ‘was discussed with SONSTANTEN: Ν 
AASELALOV, tiember of, the delégation of the ΟΡ 65. Bulgaria “to a mmesnee 
‘tie 8th Sth NatLonal Assembly of the PSP, TELALOV said that the 
“opinion of HEALEY as to the reason why NESTOR fs not receiving — πὶ 

σ lx pension, is possibly correct, Howaver, TELALOV stated seen 
that he would look into the matter. 

ow a - ᾿ 
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_DECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM: ΣΝ ον a 
τς FBI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE | - 

ἔχε τιν OF-15-2011 --" D 1 - Mr... Parsons 

& \/ 1. Mr. Belmont Ὁ 
: 1 « Liaison Section 

; 1 - Mr. Baumgardner 
7 ar ~— ΝΣ ᾿ a 4 - Mr. Fox © 

: ‘Septonber 7, 1960 

BY LIAISON - 

Hr, Allen W. Dulles: 
Director a 
Central Intelligence Agency - 
Administration Building ΄ ; 
2439 Ἐ Street, Ἦ, Wea y τὉ τὸ 
‘Washington 25, D. Ὁ. ᾿ 

Dear Nr. Dullos: ᾿ an " ely 

ΟΣ thought you would be interested in the following 
information obtained ‘as: a. result of our avcr~ali covoraye of 
the Communist Party, USA, concerning. a. statement made in - - 
Havana, Cuba, by Constantine Téelalov. Totakov was in “Yavana . 
in August, 1960, as a delegate from the Cormunist Party of — 
Bulgaria, to the Eighth National Assenbly of tho: Partido 
Socialista Popular, tho Comminist Party of Cuba. : 

ΜΝ Tolalov stated that Dulgaria docs not want to 
exchange cultural or othon typos of delegations with tho 

_ United States since the dolegations from tho United States 
could: reach péople in all of Bulgaria. On tho other hand, 
iolatov stated, thore are only 59,000 Bulgarians in the ~~ 
United States and any Bulgarian delegation to the = ~~ 

' * United States could only reach a fraction of this nuzber. 
fae United States State Departront has Bulgaria "over ἃ 

_ barrel," Télalov commerited, sincs the Bulgarian Govornriont 
ὩΣ: does. not know how to χόζαδο a request of the United States’ . 

, state Dopartnent for an exchdnge of deicgations. ὁ “ 

ἡ ee 

Ά cay θΗΙσυ3θ τόνον 
: “᾿Ξ. ας . : 

Because of tho sensitive nature of our sources,. ho 
have furnished reliable information in the past, it is. ᾿ ; 

᾿ requosted that the .contents of this. covimunieation hg afforded a te 

' Tolson _- i Ξ ᾿ - κ' Te, Ὁ i ᾿ , ᾿ 

- Mohr SEE NOTE ΟΝ. YELLOW, PAGE TWO g 4ALO σ΄ 2 yi 
Belmont anew - βὰς τος ἐπ = ec ae zd 

. Callahan ae PE TYAS” αὶ 
PeLogch _—_., 7) = 

“»,ὖ 

pa 

ΠῚ πος ᾿ POM ee 7 i 
TROMOS came ees 100-42 > 
W.C. Sullivan μος eee “ἀκ 
ΤΡ ΡΟΝ aes & 2 
NON as ον ἐοςς . ; 

Gandy _ MNLRooML—4 tevetyre Uyin.C] 



Urs Allon ἣν Dulies: 

careful security and its use restrictod to a nodd>te~know. 
as δι - - 

This infornation is being disscninated to other’ . 
appropriate officials of. the ‘Government. . ἰ 

᾿ Sinéerely: yours; ᾿ ᾿ mS 

NOTE ON YELLON . 

This letter is: classified Rap Sesvet! because 
disclosure of this information to unauthorized persons may 
‘tend to identify our highly placed. informant; CG 5824S, 
“Wi th: resultant grave damage’ to our national defense, 

See’ memo Baungardner to Belmont dated. 9/6/60; 
captioned "8010. Internal Security = 6. FPFiras. - ΝΞ 

* 



᾿ς 3, ὩΣ Mr. Parsons 
> - Mr. Belmont 

ν᾿ 1 - Liaison Section 
1 - Mr. Baungardner 
1-Mr. Fox - 

Soptenber 7, 1909 

BY LIAISON 

/ | 
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Vashinyton 25, D. δ. A 
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100428091 oe £3 

NO TE ὋΝ YELLOW: 

lenelosure classified - Zap Seere+* because 
disclos τ of this information. τὸ unauthorized persons nay 

; end to;identify our highly placed informant, CG 58 24-S#, 
est with resi itant grave damage to our national defense. 
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- Mr. Parsons 
- Mr. Belmont 
~ Liaison Section 
- Mr. Baumgardner 
- Mr. Fox : 

δ- »- - τ΄α᾿ } 

DECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DEBIVED FROM- 

FRI AUTOMATIC DECLASSTFIC&ATION GUIDE 

DATE O?7-14-2011 
a ῖθ 

September 7, 1960 

Honorable Richard M. Nixon ᾿ > 
The Vice President | Oy yt. 
Washington 25. D.C. Ne ἘΣ 

ιν ὦ oo 
Dear Dick: “\\ \ 

1 thought you would be interested in the following 
information obtained as a result of our over-all coverage of 
the Comnunist Party, USA, concerning a statement made in | 
Havana, Cuba, by Constantine Telalov. Telaiov. was in Havana 
in August, 1960, as a delegate from the Communist Party of 
Bulgaria to the Eighth Rational Assenbiy of the Partido 
Socialista Popular, the Communist Party of Cuba. 

Telaiov stated that Bulgaria does not want to 
exchange cultural or other types of delegations with the 
United States since the delegations from the United States 
could reach people in all of Bulgaria. On the other hand, 
Telalov stated, there are only 59,900 Bulgarians in the oa 
United States and any Bulgarian delegation to the ΟΞ 
United States could only reach a fraction of this number. beh 
The United States State. Vepartment has Bulgaria “over a 7 
barrel," Telalov commented, since the Bulgarian Government “Co _ 
does not know how to refuse a request of the United Statea 1:2 a 
State Department for an exchange of delegations. Ὁ ἘΞ 

' CS 
> Ld 

Because of the sensitive nature of our sources, = 853 
who have furnished reliable information in the past, it 16. 
requested that the contents of this conmupteatign: be . 2 yf ῷ 

Tolgon 

) ᾿ J Persons 8ΕΒ NOTE ON YELLOW, PAGE TWO 8 SEP 3 ype 
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5.8 

Honorable Richard Ἡ, Nixon 

afforded careful security and: its use restricted to a 
heeds toknow basis. 

This inforsuation is beirig disseminated to other . 
appropriate officials of the Governsent. 

‘Sincerely, 

NOTE ON YELLOW: 
roa 

This letter is. classified Ne : Seeret” because 
disclosure of this information to unauthorized persons may 

- tend to identify our highly placed informant, CG 5824-Sx, 
with resultant grave damage to our national defense., 

See memo Baumgardner. to Belmont dated. 9/6/60, 
_ cap tioned "Solo; Internal Security - 0." FFF:ras. 
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. ‘OPTIONAL ποκα NO, 1ο 

UNITED Stratis GoM. \MENI ΝΞ 3 ἷΗ ᾿ : λον Ἀ' 

" ᾿ ἢ ᾽ | 7 Ν " 27 - gh 

Memorandiim | a 7] 
DIRECTOR, FBI. (100-428091) DATE: 9/2/60 

SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub -B), 

ao 
‘SUBJECT: ~S0t9/ — ° | ον 

| =C ΕΝ ; 

τ OG 58245 S*" on August 26,. 1960, made available to 
SA JOHN E. KEATING for photographing the following items: 

1); ~Case fox credentials for fraternal delegates 
ἊΝ to the: 8.8. National Assembly. ὁ the Partido Socialista 
""" Popular, the Communist Party of Cuba, . | 

..»- 

2) Credential - for ce 5824-S* 

, One. ‘photographie copy: of -each ‘of these ἀτός is 
enclosed: herewith for: the Bureau, the. ‘Chicago- ‘copies: 
are located in: Chicago file. 134-46 Sub. B-1A(87)... 

4 peed 320 ᾿ = ΝΣ , τσ τ . . 

ct (2 - Bureau (Encls. 2) (ail (Rit ΕΞ ΞΕ 

_ 1. = Chicago . | oat Ὁ 

_ SEK: ‘jem 4 ; ᾿ ; -* . . ᾿" . - ia : 
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. ; ΝΞ ys ἮΝ ! at t . 
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* ENCLOSURES 10 BUREAU FROM CHICAGO 

Photographic copies of the following: 

1) Case for credentials for fraternal delegates 
to the 8th National Assembly of the PSP, the 
CP of Cuba, 

2) Credential for CG 5824-8 

Re: 8010 ᾿ | 
18-C | 

Bufile 100~498091 | 
(file 134-48 Sub B <= 

Γ pappté 0 MUERTE! 
ἡ  ' veNcEREMOS! 

| 
| ASAMBLEA NACIONAL DEL 

ns 
ΠΟ ΘΛ στὰ POPULAR 

Carlos Martini 
~ 

El compancro .
..ΞΞ--

- 

1 os delegado fraternal, representando οἱ 

hi 

Zant 
Partido me

n 

Blas Roca 

Sec, General 

Nn - ποτ τς 
συ πη Ἢ OAV) Co ie oc 6 oo 



πο Parsons. || 
; oT. — | ΒΟῊΝ Mr. Belmont an 
DECLASS IFICATION AUTHORITY DEPRIVED FROM: « - || 

‘FRI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE ee ΘΝΙ od Mr. Ree 

τ DATE 07-15-z011 ᾿ a ee Le Mrs | Fox ον 

- ΝΞ μον τ 
a 

en a 

o A 

“ene A toraey General ᾿ς septodber.§,-1960 " 
> 

qt 

: fj Paventor, FBE ΝΕ ΕΞ 
5 ΠΕΣ oO "" we ne Ὁ ΕΝ ΠΩΣ ee er ἜΝ 

’ fi “yt ΝΕ : ᾿ ae ΝΞ : ᾿ 7 

ΠΕ  Paieey, USA. 6 - το eB ὅν τον δ τ 
Paden eT τε τ 

_ INTERNATIONAL. Feuatrons rene a 
᾿ Aa abet ΝΣ μ᾿ ὌΝ τε ΠΣ ως τὸς ποτ τσ τος τς “ 

he τὶ . 

aay Boyes 

a 

ee a or believe the. information. containee | menorandun Will be of interest to. you. This nod, tp the entered το “supplied by sources who have furnished reliable information. ~ 3 in the. past, was obtained as a. result of our OVere2)1. coverage." im “of. ‘the Communist Party, USA. Ὅλο. information pertains to 2 τ a pkatenents | made by -Anibat - ‘Escalante,. Executive. ‘Secretary of the 2. ᾿ τ ἀροῦν 1380. ista : Fosular, the | Communist: Party of Cuba, aren δ. 

te 

ae ε εὐ 

-- 

‘Because: ‘of the sensitive | ature of our = 
. 

‘source τ is’ ‘requested that the contents of this. cosmunication. gurcesy AE | Relies Security and. its use restricted ‘te: a8 need-t torknow. basis. | 
: ‘This. information is being diasewinated: to” ‘th 

| 
é ἫΝ ᾿ Honorabte Richard M. Nixon, the Vico President; the. Henokabie:". ΝΕ ἐρίάοη, tray,. Special Assistant te the President: the Honorable. ee stian A. Herter, the Secretary of State;. and'Er. Allen ὃ | ΝΣ 7 Balles,. director, Central nie) lisence Agency. J, | ξ * ~“FIATEED 0” " ἐλευ ἢ ὑπ τι οι 

‘SEP. Qi 1960-| 

| cower 

οὐ Baolosure: 

οἰ 300-425001, 
Ob ~ Sr. ‘Lawrence Ἐς “Walsh: (eneiosure | 

| Peputy Attoracy General ΒΦ ΝΣ 7 15 See. 9. 
“ “4 i ἔν 

Ns vet 
“noby Ouigha ons. 

. , Le Loin - τή εν yee wie vy ae ac : 

. ες Note oN YELLOW: - ite iE. aie ἐν & re κ᾿ , wf Ἵ ye ee : προ τι τον ΒΕ coe | 

ΕΣ ες ἤχου λυ, πος ἐν ἔνε pe Pea N (τ τ. (Se ἐν ΣΦ 

ΝΣ This’ letter and. its enclosure. are classified " AY 
. ‘Secret ‘Because. disclosure of: this. information 10. unauthorized : 

ke persons may. tend~ ‘to. identify: our. highly. placed. informant, tA ΓΝ “ 

“UN 66. 58 248%, with: resultant: ‘grave damages tq! our. national. defense. Ay 
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 . «Tt Was suggested that the CPUSA quote tho statoment τ. 
Of Fidol Castro that "Cuba io not against the Amcrican poople Ὁ 
but only against the monopolies." ‘Tho CPUSA nuot point ‘out thot 

ἘΝ Cutz is ῃοἵ ἃ Soviet basc--it just wants to be froe and ite oo 2 
ΕΞ dealings with Rusala aré Cuba's way of accomplishing tho > 
ae revolution. : , ὦ “ 

= 
fradc-Union Delegations: mL, - 

 ἴδίοου τος According to Localante, the Confodcration of Trado 

wy. 

[ 

praryionen 9 surg swiler - ow . September 8, 1960 
ἐλαίας, (ρῶς, ὁ 485 es . . : 

COW TRS CO:UNIST PARTY, USA, 

-_ 

_* - Anibal Escalante, Executive Secrotary of the Partido 
_ Socialista Popular (PSP), tho -Conmnunist Party of Cuba, stated 

- dn Havana, Cuba, during August, 1060, that the PSP 10. looking 
forward to a prolonged strugjle in Cuba. Be felt that help 
from the Coonunist Party, USA (CPUSA), is very insortant. 

_ PSP Program: - ΝΞ ΝΣ Te 
= 

a Tho PSP progran points to the-ncced for good relations 
- With 211 cotatries on an cqual basis. and noighboriy relations ὁ 
with. the United States on an equal basis, Cuba is ready to talk. - | 
to. the United States, provided tho Unitcd States recognizes. that: 
‘Cuba has indopondonce and that it can deal with other countrics. 
Escalante urged the CPUSA to υδὸ statements from the PSP program 
and not shout about a broak botweén the Unitcd States and Cuba. ὁ" 
Tle stated the CPUSA should. not start shouting "Vive Cubat “Vivo 
the Rovolution!® but should just talk about tho nood for gocd 
neighborly relations. co 

=. wet ——--—-Unions of Cuba (CTC) will invite trade-union dologationsa fron 
| Baten the United States. The CTC io propared to rocodve ouch 
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ddlegations, but it doos not want dolegations only fron the. 
loft- unions. The CPUSA is éxpected to assist in προ of th ᾿ 
this phase of activity between the Communist Parties of the 
United States and Cuba. 

The Negro giestion:. 
+ — a 

: Fidel Castro is very interested in the Negro eroblen_ ; 
in thé United States, Escalante commented. Fidel would like to 
see United States Negroes visit Cuba so that thoy could get a . 

- picture: of how Cuba fights discrimination. ‘Cuba has a project 
for Negrocs called "Operation Invitation." Its object: to — | 

_ -- invite Negroes: from the United States, such ad leaders of the 
. National Association for the Advancemont of Colored People and 

ον the owners of newspapers, and then try to revorse the process. 
“- . oy sending Cubans to tho. United. States. Again; the CPUSA is 
a expected to assist in this Cuban project, “Operation Invitation," 

Pho Sugar Quotas 

> Escatante siuggasted that the CPUSA present ‘the "Cuban | 
Sugar quota” topic in a way that tho United States housewife. 
"might" believe it. "Tel1 the American. people,"Escalante said, 

“that cutting the sugar quota for Cuba not only punishes, Cuba, 
but-also punishes the American consumer through the payment of ~ 
higher prices. The price Cuba.was supposed to receive above. the 
world market. price for sugar was not aid for Cuba, but, instead, 
it was protection for the United States sugar growers." 7 ¥ 

NOTE, ON , YBLLON 

Classified. "T OCR OSN Because disclosure. of this 
information to unauthofized. persons may: tend to: identify our 
‘highly placéd informant, CG 5824-Ss, with resultant grave damage " 
τὸ our national defense. 

; See: memo Baumgardner to, Belmont dated ‘9/7/60, ‘captioned ; 
"Solo; Internal Security - ¢." FEF:ras. . 

---- 
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FEI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION CUIDE 
DATE O?-1§-Z011 oy ow - Mr. Parsons 
rn ἢ ” - Mr. Belmont 

| . " “SET & - Liaison Section 
a 1 - ἢν, Baungardnor 

-- . 1 = LY, Fox 

Septeubér 8, 1960 

BY LIAISOY 

Ur. Allen tt. Bulles 
Director 
Céntral Inteltigence Agercy 
Ad-inistration huilding 

2430 E Street, Ne We - τι Ἐπ’ 
Washing ton 25, PD. Ce. 5 

Derr Ur. Builes: . x > 2 

oar { polieve tho information contained inthe 4435 8% 
ontLosed remorandum will be of intorest té yo. This. - - Ξῷ 

‘ information, stpplied ‘by Sources who haye furnished > ὡς 
reliabin inforration ih the past, was obtained as a result * © 
of our ovor-ai1 coverage of the Corrunist Party, USA, Fro 
information pertains to statements rade by Anibal Escalanto, 
Lxecutivs Secrétary of the Partido Socialista vopular, the 

᾿ς Cornunist Party of Cuba, during Anjust, 1965. 

Boceuge of thes sonsitive nature of our sources, 
| it is requostcd that the contents of this corcenication bo 
ro - afforded carcful, security arid its use restricted to a hocd~ — 
" to-know- basis, 

This information ig boing dissoeinated to other 
| ap caropriate officials of tha Govornzent, . 

Ree . ἘΝ 100 . -_ Sincordty yours Ve ΠῚ ΤΩ = 
U6 _ : ,YWs. - τς, ,Ξ 

400-428091, -- 9Y3 7 ποτ τον ENG 
-. KOTB ΟΥ̓ YELLOW: ‘This Letter and its enclosure, aré classified aes Sigs a dig. 

a: Ἶ s ett because disclosure of this infornation to 
teen Enclosure nauthorized persons may tend to identify our - 
oe % - “highly plated informant, CG 5824-S*, with resul tant 
ΚΡ ον {Αι grave. ‘danage: td our national deférse, . | 
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Room 

FROM : Mr, F. J. bong Gandy τς 

sumeck. son. ΄ a 
INTERNAL SECURITY - C ὦ sen 

CG 5824-S* left New York City 8/11/60 to attend, as a 
Communist Party, USA (CPUSA), delegate, the Eighth National Assembly 
of the Partido Socialista Popular (PSP), CP of Cuba, scheduled “ἢ 
convene in Havana, Cuba, 8/16/60. Informant returned to the 
United States from this seventh Solo mission on 8/25/60. 

2 

ptt = My memorandum 8/27/60 set forth the highlights of the γΩ 
seventh,Solo trip. Chicago airtel 8/30/60 contains a resume of 
the report of Blas Roca, General Secretary, PSP, which took him 11 
hours ¢o deliver.to the Eighth National Assembly on 8/16-17/60. 
Roca described and traced the activities of the PSP from February, 
1952, Τὸ the present time. Following are some of the main points 
Roca touched on in his” “speech: 

ory 
tay 

The-aim ὋΣ the Cuban revolution is to achieve economic 
independence forrCuba and to subordinate U.S. monopolies to the Cuban 
will for the national development and advance of the revolution. 

2. The revolution is sustained by all the working people, 
peasants and national bourgeoisie. The counterrevolutionists cannot 
do very much with the internal forces but they do have the support 
of U.S. imperialism. Cuba has the majority support of the peoples 
of Latin America, Asia and the socialist world. ᾿ ή 

3. The new regime of Fidel Castro has established relation 
with the socialist countries. "We" are free under Fidel despite the 
continued threat of imperialism. "We" have no written pacts because 
"we" are all integrated in the rebel army (Fidel's army) and because 
the revolutionary government is carrying through the demands of the 
masses--no other guarantees are necessary. 

4. Blas Roca admitted to a great mistake. He said "we' 
did not prepare sufficiently for the armed struggle. Fidel did 
prepare his people. Roca commented that the measures used by the new 

100- 426001 ; 
; , 94/3 
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Memorandum for Nr. Belmont 
RE: SOLO 
100- 428091 

regime have opened the road to revolutionary change. Now "we" 
are searching still for more adequate forms to advance the 
revolution. A new Cuban state is being organized to guarantee 
the realization of ‘the Cuban revolution. 

5. Cuba has a problem because of a lack of skilled 
technicians and revolutionary zeal. The socialist countries, 
however, will give Cuba some urgent help in this sphere. Cuba 
Will have to accelerate its training of Cuban technicians on a 
na tonal. scale and the PSP should work on this project as an urgent 
ask. | el 

_ 6. The U.S. has refused Cuba arms for defense, The 
Soviet Union sells Cuba anything it wants to buy. U.S. economic 
aggression was frustrated, thanks to the solidarity of the 
Soviet Union and the. entiré socialist camp. ‘The Soviet Union saved 
our ‘people, saved Cuba: and perhaps avoided a bloody war, Roca said. 
Because of the help of the Soviet Union, "we" are able to hold on 
to the revolutionary gains. 

7. One~fourth of all the sugar produced by Cuba is now 
purchased by the: Soviet ‘Union and Red China. This amount, Roca 
said, will increase. "Ife" will receive entire factories from. the 
Soviet Union and Czechosiovakia. 

8. Sympathy for the Cuban revolution is growing in all 
Latin-American countries and in other countries throughout the world. 
Roca did not deviate from the international communist. line when he 

{advocated peaceful coexistence, end overseas military bases including 
{ the U.S.. naval base at Guantanamo Bay and reduction in armaments. 

9. The PSP is a Marxist-Leninist organization and is 
one of the organizers of the Cuban revolution. It works with other 
revolutionary organizations: the July 26 Movement and the March 13 
Directorate. 

-τ ὰν 
a7 - 

_ 40. The PSP member should be more disciplined, more 
organized, must be.a member in the defense. of the revolution, must 
master ‘the use of arms, spread,Marxism-Leninism and the. aims of 
.Fidel Castro and must get into other organizations and work there. 

11, Revolutionary: propaganda must 6, organized. "We" need to add to the militia, to teach it how ‘to usé arms more efficiently 
, ΜΝ : 

i , ἢ ᾿ - ᾿ 
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Memorandum for Mr. Belmont 
RE: SOLO 
100-428091 

and how to mobilize more quickly. All Party members, the youth, 
mennand women should be in the militia. 

OBSERVATIONS : “ 

e 

A magazine supplement to the 8/21/60 issue of "Hoy," 
official publication of the PSP, contains the text of the 11-hour 
report given by Blas Roca. A copy of this supplement has been 
furnished to the Bureau by Chicago airtel 8/29/60. 

ACTION: 

disseminated to interested agencies of the Government inasmuch as 
the text of Roca's speech has already appeared in a publication 

jissued by the PSP, and is, therefore, available to these agencies. 

| None. For your information. This material will not be 
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TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) / 
FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) 

ai 
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Nea 

(4/ 
CG 5824-S* orally furnished the information on 

the following page to SA JOHN ΒΕ. KEATING on September 2, 
1960, This information pertains to ITIHAD al SHAAB, 
delegate from the CP of Iraq to. the 8th National Assembly’. 
of the Partido Socialista Popular (PSP), the Communist 
Party (CP) of Cuba, 
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INFORMATION CONCERNING 
ITIHAD al SHAAB 

There should be added to the list of fraternal 
delegates to. the 8th National, Assenbl on THAT eRAnS .. 2)» 
Socialist Popular. (PSP), the narie ὁ ἐκ, 5 He is an attorney and a writer, He did raat ‘SP BP aE ae the ~~ ἐδ 
8th National Assembly of the PSP. He has somo connection pte 
ee a periodical or publishing. house in Baghdad called ° 
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STANDARD FORM NO, 64 ἢ rts 

Office MeSorandum ¢ UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

; DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) DATE: September 2, 1960 

ΕΖ CHICAGO (134-46-Sub B) 

SUBJECT: 
L - Ὁ 

There are enclosed herewith to the Bureau the fol-~ 
lowing four items which were obtained by CG 5824-S* in con- 
nection with attendance at the 8th National Assembly of the 
Partido Socialista Popular, the Communist Party of Cuba: 

1, The #7 issue YInra", oye . 

Le 2 “ΜΠ 
2, An issue Mella", publication of the Juvéntud 

Socialista. " a | ὯΝ 

3. An issue ‘verde Olivo, which is the _pub- i 
lication of the militia Cuba. CBA . my ee 

4. A copy. of poster which is is Ses tenes to_ be: dis— = | 

hat _2.mMemberot—t f i played in a residence i ba to indicaté: t 
πὶ itia resides t ere. , 

The Chicago Division has no eurther need for ‘any aay) | 

of these items and it is suggested that the be destroyed if " ; ᾿ 
᾿ they are o othe Bureau. . 

- Buresu -(Encls..: a Can sy 
Chicago 
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OPTIONAL FORA NO, 10 
1610-10 =O) 

UNITED STATES GO ‘RNMENT ᾿ O 

Memorandum _ Μὰ 
1 ῬΙΒΕΟΊΟΝ, FBI (100~428001) _ pate; September 6, 1960 

ot ΓΝ : SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub 'B) Ὁ Ἅἢ Ὁ .Ν 

- ἅ) - SUBJECT ay >. Ν | | : | “f - alt (89 acme a | a | 

Re» Chicago, airtel dated 8/31/60, containing a so 
summary of the final day of sessions. of ihe Sth National 
Assembly of the Partido. Socialista Popular (PSP) anda | 
plenum ‘and open session held on Monday, August, 2,. 1960, . --. 

' On Page 15 οἵ reairtel, it is stated that PAT ER of 
East Germany went with a group. of ‘delegates 4 fron fraternal - 
Communist Parties on a tour to Oriente Province, In review- 
ing this report on September 3, 1960, CG 5824-S* stated that 

" he recalled seeing WERNER in Havana after the tour had left 
- for Oriente Province, Therefore, WERNER did not make this. 

* tour as scheduled. 

bo This. letter and ‘three rirtels being submitted on 
‘September 6, 1960, concludes the information obtained as 
a result of the seventh SOLO trip. 
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β Bre ; 
i-ir, Parsons i-Hr. Day 
i-Hr. Belnont. 1-Liatson 

: il-Mr, Baumgardner 
L-ur. Foz - 

oO xX 

a i a τῷ 
sow, 

- κ owe . > π 
= ~ - ἤν πᾷ 

ndnorable Gordon Gray 
Spectal Asststant to the President 
EBveotkttve Office Butiding 
Washington 25, De Ὁ. 

My dear Ur. Grays 

in acoordance bith the request of Ur. 4. Ruseell Ash, 
Acting katjonal Seourtty Council Representative on Internal 

. ceours tue απ enclosing a Photostat of a sunnary of ἃ letter 
ς fron the Gentral Coanittée of ‘the Cornuntst Party of the 

Sovict Unton which wag read to the conference of Connunist 

| Ν following the Third Congress of the Rumanian Workers Party. 
: This material supplements the tnfornation ane you as n 

Parties held in June, 1960, tn Bucharest, Rumania, tinned? eed] 
(U) 

Ἢ enclosure with my Letter of August δ, 1960. 
ς 
ὶ 

UX. 

[ants suntiary. was made evatlable by ἃ source which 
has furni®hed reliable information in the past and pertains to 

on the conflictiof views between the Comauntst Party of the 
& Sovtet Unton' and the Connunist Party of Chita |Sbecause of the () 
aN sensitive rature of our source, it ts requested that the sunnary 

Σ be afforded careful securt ty and its use restricted to a 
need~-to-knay basis. 

incerély yours, - 

Ny he ay 
oe ole ΟΝ Enclosure Uy Eras ars | 

~~ DL, ὦ who Was present during the ταῦ a. We tn the 
CS ,. Director's office on September 7, 196 ked that 
[OP GAD she. ᾿ a copy of this summary be made aveilad Sets to Ur. Gray 

. (a) ¢ -ὅὸ supplement the rn ry ἜΜ him,.on 
meso κ᾿ - August δ, 1960. ch C60— ZR. OY — GL) 
POISONS, pines ΠΝ 

«Belmont —yemnew υ Classified | ποτα of this Hehan _ be 
Seuss ἘΤΤΟς infornati on nton ht identify ap A SEP orgs τῇ of tnformeny 

QE peepee “ χα 

McGuire pa τον with resultans, graye damage to “to.national ἧς defense 
βόξθη καταπεσὼν \ ae 

Trotter oral OS, ἡ 
WC. Sullivan τ 5 oh 

Tale, Boom cen 

μ᾽ 

Ὁ 

Ganiy ἮΝ" 1 dep Haare 



reldtive to the reaction of inforzant!s son to this icttor 
- Should, te made availubie to tke Chicago office and the Buroatg. 

4 - Chicago (134-46-5uib ἢ) ̓  

A: 100-428091, 

captioned "$010; Internal Seourity - - 0.4 FIFiras. 

urs Parsons. 
li. ‘Belmont 

. Hr. Donohue 
ir. Fox 

SAG, Los Angeles  Shatombér- 9, 1960 

Director, FOX (F689). ᾿ς ῬΏΠΘΌΝΑΙ, AgToNT TON - 

- > OG S8adege. 
| SLCURETY TEPORAN? 

a 

_* πὸ Chicane etter 9/2160, copy furnished your 
office, 

-- 

chiceno office as instiucted 6 forward fa the 
Los Angeles Office the Lotter dated 8/24/60: addressed to. 
G 5824-S* under his truo identity. Tho Log Angelos Office 

te instructcd to moke orrangerients for you to personally réct 
the informant and his son-under sdcure conditions and afford 

oxmant’s. son af opportunity to read this letter. Uador 
no circunstances.are you to rolinquish control of this Ictter 
at any tine. This ictter showid thon be returned to the 
saben bffice where it wilt. be. maintained in the offico. safe. 7 

portinont: observations Which you fay ‘have. 

Cato) | 

NOTE ON YELLOW: | : . 

See merio Bauhgardner to. Beindnt ‘dated 9/8/60; 3 | 

a 7 . * 

|" pupticate | - NOT. RECO! 

|sepa-i9e0 | ἘΚ 57 SEP a3 1960. 
τ jo Mawes - p02 

FEF :ras { 2. " i a are - 

Sail ἮΝ 

ur. Baumgardner . 

τ τ τ μ-- - Meewwg --- 

συῖαιναι, russ μὲ A 
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τς ores | O vw; ΝΣ ΒΕ , Ἂς 
“τ  UNETED ‘STATES GO ERNMENT _ _ ὃ 5 

᾿ΛΜφιιοταπάδμη 

ut “ DIRECTOR, “FBI ‘(100-428001) ΝΣ BATE: September 7, 1960 - . 

BOT CHICAGO (134246" ‘Sib By - PEA bE ΣΝ - i. τ | 

SUBJECT: “sod. ./ " ΕΣ 7 ᾿ "ΝΣ 
ΤΡΙΞ = co 

-- tf 
- ὟΝ 

. 5" . 

“Re chicago. letter dated: 1/1/60, Bureau letter Ν 
dated 8718/60, and Chicago letter. dated 8/19/60,, ali. dealing 
with estimated expenses and an accounting -by CG 5824-—S* for . ᾿ 
expenses in connection with the. sixth, SOLO: trip, 

| ᾿ς In Chicago jétter dated suly 1, 1960, the following 
- was set. forth as the estimated budget for the sixth SOLO . 

trip. 

CO Round Trip. Platie. ‘Transportation: and - 
ce Ground: Transportation: from Chi¢ago,. . “πε 

Illinois, to Paris, Ἐξδησθ- καθ τυξηωνεσπεκε ποπθπσσοςς --ϑὶ,200, 

Round trip. Plane Transportation 
From ‘Paris,. France; to Prague, oO : 
Czechoslovakia---=- 2 ieee mien tipeipengneme meena | 150 

- 

— ~ 

~ 

= 

| Plane. Transportation from - Pragtie; Δ ΤΠ os ᾿ .Ν 
ΕΣ Czechoslovakia, to Moscow, RUSSEL ash wnmnrn toate mona, 150 + 

Hotel Rooms, Meals’ .and Migcélianeous 
Expénses in Western Europe: On: the moe 
Way to and Froin Mos¢ow, RUSSLA =H ne onn neem nme nnn 270 

Miscellaneous items: of Clothing, 
eter; ‘Needed for. the: Trip. Since 

-  “CG"5824=S*- Was Traveling Under ~~ yg "ἐ 
an. Assumed. Name see comem sme imma nsneiein encase aay om 

, <i : 
A Sum of $250 to Compensate the Parents _ 
of CG. 5824-S* to Move From Their a ᾿ Sere, 
Apartment ‘to. his eetitee to Insure. ten 
the Saféty of His Residénce,« Reference χὰ 
Material and Persohal eae Τροχόληποτεσσοσσοσσ:ς. 250. | | 

a . ec " 19 g a γ᾽ ᾿ 

ΝΕ cb 3 ὃ total: Be timated’ Zxpens 170 Oo 
| 7 a cae sy 4 

REC 5§. Ὁ 
SE Sep ΓΝ 

ΝᾺ] sarees mee . 
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For the total estinated expenses CG 5824-S* 
took $1,000 from CP, USA; funds and was furnished with 
81, 170 by the Bureau. 

In addition to the $1,000, CG 5824-S* was also . 
furnished with $250 of Bureau funds in New York: City during 
August, 1960, in connection with the seventh SOLO trip to 
Cuba, 

CG 5824-S* advised on September 1, 1960, that 
the CP, SU, did not furnish him with plane traispor tation 

_ fron Moscow to Prague but did furnish $110 for travel 
expenses. However, he spent, for travel, this' sum and © 
the sum of $1,500 estimated for travel expenses, Since 
he -had instructions from thé CP, SU, to return to the 
United States as soon as possible, it cost an extra $20 ἡ 
to "convince" an airline ticket agént in Europe that space 
was available in the middle of the tourist season. 

CG 5824=S* advised. that he spent $150 for elothing 
which had no laundry marks or dry cleaning marks, He: left 
Several items of clothing in Moseqy as gifts to- the Russians, 

‘ and akso purchased a gift for SEMA‘ ISNETSOV of the “2: ete 
International Departmont of the Contxal Committee of tha7—~—~~ 
CP,"SU, since it is customary to’ exchange gifts in “these 

—éiréunstances, CG 5824-S* does not accept gifts in return. 
because he travels under an assumed name and his passport 
does not reflect travel in Russia, 

CG 5824-s* also advised that he gave $250 to his 
parents. . 

. | Thig leaves the sum of $270. estimated for hotel 
roons, méals, etc.,.in Western Europe. CG 5824-S8* advised - 
that he spent, most of this sun but did not keep an exact 
accounting of it, 

In addition; CG 5824-5* had, the following expenses | 
which had not been provided for: 

-- = “ 
~< 
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Round Crip } Fare from New York : 
City to Toronto and Hotel Room , 
in Toronto. for One. Night-------- ener enn an om ow κα απὸ τὸ σα σα $100 

Hotel Rooms and Meals in New York 
City from July 30, to August 11, 
1960. (hotel room was naintained 
during the one day trip. to Toronto) | 
Hotel, room and meais in New York City 
oh August 25 and August 26, 1960 
and Hotel Room in Chicago on August εν ΝΝ 

' 27, 1960, "to Heet With the‘‘Contacting Agent omansawnnnen 300 

Total $400 

σα 5824-S* advised that he: took $275: from CP, ‘USA, 
funds for expenses for the. seventh SOLO trip to: Cuba. However, 
he was. again traveling under an assuned name and the Partido 

-, Sotialista Popular (PSP). the CP of Cuba, counseled that he : 
should stay at a-hotél other than the Hotel ‘Commodore. in Havana, 

- Thus, he had to pay -a hotel hill while other délepates: were 
Housed. by the PSP at the Hotel Comiodore, Whether or πόδ᾽ 
- this security precaution was necessary night be subject | to 
debate but becomes a:moot question since thé only identification 
he had with hin in New York City prior to the trip to Cuba 

- was that for the assuiéd nane, 

᾿ - August. 11, το August, 24, 1960, CG 5824~S*, also had. to 
In addition to. the hotel room in Havana from,” . 

purchase ‘a round trip, plane ticket from New York City to 
Havana. ‘She Hotel Riviera lost his ldundry and he also 
broke his. reading glisges in Cuba and had : to have- them. 
xeplaced in: Chicago. 

CG 5824.S* advised that as: well as: he can, determine, 
and ‘he. does not keep detailed récords, what little money he 
had Jeft from the trip fo. Europe, the $250 of Bureau funds 

4 

ay - 
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given to him in New York City and the $275 in CP, USA, 

funds for the trip to Cuba, just about covered the expensés 
in connection with the hotel room and meals in New York 

City, the trip to Toronty, the plane fare to Cuba and the 
hotel room and.other expenses in Havana, 

It ig the opinion of the Chicagag Division that 

CG 5824~S* probably spont more than the total of Bureau 

and CP, USA, funds at his disposal for the sixth and 
seventh SOLO trips. Forner (ἃ 5853-5 always maintained 
records of his expenses for him and it is most difficult 
to obtain a dotailed accdunting from hin, {Ὁ is known 
that he tries. to be accurate and certainly is pot making 

any profit on the exponse money he has available for these 
trips. Whethor or not the trips could be accomplished more 

écononically is ἃ dobatable point because emergency situations 

ariso which cannot be anticipated in advance and because 
of the security precautions that nust be takeh in order not 
to jeopardize the future of this highly successful oporation. 

Ἄ 
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CG 5824-S* orally furnished the information on the 
following pages to SA JOHN E. KEATING on 8/25/60. This 
report deals with a tour of Area 7 of Cuba, which was 
conducted by the Partido Socialista Popular, the Communist 
Party of Cuba, for delegates from fraternal Communist Parties 
on Sunday, 8/14/60, 

One additional communication, to be submitted 
during the week of 9/4/60, will contain some overall 
comments of CG 5824-S5S* in regard to current conditions in 
Cuba. Ths will be the last communication on the 7th Solo 
Trip. 
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Tour of Area 7 of Cuba, Conducted 
by the Partido Socialista Popular (PSP), 
for Delogates. from fraternal Conminist 
Parties on Sunday, August 14, 1960 - . 

On Sunday, August 14, 1960, ‘all of the delegates 
from fraternal Communist Parties who were in. Havana to 
attend the 8th National Assembly of the’ PSP, the Communist 
Party (CP) of Cuba, were requested to report to the 
Hotel Comodore at 8:00 a.m, for a day long tour of Area 7 
of Cuba. This area surrounds Havana, 

Tho firat stop was a visit to: the PSP SP_ Headquarters 
of the Marymont District. The second stop was. sone 30 
to 40 kilometors away and was. at the heddquarters of the 
July 26th Movement in. 8 small town, — 

The policy of the PSP 18 to strive as much ag 
possible, for unity with the other forces in Cuba, The εὖ 
purpose of the visit to this headquarters of the July 26th. 
Movement was to let those at this headquarters know that 
unity means unity with the PSP and 811 ‘CPs. Further, 
that CPs look upon. all revolutionary forces as one. 

It is difficult to describe the frenzied. 
- Speeches, made by the Cubans. and heard on this tour. Also 

the vehement. shouting of slogans such -as Down with Yankees! 
Cuba Si; Yankees No! To the Wall! No quotas, No Masters; 
Down with Yankeo Imperialism, These slogens were shouted 
over and over again, 

One is taken back by the youth of the neople who 
participated in the denonstrations during this tour, ‘Tt 
Seemed that most of the. people encountered on the tour 
Were in their late teens and 20's. Even childyen 8 and 9 _ 
years_old.were.carrying commando knives; With many ly people 
in the militia and carrying firearms » Cuba Cuba is. , is practically 
an armed camp. 

PRETID ET fe SOT ALIS TH eu bh 

“Pope tee ‘Anior6| xanaTo, delegate to the 8th National 
—“KSSSiibly of the. BSP fron the CP of Costa-Hicd;~Spoke—twice 
“during “this-tour: - The- purposé of this was to show that 
the OAS meeting thén. in progress in Costa Rica would not 
reflect what the people in Costa Rica think. 

CLOSURE 
EN Y2KX09]- 99 NY 



After the visit to the Headquarters of the July 
26th Moverient in ἃ small town, the fraternal delegates 
wero taken another 40 to 50 kiloneters to a sugar mill 
which. had been taken over and is being run by a cooperative. 
Thousands of people were in the streets and were cheering 
the fraternal deXegates. Again there wére the ugual 
speeches, Tha head of the July 26th Movement at this 
sugar mill spoke. The mill was not operating at this time, 
Tt was stated that it is planned; fo extend the growing 
season for sugar crops, JACQUES/DUCLOS of France, who awh 
speaks Spanish, made an” answeri “Speech. “Thero was 8 
large denonstration and the ustial cheering and. chanting 
of the slogans. <_typical peasant neal" which was 
impossible to. eat i sorved, 

From the sugar mill the fraternal delegates 
were taken to a PSP cadre school in _Aroa or District. 7.. 
The school is located on the egtate of 8 former chief of 
police, 

A captain of the militia, who later was present 
at the. 8th National Assembly of the PSP; is responsible 
for this school where political and military training is 
piven, Ho. showed the delegates around the school, The 
Students are in their early teens, They sleep on canvas. 
cots and every inch of space is occupied: The verandas 
are utilized for classes. The studénts. are also given 
training in tho operation of farm equipment, The captain 
talked ‘of the need_for the study of Marxism-Leninism and 
political economy. He said that one cannot be a foreman 
or ἃ good. leader in anything if ‘he igs not trained 
ideologically 58 as well ¢ as in particulay skills, 

᾿ς Next the fraternal delegates travelled in rain 
and mud for a couple of hours to a farm cooperative, It 
was learned on this trip that the names of towns and. 
villages in Cuba have been changed to the names of heras 
of the. revolution. The farm coopérative was still in 
District or Aren 7. Since the tour was running. late, only 
a few people were at the farm to greet the fraternal 
delegates, ‘The chairman of the cooperative apologized 
and asked the. delegates. to wait, Tt did not take long 

᾿ to pack a, hail on the farn. 

~2= 



The chairman of the fara cooperative explained 
that this had been a large estate, He said that before 
the revolution, the incone for an enployee: on the farn 
was 450 pesos a year. This has been doubled. Women 
did not work on the farm before the revolution but they 
do now. The cooperative obtains loans from the Government.. 

A weeting at this farm cooperative turned into 
a free-for-all debate which left averyone cohfused as to ἣ | 
what tho aims of tho cooperative aré, RUBEN/ARZAMOV, A 
delegate from the CP of Bulgaria, asked’ if: the 
the moperative are given any incentives or 12 they do 
volunteer work, The Chinese delogate: also 
quéstions., Evon the lendership of the cooperative was 
not clear as to the policy of the Government in regard to. 

_ building - ‘cooperatives or. collective farms. Each speaker 
had a different explanation, The current ideological 
struggle between the CP of the. Soviet Union and the CP 
of China was apparont in the undertones oF the debate. 
It is noted that the CP of the Soviet Union. has criticized 
.the. policy of the communes in China, 

It was later noticed that there were criticisms 
of the National Institute for Agraridn Reform (INRA). at 
tho. 8th National Assembly, Obviously INRA has been _ 
following a leftist policy. It haa been draging its fect. 
on the distribution of land and credits: dn order to 
force peasants into state farms run by INRA. 

This tour for thé fraternal delegates ended in 
Havana about midnight, The purpose of this tour was to 
give the fraternal. delegates a taste of the Cuban spirit. 

“2... 
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URGENT L- 8-26-60 5=15 PM JLD 

T [RECTOR 2 AND SAC, CHICAGO 

FROM SAC, NEW YORK 261900 , 

OL 07 IS-C. THE FOLLOWING IS A SUMMARY OF «INFORMATION Fell 
, NISHED THUS FAR BY CG σϑδίμιϑε IN CONNECTION WITH ---- 

ng ATTENDANCE AT THE EIGHTH NATIONAL ASSEMBLY OF THE PARTIDO 
: SOCIALISTA POPULAR, CP OF CUBA, A CONFERENCE OF LATIN | 

“Ψ AMERICAN COMMUNIST PARTIES, SCHEDULED TO BE HELD IN CONNECTION , 
oa WITH A CONGRESS OF THE CP OF CUBA, WAS NOT HELD SINCE IT WAS » JUBA 

: FELT THAT THE TTEMS WHICH WOULD HAVE BEEN DISCUSSED. AT THIS 
CONFERENCE WERE TAKEN UP AT THE CUBAN CP CONGRESS. THE. 5 (et 
CONGRESS LASTED FROM TUESDAY, AUGUST 16 LAST, THROUGH SUNDAY,~' pt 
AUGUST 21 LAST, WITH A PUBLIC SESSION ON MONDAY EVENING, pop 
AUGUST 22 LAST. ALL SESSIONS WERE HELD AT THE HOTEL COMMODORE 
AND MOST OF THE DELEGATES WERE ALSO HOUSED AT THIS HOTEL<. , 
CESAR ESCALANTE, BROTHER OF ANIBAL ESCALANTE, MADE THE REPORT 

| SOF THE CREDENTIALS COMMITTEE. HE SAID THERE WERE 20) CUBAN, -. 
_’ ἘΞ DELEGATES AND 65 FRATERNAL DELEGATES PRESENT. THE FRATERNAL,. om 
~~: . DELEGATES REPRESENTED 21 COMMUNIST PARTIES. THE CPUSA, WITH: Cpe 
_s .. A 5 MAN DELEGATION HEADED ΒΥ JAMES JACKSON HAD THE LARGEST : 
~< -= DELEGATION, THE CPSU DID NOT HAVE A DELEGATION IN ATTENDANCE 

=~ BUT DID SEND "GREETINGS," THE CP OF CHINA HAD A THREE MAN Ay 
“& DELEGATION HEADED BY GENERAL γ᾽. U. HSIU CHUEN, EAST GERMANY | 

WAS REPRESENTED BY PAUL WERNER; FRANCE BY JACQUES DUCLOS; 
ITALY BY VELIO SPANNO, ALL OF THE SOCIALIST COUNTRIES WER 

SEP £6 1960: ᾿ ὅτε Ὁ Ὁ SEP 1 4 «Ὁ 
. ΟΝ , : 

If the intelligence mal in the above message is to be disseminatedontsidgtie: Bereun; it is:‘suggested that it be suitably 
paraphrased in order to protect the Bureau's cryptographic systems, 

be - 4j 
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PAGE TWO: FROM SAC, NEW YORK 261900 

REPRESENTED EXCEPT THE SOVIET UNION. THE AGENDA CONSISTED 
MAINLY OF AN 14 HOUR REPORT BY BLAS ROCA, THE PARTY PROGRAM, 
CHANGES IN PARTY STATUTES AND THE ELECTION OF A CENTRAL 
COMMITTEE. ALL DELEGATES WERE GIVEN AT LEAST $50 IN SPENDING 
MONEY AND GIRTS SUCH AS BOXES O@ CIGARS, LEATHER BRIEF CASES, 
ETC, ROCA LISTED THE FOLLOWING AS THE FOUR TASKS OF THE CUBAN 
REVOLUTION: ‘4-UNITY: 2-GREATER PRODUCTION; 3-STRENGTHENING 
THE ARMED DEFENSE AND MIGHT OF CUBA; -ELEVATING REVOLUTIONARY 
CONSCIOUSNESS OF THE MASSES OF THE PEOPLE. THESE FOUR TASKS 
WERE REPEATED OVER AND OVER AGAIN AT THE CONGRESS. DURING 
THE CONGRESS THE SPEAKERS WERE CONSTANTLY INTERRUPTED WITH 
RHYTHMIC CLAPPING AND SHOUTING AND SINGING OF SLOGANS, SUCH 
AS "CUBA SI, YANKEE NO," "DOWN WITH YANKEE IMPERIALISM," 
"NO SUGAR" (QUOTA); "NO MASTERS," "TO THE WALL," "PATRIA 0. 
MUERTE" (FATHERLAND OR DEATH) AND "VENCEREMOS 3? (WE WILL WIN). 
ONE CANNOT DESCRIBE THE ENTHUSIASM OF THE DELEGATES AND THE 
HATRED FOR NORTH AMERICA. INFORMANT HAS MATERIAL CONTAINING 
‘COMPLETE TEXT OF THE SPEECHES AND RESOLUTIONS OF THE EIGHTH 
CONGRESS OF THE CP OF CUBA. IN OPINION OF CHICAGO INFORMANT, 
THE CP HAS A VERY BIG HAND IN THE RUNNING OF SUBA. THE 
JULY 26TH MOVEMENT AND THE MARCH 13 DIRECTORATE ARE THE OTHER 
FORCES IN THE GOVERNMENT 8UT THEY WOULD BE MEANINGLESS Wt THOUT 
THE CP.. THE CP CAN GET AND HAS GOTTEN ECONOMIC, POLITICAL, 
MILITARY, TECHNICAL AND QFHER AID FOR CUBA FROM THE COMMUNIST 
COUNTRIES, THE COMMUNIST CAMP UNDERTOOK THIS AID. TO CUBA SO 
THAT CUBA WOULD NOT SUCCUMB TO ANY PRESSURES FROM THE UNITED 

β ΜΡ © " ROPEAN ἢ Β ΟΕ 1 Ρ) TRA 57. 

If the intelligence contained in the above message is to be disseminated outside the Bureau, it ts suggested that it be suitably 
paraphrased in order to protect the Bureau's cryptographic systems, 
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PAGE THREE: FROM SAG, NEW YORK 261900 

MAY SOON HAVE THE BEST STANDARD OF LIVING IN LATIN AMERICA 
BECAUSE THE SOCIALIST CAMP WILL MAKE IT AN EXAMPLE FOR THE 
REST OF LATIN AMERICA TO FOLLOW. PRIVATELY ANIBAL ESCALANTE 
STATED THAT THE PSP DOES NOT WANT THE CPUSA TO SHOOT FOR A 
BREAK BETWEEN THE UNITED STATES AND CUBA, CUBA WANTS EQUAL 
TREATMENT BY ALL COUNTRIES. CUBA. IS READY TO TALK TO THE 
UNITED STATES PROVIDED THAT THE US RECOGNIZES THAT CUBA HAS 
ACHIEVED INDEPENDENCE AND CAN DEAL WITH WHATEVER COUNTRIES IT 
WANTS TO. OBVIOUSLY, FIDEL CASTRO HAS AGREED TO A UNITED FRONT 
WITH THE COMMUNISTS, THE COMMUNISTS HAVE PROMISED THEY WOULD 
NOT BUILD ONLY A CP BUT WILL UNITE WITH ALL REVOLUTIONARIES 
AND ALLOW THE DEVELOPMENT OF CAPITALISM UP TO A POINT AND 
WITH CONTROLS, THE COMMUNISTS,, ALL I ANCE WITH THE JULY 26TH 
MOVEMENT AND THE MARCH 13 DIRECTORATE RUNS CUBA BUT THE 
COMMUNIST PARTY IS THE BEST ORGANIZED, BEST DISCIPLINED 
AND MOST POLITICALLY CONSCIOUS OF ALL THE GROUPINGS IN THE 
CUBAN REVOLUTION. THE CP CAN OBTAIN ALL KINDS OF AID FOR 
CUBA FROM THE COMMUNIST COUNTRIES. THE CHINA DELEGATION PROMISED 
CUBA "UNRESERVED" AID, ONE IS IMPRESSED WITH THE FACT THAT 

ALL CP MEMBERS CARRY ARMS AND WEAR UNIFORMS. THEY ATTEND 
MARXIST=LENINIST CLASSES AND MILITARY DRILLS ON AN AVERAGE OF 
5 DAYS A WEEK. THE LEABERS OF THE CP OF CUBA REALLY EXPECT 
A MILITARY ATTACK FROM THE UNITED STATES. INFORMANT ALSO 
ADVISED THAT A REPRESENTATIVE OF BULGARIA STATED THAT BULGARIA 
DOES NOT WANT AN EXCHANGE OF CULTURAL AND OTHER DELEGATIONS 
WITH THE UNITED STATES SINCE THE DELEGATES FROM THE UNITED 
STATES COULD REACH PEOPLE IN ALL OF BULGARIA WHILE THERE, ar eee --- ---- πο ξέρο---- : ᾿ 

If the intelligence contained in the above message is to be disseminated outside the Bureau, it is suggested that it be suitably paraphrased in order to protect the Bureau's cryptographic systems. 
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PAGE FOUR: FROM SAC, NEW YORK 261900 

ONLY 50,000 BULGARIANS IN THE US AND ANY DELEGATION TO THE US 
COULD ONLY REACH A FRACTION OF THIS NUMBER. YET THE BULGARIAN 
GOVERNMENT DOES NOT KNOW HOW TO REFUSE A REQUEST OF THE US 
STATE OEPARTMENT FOR AN EXCHANGE OF DELEGATIONS. A 
REPRESENTATIVE OF EAST GERMANY, WHOSE NAME 1S NOT KNOWN, AND 
PAUL WERNER, ALSO OF THE EAST GERMANY DELEGATION, STATED THAT 
KLAUS FUCHS IS DOING SOME TALKING. THEY CLAIM THAT HE WILL 
BLOW THE MORTON \SOBELL AND JULIUS ANDO ETHEL ROSENBERG CASES 
SKY HIGH. SJOQRGERWAYSONET, OF THE CP OF PUERTO RICO PLANS TO. 
COME TO THE UNITED STATES AND ASK K THE GPUSA FOR A PRINTING 
PRESS. CHICAGO INFORMANT, WHO IS NOT FEELING WELL, 18 
SCHEDULED TO DEPART NEWARK FOR CHICAGO ON UNITED AIRLINES FLAGHT 
604 AT tPPM, AUGUST 27 NEXT. 

RECEIVED: 5:53 PM TELETYPE 

5:56 PM CODING UNIT MLL pte thal 

J ents wm te Pojeol | poe " 
wl SA? wrt) we Kinane ὐξοξ. αὶ ἐς βνύ5. 7 sti lp 

ban Tay tack ΟΝ ἄω, wh Bae erlliinn | 

ae wii iene 
24 ob yale ia fnnbes 

If the intelligence contained in the above message.is to be disseminated outside the Bureau, it ts suggested that it be suitably 
paraphrased in order to protect the Bureau's cryptographic systems. 
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TO : Mr. Ae H. Belmon 727, pate: September 8, 1960 ἘΣΞΞ = = 
W.c. Sullivan .... , 

Tele. Room 
‘am. | 

FROM : Nr. F. J. Baumgardner] 4— Gandy — 

SUBJE Qoro Ve 7 

RNAL SECURITY « Ὁ 

| At the completion of Solo trip six, a most successful mission, 
[0 5824-S%, with Bureau authority, was given a cash award in the 
amount of $1,000. A letter addressed to the informant dated 8/24/60 
referring to the cash award was shown to CG 5824-S* and then placed 
in the Chicago Office's safe. The Director's letter in part read, 
"+ «,. it is,my sincere desire that you find time to enjoy “ἃ much 
needednrest and vacation with your son and new grandchild." γί 

“+ © Chicago letter 9/2/60 discloses that the informant was 
visibly. moved by the tontents of this letter when it was shown to him 
on, 9/1/60. "Tears came to his eyes as he exhibited emotion over the 
expresSion of thanks for his services." He said he wished he was 
capable: of doing even more. Informant will use the cash award as a 
gift τὸ his son who is purchasing, 8, home in California. | 

ees 

In regard to the\'Letter, CG 5824-S+ made one request. He 
desires that his son be afforded an opportunity to read the letter at 
the time the informant is visiting him in California this month.. 
Other than the informant's brother, NY 694-S*, his son is the only 
person who knows of his relationship with the FBI. CG 5824-S stated 
that it is often difficult to leave his family for long periods of 
tine without being able to explain to them the necessity for trips’ 
out of the country and the inability to communicate With them during 
thesétrips. 

4 > Chicago requests Bureau authority to mail the Letter 
‘addressed to the informant dated 8/24/60 to the Los Angeles Office 
and for, that office to permit the informant's son in the presence 
of the -informant, to read the letter under secure conditions. .The 

* letter Will then be returned to the Chicago Office. SAC, Chicago, 
feels that the request of informant should be entertained. ἜΝ 

Βης κε; P~F— 6 a 
L00-~428091 

- Mr. Parsons 
. . ᾿ ."-" G [ 

mr Baungardner REC- 31 /00 LREOR a 495 
Mr. Donohue 
Nr. Fo ν᾽ «10 SEP 13 1960 
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Memorandum for Nr. Belmont 
RE: SOLO 
100~428091 

OBSERVATIONS : 

Informant, at the end of this month, is leaving on the 
eighth Solo: mission to Moscow, Russia, where it is expected he 
will remain for six or seven weeks: It is conceivable that 
informant wants to impress and assure his son that his trips out 
of the country are for the benefit of the United States. 

_ RECOMMENDATION: 

That attached letter to the Los Angeles Office, with a 
copy. to Chicago, be approved authorizing informant's son: to read 
the letter addressed to the informant. Necessary precautions will 
be. used and the letter will be returned to the Chicago Office. 

an a 

2 το 



DECLASSIFICATLION SUTHORITY DEBPIVED FRAGR- 

γξει AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE τ : ᾿ ᾿ 
DATE 07-15-2011 1 = Mr. Parsons 

~Mr. Belnont 
- ᾿ me, a Oo - Liaison Section - 

» Nr. Baumgardner 
ἢ - Hr. Fox 

# { : 

7 ΝΞ ᾿ | Soptexbor' 8, 1960 

Be ΕΟ a ΞΞ BY LIAISON - 

Honorable Cordon Gra ay ᾿ ᾿ ἮΝ “= τ 
- ᾿ΒΡΟΡΙΔΊ Assistant to the President Σ ΣΝ πος 

" “ Dxecutive Offico Diu ng ΠΝ to an 
- Washington 255. ὃς a. - hi an 7 Sits τ ere τῷ μὰ wD 

-- " a 98... νι “4 "ἱδ δὲ a by 

Hy dear Ur. Gray: Hig & 
a 

| I believe the information contained in tho enclosed . 5. ὡς 
meyofandun wild be of interest το τὺ President and you. . This, § © 
information, .supplicd by sources who havo furnished roliable 
inforriation in the past, was obtaincd as a result of our. 

| over-all covorage of ho Conhunist Party, USA; Tho information _. 
ον ptrtains to statonents made by Anibal Escalante,. Executive tz 

Secretary of the Partidp Socialista Popular, tho Communist 
Party of Cuba, during August, 1909. | 

- - Because of the sensitive naturo of our sources, ΝΕ 
it is ¥oquesited that the contents of this comtutication bo . eg, “- 

| afforded caroful security and its une, restricted’ to a necd- 
; to~know basis. REC 79 * /6¢. Lf 2 £o91-G. EQ = - 

oo * his information is being disseainated to: other Ae 
appropriate officials of the Govornricnt: 19 SEP BO ~ ro 

. ΔΝ 
τὸ 7 . , _ Sincerely yours, ae 

Ὶ ΝΕ =z 
ee ὦ 
4 

= 400-428091 “ ΝΥ an .- τ. 

NOTE ON: YELLOW: ‘This ier ‘and ‘its - ‘enclosure are classified’ ass 
ἊΝ S$eene#! because disclosure of this information to - 

Enclosure unauthorized persons may -térd to identify our . 
NCL * highly placed informant, CG 5824-S*, with resultant 

grave danage. t9, our national défense. 

| Cillchen EPR rag pf} 560 memo Baungardner to Belmont dated 9/7/60, 
4 captioned@Solo; Internal Sec π 

. Tomm peer 

| fone {Ὁ 1960 "΄ 
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DECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DRBIVED FROM: Ν 1 én Hr. Parsons 

FET AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICAaATION GUIDE ᾿ : 

DATE O7-15-2011 οἰ ( ji» Mr. Bermont 

Ν oer ΒΦΕΕ 1 + Liaison Section 
1 - lr. Baurgardner - 
1 al Hr. Fox 

Soptenbor 8, 1960: 

BY. LIAISON 

3 ἐξ | Yonorablie Christian A. Horter ~ | . " 

fhe Sccrotary of State _ -— 
Washinyton 25, ἢ. C. 

Ἦν dear Hr. Hertor: ἐμ, 

I believe tho information contained in the enclosed 
plenorandun Will be of intorest fo you. - This information, 

- ‘supplied by sources who have furnished reliable information 

in tha past, was obtained as a result of our over~all 

coverage of the Communist Party, USA, The information 
pértains to statements made by Anibal Escalanto, Ixccutive 

Socretary of the Partido Socialista Popular, the, Communist 

Party of Cuba, during August, 1960. - 

WOOH . 09.Wd 2? & 

= Deeause of the sensitive natute of our sources, 
it is roqucstcd-that the contents of this comunication be 
afforded caroful security and its use restricted to a nocd-_ 

᾿ to-know basis. - 

ΝΕ fnis information is being disseninated to other ΤῈ 

- approprinte officials of the Governuent.. | > 

ors 

a 

ἊΣ 
ἀνα, leg ΚΣ 

Sinceroly yours, — “7 Ἴ Pete. Sy 

100-428091 | -~S 
NOTE ON YELLOW: This, letter and its enclosure are classified an 

“ ᾿ tof -Seeret" because disclosure of this YY. 
_ iffformation to unauthorized persons. may tend ~-to 

Enélosure identify our highly placed informant, CG 5824-Sx, 
with resultant grave danage to our national defense. 

See meno Baumgardner to Belmont dated 9/7/60, 
captioned( "Solo; Internal Security » C." PPYsras. 

Se oe p Retr 18 Ὥ 4 A) AY 

2 πστττο ale A i ι" 
C. Sylvan —_ | ἔ oe Tg - “GQ 2SEP T51960 7 
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Date: . 9 727 /60 

. 

- as ato F 

i, Seg ee eee μῦν, απ, -πἰῖττῦῶ, ΕΝ ΝΌΟΝ δθπυ δα 

- - 

Transmit the following in 
(Type in plain text orcode) 

Via  ALTRTEL . | (Priority or Method of Mailing) ~ ‘| Σ 

mal ΝΟ“  ς 
TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

FROM:. _ Sac, NEW YORK (100-134637) 

SUBJECT. ὕβρις 

Wn . bé 
On 9/7/60, CG 5824-S advised SA 

that in accordance with previous instructions from the Soviets 
he went on 9/7/60 at 2 PM to 3131 Bainbridge Ave., Bronx, and 
stood in front of a haberdashery shop at that address to await 
contact by a soviet. wv 

At approximately 2:15 PM; ¥ nite CG: sabes | was. looking. 
into. the window of the Shop, γελῆτατῃ ARKOVSKY touched ὕμθ 
informant's arm, and placéd a i package n his hands. BARKOVS 
said, “Here, take this. Is everything 0.K.? 1111 see you 

. {Saturday." Before 0G 582-35 could reply, BARKOVSKY darted 
away, and entered an automobile, which immediately left th 
area. CG 5824~S believed there. were several. persons other tha K\\ 
BARKOVSKY in the car. He was unable to ascertain the make- or AY 
iicense. number of the car. | me FRNA 

q ¢ 

a 

According to CG 5824~S, the package given him by. 
BARKOVSKY contained $10 and $20 bills in an .amount. which the 
informant estimated to,be about $50,000. In.view-of the i) 
possibility that he τ Yoresent under survelllance by the Soviets 
CG 5824-8 will give the money to ΝῪ 694-S to.put in the latter's; 
safe. deposit box. It will be turned over to. the NYO- for : 

| . processing within the next day or so; 

The serial numbers on the above-nishtioned bills. will be 
checked against the list of known currenctymissued to Soviet 
establishments in NYC arid Washington, D.G.3 and tHe: Bureau WLLL | a 

f be. advi thi hocks, _ ha of any positive results of this c Lye ZR 04 alge 
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Date: 9/2/60 

(Type in plain text or code) 

CG 5824-S®. on 8/26/60, made available to SA JOHN 
E; KEATING for photostating, the following items obtained 

᾿ς dufing attendance at the 8th National Assembly of the 
Partido Socialista Popular (PSP), the CP of Cuba: 

“to 

= 1) An 
+ watidnal Assembly of ‘the PSP. 

invitation to the public session of the 8th 
This: session was held on 

Monday evening, ‘8/22/60, at the Biltmore Hotel in Havana, 
Cuba. While it was ‘ealled “the closing session,o= the 
8th National Assembly, actually concluded with the session: 
held on Sunday 8/21/60, at the 

National Assembly of the PSP. 

Ohe photostat copy of each of the above items 
is enclosed herewith. to the Bureau, the Chicago copy is 
located in Chicago file 134-46 

2) A card which appeared on gifts from the PSP 
to the delegates from other CPs who attended the 8th 

‘Comodore Hotel. 
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- ENCLOSURES TO BUREAU. FROM CHICAGO oa 

“Protestat copy of following items: 

1). Invitation to closing! i session of. the 
8th National. Assembly of ‘the PSP, 

a Card to the delegates to the 8th 
‘National Assembly ὁ of the’ PSP. 

Re: SOLO. 
τς 18: | 

‘Bufile 100428091 | 
CGfile 134-46 Sub B 
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VIIl Asamblea Nacional 

Oy, 
Y/nuitaeian 

Sesion de Clausura 

PERSONAL E INTRANSFERISLE 



fa Heobana, 19 de Aaaste de 1960 

Astimade comparters: 

Dor medio de la presente, tenemos el gus. 

to de invitarle a'la Sesisn de Clausura de ba 

Vill Acamblea Nacional del Dartide Necialista 

Dopular, que se ceclebrard al lunes 22 de fos 

carrientes, a las 5 de la tarde, en el Chub 

“@ubanacin” (antes Biltmore), en Mariana 

Esperande vernes heneados con su presencia, 

Quedames pratern almente, 

Dresidencia de fa VITE Msemblea ULavienal 

del Darkido Sovialista Popular 
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DECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DREIVED FROM: 

“FEI AUTOM&TIC DECLSSSIFICATION CUIDE 

DATE g?-1S5-£011 . 

a τωρ. Ὁ. i 1 ~ Liaison, Section 
1+ Mr. Baurgardner 

οὖν 
i - ir. Fox 

af) 1. ure Pattyons.. 
"Hr. *BetTmont 

. ἊΣ  Septenher ὃ, 1960 
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-- 

Honorable Richard Ἀν. Nixon - 
. Tho Vico President . 
Washington 25, D. C. 

Dear Dick: ae 

Ὶ believe the information contained in tho onclogod Θ ξ 
‘nignorandun will be of interest to yous This information, μα = 
Supplicd by sources who have furnished reliable information oxy 

_ dn the past, was obtained as a result of our aver-all coverage © 
of tho Coonunist Party; USA. The information pertains to = .. = 

- statements. nado by Anibal Gscalanto, Lxecutive Secretary of © 
the Partido Soclalista Popular, the Comnunist Party of Cuba; ; 
during August, 1960, ee 

C 7 
“ “ Because of tho serisitive nature of our sources,, - “ὩΣ 
it is requested that the contents. of this communication bo <7 © 
afforded caroful soqurity and its use restricted. to a necd-. 

᾿ Του ΚΠΟΝ basin. — - 

: This information is boing disseminated to other | 
appropriate officigis of the Govornnant. 

i on Τ᾿ “Be, 

τος : <p ee ‘Sincerely, ς < “g S 

400-4280 coe τ γ mira ce dps 
REC- 90 

_ NOTE ON YELLOW : 3 Thi letter’ arid its enclostire are ΠΕΣ τῷ ] because disclosure of this Snformationster’ 
‘unauthorized persons may tend to identify our 
highly placed informant, CG 5824~S::, with resultant 
grave danage. to our national defense, 
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FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) 
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- CG 5824~8* orally furnished the information on 
the following page to SA JOHN E, KEATING on August 25, 1960, 
This report concerns ἃ visit to the offices of "που", 
publication of the Partido Socialista Popular (PSP), the 

LY, Communist Party: (CP) of Cuba. 
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VISIT TO THE OFFICES OF "HOY", 
PUBLICATION OF THE PARTIDO SOCIALISTA 
POPULAR; THE COMMUNIST. PARTY OF CUBA 

On Tuesday, Augitst 23, 1960, the Communist Party, 
USA (CP) delegation to. the 8th National Assenbly of the 
Partido Socialista, Popular (PSP), the CP of Cuba, visited 
the--offices of "Hoy" Magazine, publication of the PSP, 
The offices .of ‘Hoy are located at. 615 Carlos IXI Avenue, 
Havana, Cuba, 

| ‘CARLOS Ἶ tor of "Hoy", stated 
that "Hoyt has a daily circulation of 23,000 anc ΕΥ “Sunday 
circulation of 43,000, Ninety per cent of this is paid 
circulation and "Hoyt also carries advertisements. While 
some subscribers were lost because they said that “Hoy"* 

pwas rrbeetriied then οὐδ᾽ of business, the paper does not have 
‘a deficit. 

RODRIGUEZ said that the ovinting plant, which is 
very modern, was expropriated by the Government of Cube, 
It formerly belonged to 2 reactionary paper, Asked if "Hoy" 
would pay for the plant, RODRIGUEZ said that he thinks that 
it will be a gift, Tho plant contains fourteen linotype 
machines and the entire press run takes only about one hour, 
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CG 5824-S¢ orally furnished the information on the 

| 
| 

ip following pages to SA JOHN E, KEATING on 8/26/60. This is 
A a running translation of the 11 hour report of BLAS. ROCA, 
“ General Secretary of the Partido Socialista. Popular (PSP) , 
y | It was delivered to the 8th National Assembly of the PSP 

Wt at the Commodore Hotel in Hayana,‘ Cuba on Tuesday and 
g Wednesday, 8/16 and. 17/60. ‘Tranglator for CG 5824-S* was 

{f° |  ISABELLA CANOSA, a dentist in Havana and member of the PSP 
F  of'|, assigned to the "CP, VBA. delegation ‘by the leadership of the 

“| «PSP. 
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August 26, 1960 

Report of BLAS ROCA to the 8th 
National Assembly of the Partido 
Socialista Popular (PSP), the 
Conminist. Part (CP) of Cuba 

ἮΣ With, ‘PENA acting as the chairman of the 
: sessio > BLA ROC nera ecretary of tho PSP, began 

his iiain report to the 8th National Assembly of the PSP 
on Tuesday, August 16, 1960, The report was, tape recorded. 
ROCA warned that he. would speak for 11 hours but said that 
he had to do it. The following is a rough summary 
translation of his report, 

| in February, 1952, we. went underground just 
before the BATISTA coup. He then. heid our Congress under 
quite different conditions, Cuba, at that time, was | 
‘under complete submission to imperialism and its tyrant, 
| BATISTA. Now we are free under FIDEL despite the continued 
threat of imperialism, We will not go into. details of 
this entire period. JI will present the line to guide. 
our revolution in the coming period. 

At the last Congress or Assembly we just adopted 
a Zev. xyésolutions. We urgéd the people to vote for the. 
Orthodox Party but when March 10 came around, they would 
not let. us vote and the crises developed. Our party stood 
alone in condemning the ‘camp of BATISTA. This was a 
hard and rough period. Fascist gangsterism. was rampant 
‘over the country, murdering dissidents and revolutionaries 
with impunity. They cloged down our préss, They made it 
impossible for us to use any. media of communication, io. 
radio, etc, 

Many people were confustd about the March 10 
(BATISTA) coup. The veason for this was that the prior 

᾿ regime was corrupt ahd not much good. But our Party's 
line did reach some people. We warned that the trade 
unions would be dominated by. BATISTA and would be fascist 
controlled, ‘Some people were confused because they 
remembered that between 1938 and 1946, we did have 
some united fronts with BATISTA, But during this united 
front, to bé exact in September, 1939, at the Congress 
of the Confederation of Cuban Trade Unions (CTC), wa 
insisted and did fet a democratic constitution in the 
trade union confederation and generally got denocratic 
liberties written. dito the Constitution for the country. ag 
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| Because of 8 years of bad, corrupt and crooked 
government, some people Looked to BATISTA thinking wo 
would have a rcépotition of the period botweon 1939 and 
1946, Howover, tho PSP denounced tho BATISTA camp. We 
gaid that our first task ig to got rid of imperialisn; 
secondly to adopt sone social measures that would help 
the people, 

This time BATISTA took over in a reactionary ora, 
Renenber the international situation, Keep in mind that 
this was the period of the Cold War. Many people in labor 
were confused because of the ccononic prosperity which 
prevailed and was ἃ result of World War IZ and tho 
Korean War. Profits accrued in certain classes with the 
people petting a little part of thon. 

Like 211 coups, thore was violence and banditry. 
Inporialism not only countenancing it but somotines initiating 

We were suppressed and oppressed and went through 
ἃ horrible torror. The pvople suffered from incroased 
taxation. The BATISTA gangsters moved into the cconony 
and into the trade union movement and in all of these 
things, they were guided by the hand of the United States, 
Cuba was forced to change ita diplomatic policies and 
braak relations with the Soviet Union, The BATISTA 
dictatorship joined the Cold War with anti~-Connunisn 
inscribed upon its banner, Other parties submitted, 
hoping to win tho good will of Washington, 

Ag far as our Party was concerned, none of these 
noasures worked. The PSP said, we cannot tolerate such 
a Govornanent. Cow-towing to Washington and these measures 
of subnitting to Washington will not looson the grip of the 
BATISTA tyranny or dictatorship. 

Most of the leaders of Cuba and the other partics 
took an anti-Communist position, Thoy were also guided by 
what they called geographic fatalisn in formulating policies. 
All promised subordination to tho United States, Tho 
BATISTA covernnent was an illegal government. In July, 
1953, this illegal goveranont formally illegalised our | 
Party. The illegality phaso was tough for our Party. Eut ! 
we did not suffer any great losses, We saw this coning | 
| and wo wero prepared for illegality. Despite the tutclage : 
io£f the FBI, the BATISTA regine could not prevent the cscapo | 
tof οὐχ lcaders and only two wore caught. 

«ὃ. 



| 
We continued our work and our newspaper did not 

niss a single issue. Our illegal apparatus did some good 
work despite the great difficulties, The work. was good 
from top to bottom but not, of course, without sacrifices, 
Hany communists were nurdored, A few capitulated but most 
were heroic, At the same tine we took advantage of 
every legal possibility. We used legal possibilities to 
propose changes in the elections laws and to make temporary 
agreenents with various groups opposed to the BATISTA 
regine, We exposed and fought the fake elections rigged 
by BATISTA, We kept violence in abeyance but we pointed 
to the use of forée, violence and even murder as used by tho 
tyranny of BATISTA. We raised small dematids, We would 
even Organize small meetings and mobilize groups of 
people, especially students and othor groups who were 
suppressed by BATISTA, In this way, we won the synpathy 
of tho people as the only genuine fighters for Liberty. 
Fron time to time, wo even found ways in the CIC,on the 
basis of the needs and demands of the people, toblock 
reaction and imperialisn, 

When the workers would go on strike, as in 1955, 
the people would follow and be encouraged, In 1955, during 
the sugar cane strike, the workers got their demands in 
24 hours. Even BATISTA's trade tinion leaders were 
conpelled to. go along, At the sane tine, the workers 
encouraged the people to raiso demands agdinst the Tyranny 
of BATISTA, 

In 1957, there were.a series of political strikes. 
This was the tine "when such heroic fightors 85. FRANK: PAIS 
(phonetic) and RAUL PAJOL (phonotic) were murdered. In 
Oriento Province, the peasants were in.a state of discontent 
and many people in the country Were dissatisfied with tho 
concéssions of the BATISTA government made to the King 
Ranch interests. This poriod of oppression and struggle 
educated the people so they saw the need for decper social 
and economic changes, The general atrike of 1957 failed. 
Maybe it is better that it did, 

(Parenthetically speaking, what follows refers 
to the only major point of debate at this 8th National 
Assembly. Apparently it has had repercussions outside the 
Communist ranks in Cuba). 
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it may be necessary for us to engage in some 
self criticism. We would have to be self critical and adnit 
ἃ5 ἃ great mistake that we did not prepare sufficiently for 
the armed struggle. FIDEL did prepare his people. FIDEL 
did not believe in gpontancity and organized his. guorilla 
band. When FIDEL landed wo wrote a letter to hin, offering 
to join. We also asked other organizations to join in the 
arned strugeple. 

The armed struggle taught us that we can win, 
even against imperialisn, We stressed the unity of all 
forces, workers, peasants and working classes, Wa 
continued to stress this. The enemy uses all nothods 
to divide. Thoy resort to racial tension, anti+-Commnunism 
and anti-Sovietisn. 

A vote for RAUL ST. MARTIN (phonetic) was used 
25 ἃ no: vote against BATISTA. Thon BATISTA had to resort 
to illegal measures and repressions, We say that the 2in 
of the rovolution is to unitedly solve social problens. 
That there should be no stopping until the miseries 
of capitalism are abolished and until anti-~inperialist 
policies are carried out through socialisn, 

We believe that the National Front stopped the 
junta that planned to replaco BATISTA and put thensclves. 
at the hoad of the peasants, students, Negroes, ate. 

{The rebel arny (FIDEL's) was an important force, We 
encouraged everyone to stay in thore who wanted to fight. 
Unity with the rebel army was the puarantee that the 
counter~revolution cannot got in. 

Wo have no written pacts but because all arc. 
integrated in the rebol army and because the revolutionary 
govornnent is carrying through tho demands’ of the masses 

no other guarantees are neccssary. 

After the power of the rovolutionary government 
was more established, we bolioved that new forns of unity 
were necessary to defend tho revolution and the government. 
Sone conrades did not understand this, Thoy lived in the 
past, They thought of continuing the fight like in the 
past.. They did not understand the necd to attract workers 
and peasants and sections of the national bourgeoisie undor 
FIDEL CASTRO. Gut we can say that all tho conscious 
 rovolutidnaary olenments are united, We can say the sane 
oxists in the CTC. Aliso that tho peasants are uniting 
land there is coordination between them and tho Institute 

moth we 



| for Agrarian Reforn (INRA). That farming cooperatives are 
developing and growing; that the National Hilitia is 
growing and training. That daily problens are being 
solved, But the great need in solving 411 other problons 

[is unity. 

The socialist youth is uniting, There is unity 
between thé students and the young rebels, Tho integration 
of the Negro is proceeding. All of thése developnonts 
guarantee the ddvance of the revolution. But unity is. tho 
watchyord, 

There is.a change in the quality of the Cuban 
1 revolution, This came about because FIDEL trained his 
people to get the support of the masses, That this was 
not ἃ nere’ coup. That in the armed struggle FIDEL and 
his group were only thé initiators but the masses nust 
carry on. The revolution depends upon and is based upon 
Classes that. have been oppressed in one form or another 
and who are against imperialism. 

At. the beginning of the tevolution, the mass 
movement was not yet ripe or conscious of its aims. Some 
things could not be done on a national scale because. of 
‘unequal development. Some thought that all tasks of the 
revolution. could be accomplished atl at once. In some 
parts of the country (by way of comment, the following is 
8, minimizing of provious self exiticism to some extent) 
| the masses could help by capturing a radio station, 
destroying or taking a bridge, etc. 

The Cuban revolution was a strategic triumph 
land began to change its quality. The conscious small 
groups set into motion masses of people. Up to the time of 
the landings the Orthodox Party had the greatest influence 
in Cuba. But tho revolution, as it developed, created 
a crisis in this Party, The influence of this. Party was 
an obstacle to the revolution, This Orthodox Party also 
practiced anti-Conmunisn. We should renember that even 
| PIDEL was at one tine in the Orthodox Party. 
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The July 26th HNovement is a new movemont and. 
a new group, Its leaders are not afraid of Washington, 
Its leadership saw the need for social and econonic 
transformation. This is the group that landed -the 
expedition and it has great merit because it inspired 
the people, This movement gave practical leadership 
to the people to mobilize a united populace in the city 
and in the field until the tyranny was defeated, 

FIDEL is. one of the original organizers of this 
Jduly 26th Hovement, He had ἃ correct sease to get the 

. guerrillas going and to gét the rebel army organized. 
His revolutionary instinct told him who.-were the friends 
of the revolution - what. classes would support it. He 
ig not afraid of the threats of the inperialists Despite 
his own class origin, he morges with the masses of the 
peoplés.. 

There are fivo characteristics of the Cuban 
Revolution. : 

1) The_xebol. any | defeated Tyranny, This was. 
mado possible because the arny “was Feinforced by the péople. 
The people destroyed the: possibility for compromise with 
réaction and imperialism, In-favana, this made victory 
possible without the firing of a shot, Not a single 
person. was killed in Havana, This made possible the. 
creation of ἃ new.armed force from the very beginning Because 
the arned strugrle was: the ‘principal neans, through the 
suiérrillas, of overthrowing the tyranny, It showed that 
this. type of arméd struggle, backed by the peoplo, can 
defeat tho. trained and better armed troops of the Yankees. 
This, of course, is ‘based on the fact that. such a guerrilla 
force, or new arny, has the support of the peasants, workers 
and thé fajority ‘of the people. 

2). The Cuban Revolution. was not limited to a change. 
of personalities in 1 Government, “It smashed the old regime 
and gét rid of all the individuals of this regine and thoir 
supporters, Tho polico. apparatus was snashed and changed. 
The army was either snashed or fled, 

san Grae 



| Congress was dissolved. The provincial apparatus 
Of the government was also dissolved, All those parties 
who helped BATISTA either fied or were outlawed. All 
repressive organs wore outlawed and smashed, Sone 
individuals were judged, imprisoned or shot. The United 
States Missions, particularly the armed services and the 
police, were sent out of the country. All tho forcign 
spies, particularly the Yankees, were ousted from the 
} country. All anti-Communist Laws were dissolved and 
declared nuil and void. 

In the trade union movenent, those individuals 
who did not rob the people or were not with BATISTA, were 
81} right, Others were ousted or fled. New tribunals were 
set up while the old judiciary powers wero limited, New 
institutions were established, Now security forces wore 

/8et up. INRA was set up dnd the agrarian reforn was 
announced and is being carried through. 

The National Bank regulates imports and exports 
lo curroncy. Only the parties which support the revolution 
function openly and legally, ‘Tho big estates of the 
Latifundia were confiscated, 

| These measures opened the road to revolutionary 
change. Now we are searching still for moré adequate 
forms to advance thé revolution. A new Cuban state is 
being organized to guarantee the realization of tho Cuban. 
revolution, 

ΙΪ. . 3) The roging which was submissive to tho United 
States imperialisn was destroyed and a new one set up. 
This did away with the sémi-colénial status of Cuba. ΝΟΥ 
classes are. in power in the city and in the country side, 
This is a power which represents the alliance between 
workers, peasants, the petty and the national bourgeoisie. 

The national bourgeoisie could be a capitalist . 
hourgeoisic if it is patriotic and does not subait to Yankee 
imperialism, extreme exploitation and excessive profits and 
supports the independence of Cuba, 
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4) Tho Cuban revolution oxerts ἃ powerful influence 
in tho sphorea of United States inperialism, particularly 
in Latin America, The task is to defoat inporiaTion in ordor 
to carry through the social and ccononic refornus of the 

. Yevolution, The aim is to achieve economic independence for 
Cuba; to subordinate the United States monopolies to the 
Cuban will for the national development and advance of the 
‘revolution, This regime, therefore, refused a United States 
proposal for now military missions, Without oxercising 
national independence, the revolution cannot be carried 
through, There is no conciliation with imperialism. The 
Cuban revolution not only dezeated tho tyranny of BATISTA 
but also United States or Yankee imperialisn. 

| The Cuban revolution has proat significance for _ 
[πὸ rest of Latin Amorica. We may bo woak militarily — 
Seogrepey nay be against uS; We may have to live with 

perialisn but all the sane we are against it. | 

This proves that the opportunists who preached 
subnission were wrong. A small country like Cuba with 
only six million poople undor the guns of United States 80). 
porialism — at one time a virtual colony of Yankce monopoly ~ 
was able to dofcat North Anerican inporialisn. 

| This new regino has now established relations _ 
| with the socialist countrics. Woe do not accept "geopraphic. 
| fatalion”. There is no trembling before United States | 
| Ampexia ism. if 2 can inflict. doicats on North Anerican 
|, smperialiscn Why cannot other countries like Argentina, —~ 

razil, hilo, Columbia, ctc, 

5) Our revolution took place in a new epoch; 
at a time when the socialist system exerts influonco on 
world events. It is because of the help of tho Soviot 
Union that we are able to hold on to tho revolutionary 
gains. Tho help of the socialist countries, together with 
the leadership of FIDEL, guarantee our victory. Venceremos! 

United States imperialion is gathoring and 
organizing gangsters and crininals for an assault against 
us. Thoy now charge we are Communists (the Cuban regine). 
Therofore, Cuba needs to be destroyed, The people do not 
know the entire truth about Communism although they 
are beginning to learn, Eut this campaign of tho imporialists 
Will fail, 
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The Cuban revolution is not a Commmist one, 
Put false argunonts will not succocd in the dozense of the 
revolution, It is not enough to say, the Cuban revolution. 
We also have to explain what Communism ig. After wa 
explain the difference betwoon Communion and tho real 
lcharactor of the Cuban revolution, we have to say that ours 
ι 15 not a Communist revolution. It is a national revolution 
lagainot imporialisn and against the latifundia. 

The United States will not adnit that it is 
fighting the Cuban revolution because it is anti-inperialist 
and because it confiscates or intervenes in property formerly 
owned by the inperialists or latifundists. Tho United 
States Will not admit that the revolution is for denocracy, 
etc, 

The United Statos really uses anti-Comminisn to 
,defoat the national revolution, The Cuban revolution is 
not Communist, it is a revolution of national liberation 
and anti-latifundia, 

It is because the Cuban rovolution used mass 
methods involving tho people that it looked like a Communist 
revolution, but, as FIDEL said, we will build industry. 
‘Wo will deatroy the nonopolies, Woe will diversify 
agriculture and industry. Wo will fight for the 
eLinination. of United States nonopolics in sugar and in 
industry. We will continue with industrialigation, 
agricuitural and other social roforms, We will eliminate 
raco prejudice and discrinination. We will establish 
an integrated Cuban nation. We will develop social 
services. Wo will develop our culture and smash the 
United States influence in thie field, We will develop tho 
hoalth of tho people, We are for peaceful co-cxistenco 
with 212 nations. 

ὲ 

i 

The nealitia and the rebel arny have one purpose 
| and that is to rope] tho invasion and to prevent counter 
revolution, ἐδ Te: τ" : ΝΕ πὶ 

- ~~ foc ar 2 A ἐς, . 

At this point ARNOLDOASILIAN fook over as the ὁ»: 
chairman of the sessiona— ‘wore Goustant interruptions . _ 

| during ROCA's specch with Pbythnic clapping and shouting τσ ο- 
‘and singing of slogans such as "Cuba Si, Yankee No", 
. "Down with Yankce Inporialisn", "No (Sugar) Quotas; No ! 
| Mesters", "To the Wall","Patria O, Muerte” (Fatherland or 
| Death) and "Vencerenos" (We Will Win). Nino tonths of all 
the shouting was against the United States, 

oe Hon 



ROCA continues. 

| The revolution did not stand still from the very 
beginning. From tho very boginning, the Right wing or the 
Plattists (Those who believe in submission to. the United 
States on the basis of the Platt amendment) were pretty 
much. in power in the government, MANUEL URRUTIA was the 
President. The rebel army was on the other side. The big 
Job was still ahead - getting rid of the PMattists from the. 
governmont, Instead of URRUTIA, OSVALDODORTICOS, a 
revolutionary and anti-imporialist was“nade the Prosident.— 

. ; . . rr a ad 

| - The anti-inperialist forces began to_teke over 
and give leadership through a cozlition bétween the 
proletariat and the peasantry, and the small bourgeoisie, 
There 1s. no written agreement but in fact a‘bloc. The 
more Left of the bourgeoisie. unite: with the proletariat 
and as the. mass movement develops, this ‘bourgeoisie becomes 
more radical, " 

The revolutionary powor is here. to stay, The 
Yankee imperialists are shouting about tho need for 
elections: in our country. In this way they hope to create 
dissolution. The people aré opposed to elections. They 
understand the ain.of the United States imperialists in 
raising this question. 

" Tha,masses, first of all, want to solve basic 
problems, Elections in the United States do not solve 
| basic problems or give expression to the necds of the masses. 
The Cuban people ‘have alroady voted with their blood. 
They are, carrying through a real revolution, That is. real 
democracy. The United States shouts for elections because 
it hopes or wants to put the lackeys of imperialism back 
into power, The people will vote some day but it. will not 
be as the Yankee imperialists want, 

Who are the enemies of the Cuban revolution? | 

Ι 1) United States imporialisn is eeny number one. 

| 2) Tyranny; The United States was the first 
government -to recognize BATISTA regine in 1954, 
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3) World opinion is against the United States 
saperialisn because of bombings, pressuxes, quota systens, 
etc, | 

" 4) The Latifundista, The commercial importers. 
ave also enenies of the revolution, Big landlords, 
usurers and all those who éxploit the pdor are also enenies. 

| 5) The fugitives, adventurers and some of the 
hierarchy of. the Catholic Church are enonles, of the 
ravolution. | yy 

fly een 
- 6) Some new organizations with-fow. names. ~. organi« 

zations that want to overthrow the réyolution. For oxample, 
| there is the one calling iteolt ThexCross.. Actually this 
organization is. made. up of old “traitors, ὙΠῸ talk of 
resurrecting the revolution. But these are actually 
traitors working for United States: imperialism. Many are 
agents of the FBI and working for the foreign press. This 
organization ig neither democratic or Christian. 

᾿ (ΔῈ this point, SANTIAGOYCARRILIO, σοῆδταλ Secretar 
of the CP’ of Spain, entexed the S11. There was a terrific 
“ovation foxr-niw~Tasting at least five minutes.) 

. _ Some Trotskyists are becoming active, They have 
been silent for the last 30 years and were very quit during 
the tyranny, But United States imperialism needs new | 
agents and the. Trotskyists are available, The anarchal» 
syndicalists are underground aid have been so all the time. 
Before they never worked against the tyranny or against 
the imperialists, All. of a suddon they appear although 
they have been dead for 30 years. They are anti-Soviet and 
they serve. impdrialism and counter. revolution fron positions 
of the Left, You cannot defend counter revolution or | 
imperialigm in Latin America either from the Right or the Left. 

Thon there aré some social democrats who claim 
they are for the Cuban revolution but actually they are. 
trying to defeat it, This coalition has been litkéd and 
Will stay dead. Oo 
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The forcos and friends of tha Cuban revolution 
| axe growing stronger, Tho pcopics revolution is sustained 
by all the working people, pdoasants and. national bourgeoisie 
(who sometimes vacillate), We therefore » must say that 
the working class is the fundamental claos and has mado 
the most sacrifices to advance the rovolution. Thoy do not 
push for wage increases, therefore, they holp to keop down 
inflation. The workers are conscious for industrinlization, 
They contribute cach week many hours of free labor as wall 
as the tax (4%) and they ovon work for reduced pay. 

The workers work to carry through the agrarian 
reforms and through the agrarian roforns tho unity of the 
Workers and peasants is growing, This is the guarantee 
of the revolution; The workers and peasants make up the 
\corps or tho sentinel or guard of the revolution, The 
workers are the Pirgt vanmuard, The poor and niddlc 
(peasants and apricultural workers have received the benofits 
ΙΟΥ the agrarian reforng, 

_ Tho urban bourgeoisie expected nore from the 
revolution. They expected that the revolution would bo 
in line with United States expectations. Yet while this 
urban bourgeoisie vacillates, it is joining with the 
Workers, especially is this true of the smaller bourgeoisie, 
in anti-inperialist unity. 

; The counter revolutionists cannot do very nuch 
jwith the internal forces, Eut they do have the support 

of United Statos imperialism, We can Say that Cuba has 
{tho support of tho majority of tho peoples of Latin America, 
ΟἽ Asia and of the socialist world. Cube has become an 
lexampie for all of Latin Anerica, Latin Anerican countrics 
want tho Cuban way out of their present, terrible economic 
situation. We can therefore say that the soliderity of the 
peoples is gaining and growing south of the Rio Grande, 
In this sympathy, we must include our friends in Puerto __ 
Rico, Jamaica, and other colonies of United States imporialisn. 
| In Noxico, too, thore is a growing peoples moyement for Cuba, 
In Argentina, Brazil, as well as Uruguay, there is a growing 

| sympathy for the Cuban revolution. In all of Latin America, 
, Ecuador, Eolivia and other countries, the movenents for the 
, Support of Cuba keop growing. We can say that thoir 
governnents do not speak for the people, All the countries 
in the Western Honisphere suffer from United States 
inperialist oppression. Even Canada, as a junior partner, 

'ig really dominated by United States capital. 
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{ Our synpathies are with Panama too, Lut here 
we Want to say somothing, That we make a distinction 
between the peoples of North America and their monopolist 
rulers, Nearly 20 million Negrocs in the United States 
suffer oppression and discrimination and in sone instances 
thoy are worse off than sone of the peoples of Latin 
America, United States inperialism is very cruel and 
oppressts its Negroes worse than Negroes ara oppressed in 
some other countries, But anong the peoples of the United 
States there is some sympathy for Cuba. The progrossive 
forces in that country are teaching the people of tho 
United States to help Cuba and are informing the poople 
of the dangors of a nuclear conflict that night result 

{it the United States becomes involved in a war, The 
| Cuban revolution is not against tho American people; it is 
only against the trusts; 

i _ Our revolution is not anti-American; only anti- 
imperialist. We want to live in peace and as good neighbors 
but as cquals and without intervention. 

Tho African-Asian countries' solidarity is of 
great importance because thoy are fighting against the 
Sane cheny ~ inporialism. The United States has refused 
us arns. for defense. The Soviet Union sells us anything 
;we Want to buy, ΟἿ] is the best example, If not for this 
fact we vould not have beaten the economic aggression of 
the United States; 

; The reduction of the sugar quota by the United 
States was aimed to paralyze Cuba financially, Eut hore 
‘again United States economic agitression was. frustrated 
‘thanks to the solidarity. of the Sovict Union and the entire 
socialist canp. These countries, to bogin with the Soviet 
Union, will buy 411 the sugar tho United States rejects. 
The Peoples Republic of China has already signed a fivo year 
lagreencnt on this with us, 

Tho United States said that it had no intention 
of intervening in Cuba but only fools would beliove this, 
[186 Soviet Union saved our people, saved Cuba and perhaps 
avoided α bloody war. The statement of NIKITA KHRUSECHEYV 
that Sovict rockets would be aimed at aggressors who would 
attack our country saved Cuba, Cuba is grateful to the 
|}socialist countries and other peoples of tho world who would 
‘holp to stop United States aggressive plans, 
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κι At this point, thore was bedlan for 10 ninutes, 
there was the usual shouting of slogans such as "Cuba 52, 
Yankee No", "VYonceremos", "No Quotas - No Masters", "Down 
with Imporialism”. 

. BLAS ROCA thon thanked all the democratic 
organizations of the world by name, for their solidarity, 

Again thore was bedlam in the hall, Thoro was. 
rhythnic clapping and shouts of No Surrender! We will not 
sell ourselves! 

ROCA said, wo are grateful to our brothor Parties. 
Take the megsare to your parties that the forces that 
support the Cuban revolution are more powerful than the 
supporters of the eneny. . Ἔ 

4" ,. ad 
-- ---ῷὰ -™ 

“ν΄ ᾿ ~~ γ κρ ς ty 

ROCA sont greetings τὸ JUANMIARENELLO, of τ BIA TF, . 
the PSP, who is i11 with a vory sordotis oye trouble. ALL coreel’™ 
present cheered MARINELLO, thon ROCA continued. 

The Cuban revolution has forcign cnenics but the 
United States is the chief adversary, the greatest and most 
dangerous of the imperialist powers. Our most important 
task is tho fight for panceful co-cxistence, against tho 
colonialists and for poace. Inperialist aggression is 
possible. The United States is pushing for it. But Cuban 
independence is a contribution toward peace, At tho sane 
tine the Cuiian strugglo for indepondence weakens imperialism 
and makes peaceful co-existence rodifzable. 

Tho strengthoning of the socialist world weakons 
imperi2ilisn, The Soviet Union will bo the first to reach 
Communism, Xt is a powerful country and is leading in the 
£ficlds of science and culture. It is perfecting its 
democracy. It pursues a policy of peace and strengthens 

| the camp of socialiom. The same can bo said of China 
Lundex the leadership of the CP of China and Conrado WAO, 

China has nade groat strides during the last 
|10 yoars, China is a big factor in world affairs. China 
) illustrates what socialism can do ta transform a backward 
country. Czechoslovakia, the German Democratic Republic, 
Poland, Eungary, Rumanian and other countrios of the socialist 
canp are naking big strides forward. The Soviet Union, 
China and tho rest of the socialist world aro only one third 
of the world, but will soon produce one half of tho world 
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Inporialism is loosing its grip in many-.continents, 
particularly in Asia and Africa. If we study United States 
forcign ‘policy in detail τὸ will note that it is aggressive 
and war like, ‘The hundreds of American bases in difforent. 
countries are not for the defense of the United States ‘but 
for offensive action, United States. imperialism occupies 
Panama and naintains powerful military bases there. It _ 
does. the same in Puerto. Rico and ig despoiling the country. 

| __ Tho United States xvetention of Guantanamo Base 
\ is harmful to Cuba, The United States pays less in ront 
for this base than one would pay for office rent in New 
York City, Perhaps this base was orice needed for the 
protection of the Panama Canal but aow Guantanamo is 
aimed at Cuba and other South American countries, World 
peace demands. an end to United States based in Latin 
Anerica, withdrawal from these -bases and from the. bases 
in the rest of the world. 

_ Concerning the internationdl situation, the 
socialist. countries are tho biggest factor for poace, 
Cuba survived despite. the sabotage of the United States 
but only because it was helped by the socialist countrics, 
Cuba is no longer a sorvant of the Unitod States in the 
| United Nations, Cuba will. follow 2 policy of peaceful 
co~oxisténce, equal rélations with all states and non- 
intervention in other countrics, 

Cuba is also.against economic aggression, When 
.the United States fights against the independence of our 
nation, it endangers peace. We must Light for peace, for 
an end to aggression, for disarmament, for more solidarity _ 
with countrios that fight for independence such as Guatemala, 
Honduras, the West Indies, Puerto Rico, the Congo, etc,, 

We aro gure that.we would defeat North American. 
inperialists. if they invade. our country, 411 the people 

in the world would help us fight; This would be a 
contribution to world -peace. 

Qur revolution is. developing at an accelerated 
fpace, We have nationalized the electric. company, the 
telephone company and other big, imperialist, monopoly 
iinterests. ᾿ ᾿ 
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In independent. Cuba, there is no room for those who 
fail to declare for the revolution. These are traitors who 
serve United States imperialism. Most often they are guided 
by class attitudes. They prefor inperialisn to their 
fatherland but there is no internal force that. can stop the 
revolution in Cuba, 

The counter revolutionaries are now trying to 
Jutilize the Catholic Church. United States is guiding the 
church, Witness the speech of Cardinal SPELLMAN in Munich 
and the most vicious attack against Cuba. 

The KENNEDY candidacy in the United States is 
effort to link up with the Catholic. :Church against the 
revolution. The United States, through FRANCO and Spain, 
is using Spanish priests in our country. They want to 
convert the churches into centers of counter revolution, 
They want to use Catholic schools and Catholic youth as 
centers against the rovolution. The Catholics, in the 
majority, are for the revolution. Some others are agents 
of United Statea inperialisn. Wo are appealing to tho loyal 
Catholics to work tézether and life has shown that this is 
possible in our country. 

The sessions of August. 16, 1960 concluded at this 
time. BLAS ROCA continued ba oport at the session of 
August 17, 1960 with SEVERO AGUIRRE as the chairman, 

ζω ἢ 
ROCA continues. 

The nationalization of power utilities, the 
‘telephone company, and o11 refineries is a big blow to 
the United States imperialists but at the same time a 
guarantee for our acononic independence, The electric 
power company was a bit. monopoly and an obstacle to 
economic development; ‘Thoy would drain riches from Cuba 
and send them to the United States, 

Nationalization makes it possible for us to give 
cheaper clectricity, cut costs, increase industrialization 
and use the profits for the growth of the Cuban company. 
Tho tolephone was also an exclusive monopoly. We are 
improving and expanding service and selling this service 
for less and the profits go to Cuba. We intervened for a 
time, in the oil refinery industry but these refineries 
continued to be tho property of the United States monopolies. 
Now these refineries are the property of the stata, 
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The sugar tionopolies controlled 37% of tho produc-— 
tion, employing 116,000 workers. Thoy used to make at Yeast. 
30 million dollars in net profit each year, It went to the 
United States nonopolies. The currency went to the United 
States, Now 50% of the sugar production is in the hands of 
the state. One half of the sugar production or 52% is nov 
milled by cooperatives, 

The Gth of August will go down in history as a great 
‘day for Cuba. This was the day .of nationalization, This 
was the day when we gavo our answer to United States 
econonic aggression. This: was the day when we took over 
600 million doliars in proporty., There are other figures 
in regard to nines, metal sueiting, civil aviation, tobacco, 
radio, tolovision; as well as. magazines. Most of the % 
[transportation is now in the hands of the state and so is 
most of the commorce. 

. ~~ > 
τ» Ae 
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Now. we need géod planning for distribution. _ 
Industrial and general plans are in the making to advance | 
our general economy. Planning will accelorate all our. 
national economy. Partial plans are already boing carricd 
through. In. 1960. and in 1961, some new factories will 
opén up and produce goods or articles that were formerly 
imported from abroad; just to cite a few - olectric bilbs, 
sewing machines,. ete, Soon we are going, to produce iron and 

steel and textiles and incréasa, our shoe production, 

We.do have a problem because of a lack of skilled 
technicians. and revolutionary zeal, The socialist | countries 
will give. us some urgent help in this sphere. But we will 
have to accelerate nationally to train Cuban. technicians. 
The young should start, Tho PSP should work on this ag dan. 
l urgent task. 

We refute. the arguneht that private enterprise 
and liberty go togsther, We can show the contrast between 
exploitation | by the rionopolics, the former poverty of the 
peasants, their position in society that wont hand in hand 
With totalitarianism, So we: ‘had private énterprise and 
totalitarianism. We can show a good contrast in our favor. 
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Private enterprise still plays a roie in our 
econony. We should oncourage it because this part of the 
economy is needed to add to tho volume of our production. 
Since commerce and the banks are controlled, vrivate 
enterprise can continue and help us to develop the caconony 
of the nation. We should remember that while there should 
be control on private economy, thero is need for a profit. 
However, profits should be limited, There are already 
laws, chiefly of taxation, which control or linit the 
profits. We need more controls go that if there is 
excessive profit it could go to the government to be used 
for the expansion of the national cconomy and for cultural 
development. 

Z8one mistakes were made in the intervening of some 
establishments. Sone intervention may bo necessary, for 
example, when the workers are oppressed or the management 
is reactionary or sabotages, But some of the small enter- 
prises should bo left alone and it might havo beon better 
4” some had. heen left alone in the past without intervention. 

Intervention in the big plants is different. 
‘Such intervention generally leads to nationalization and 
‘ig necessary. αὶ just to intervene and to irritate tho 
national bourgeoisie is no good, Thoy should bo with the 
revolution. Intervention should bo used only whore there 
is no other way or when thoco who run certain plants aro 
impeding the dovelopmenat of tho econony. 

Some trado unions asked for intervention during 
the carly days of our revolution. Now I think that too 
many are asking tha government to intervene - even in 
national proporty. Some unions are asking for a division 
of the profits -- ἃ sharing of the profits, That would not 
help the cconony. What we nead instead are councils of 
workers so that thoy can participate in administration. Ve 
aiso need trade unions to watch the carrying out of the 
contracts. Eut we must also try to avoid conflicts that 
would injure the revolution, 

The property expropriated from the inporfalists 
| needs to be watched and improved. The trado unions have a 
role of discipline to play and have a conscious responsibility. 
They should fight arainot waste of materials, for econony 
in general and against absentccisn, 
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Revolutionaries, particularly our people, have a 
great responsibility for the development of the econony.. 
Party leaders must now be more than propagandists. They 
should know how to drive tractors, run machinery, be 
administrators, etc. 

Cuba is broadening its economic and foreign relations, 
United States monopoly has been broken. The relations with 
the socialist countries prevented the suppression of Cuba, 
saved Οὐχ independence, strengthened Cuba and saved it 

economically and politically, 

We also defeated the economic aggression of the 
United States, Without the help of the Sovist Union, 
Cuba would have been in ἃ desperate situation, The oil 
and machinery we received and tho buying of sugayr after 
the quota was cut are examples of this. One and one half 
million tons of sugar is the minimum figure for that 
bought by the Soviet Union and China, One fourth of all 
pugar produced by Cuba is now purchased by these two. 
countries and this will increase, 

Sugar prices in tho United States are going up. 
This will raise the price on the world market and will give 
Cuba an advantage, We gave the United States four million 
dollars more for the oil we bought than we paid when we 
bought oil from others. This is a bigger saving than the 
sugar quota bonus which the United States paid us for the 
,benefit of its own growers rather than to do us a favor. 
Wo are. gotting rice from China at ἀφ cheaper per (unit 
not known), We will save millions of dollars by buying 
rice fron China, 

We are going to get trucks, tractors and other 
items much. cheaper, We will also sell our goods and 
diversify our econony, We wili receive entire factorics 
|2xon the Soviet Union and Czechoslovakia, We are being. 
given credit, The interest rate is only 24%. This. will 
gave us millions. Who ever gave Cuba such terms before? 
We are also able to trade or bartor in goods which we 
need or have a surplus of. The United Statos interest 
}xates were between 64% and 7% in the past, Actually 
these were not loans, they wore really mortgages held by 
the United States. What did they help us build? A few 
roads for tourists. They humiliated us and compelicd us to 
pass Laws to protect their investments. The holp and 
credits we get from the Soviet Union and China are different, 
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The plants will be ours. The profits will bo ours, too. 
We will prodice what we need with our own technicians. 

Cuba's relations. with the socialist countries 
will hurt no one but will help Cuba; The.traitors who say 
differently are lying. 

. At this point there was 8 big yell from the hall, 
Lot them go! Let them go! 

ROCA continued; 

| We need to develop our relations with China, 

| We need slogans against CHIANG KAI-SHEK, 

| We need. to develop our relations .with East Germany. 

‘The United: States is trying all mannors of attack; 
It is using its own people aiid. immigrant bandits, When 

one group of couiiter revolutionaries is crushed, thoy 
organize another one, The United States is ‘using do-called 
continental. solidarity as: colonialists. The ‘OAS neeting 
was set for{” the sama day as the. opening of our Congress. 

" Nationalization in Cuba..has found echoés in all 
othor Latin. Atierican countries. but ‘tho. imperialists aro 
trying to mobilize their stooges such as FIGUERES (Costa 
Rica), SOHOZA (Nicsragua) and other saboteurs. But we must 

| defénd the revolution and deepen: the consciousness of the 
people, Above all, we must. develop more. Party consciousness, 
Wo have to. give life to slogans such as Cuba Si, Yankee No!. 
Vencerenos , ete, 

Harxism-Leninism. is a guarantee against all 
deviations, right, left or ultra left or sinple. ihexperience. 

{Harxism-Leninisn Will guide Gs to victory, Wo must mulktiply. 
our schools and educational, institutions, The revolution. 
requires this, Wo must meet all attacks fron all quarters, 
the revisionists, the churches, the Trotskyists, etc. 

Revolutionary propaganda must be organized; We 
imust ansver all questions, We must meet all attacks no 
matter under what flag thesdé things are raised, We need 
more discipline, Wo need to add to the militia, We nood 
‘to teach them how fo uso arms more effectively and how to 
mobilize more quickly. 411 Panty members, the youth, men 
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| and women, should be in the militia. More vigilence is 
needed in the defense of the revolution, We shouldnot 
stand for hesitation, 

Wail! Here thore was more shouting of the pbrase, To The 
411: 

ROCA continued: 

We must bo in all. institutions and work in then. 
_ But we must also avoid antagonizing people. We should give 
private industry a chance, even if in a limited way. We 
necd a now corps of diplomats, They must come from the 
people, the workers and revolutionaries. We neod more 
χὰ people in thése institutions. Tho development and 
defense of the revolution requires. now methods of justice 
(Cuba has no legal code at the present tine), 

Nore solidarity 1s needed with Latin American 
countries, the socialist. countries and 211 countries that 
are for poace, We need managers, technicians, administrators, 
etc, We have to raise our ability to train people, We 
j mst Ling people that have ability and a revolutionary 
spirit. We need the organization of the Party, the July 
26th movement, the Negro, youth, women, intellectuals, ete. 

At this point thero was a chanting of Unidad, 
Unidad, Unidad, for five minutes, 

The fundamental facts of the revolution require 
2 stronger workers and peasants unity. The revolution 
requires that we fight for peace, against nuclear war, 
against nuclear testa, etc. 

The PSP member should be riore disciplined, more | 
organized, A ῬΩ͂Ρ member must be number one in the defense | 
ΟΣ the revolution no matter what post he or she occupies, | 
PSP membors nust master the use of arns, The PSP membor- 
ship must spread Marxism-Léninism and the aims of FIDEL 
. CASTRO to millions, PSP members must get into other 
, organizations and work there, 
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ANIBAL ScALANTE wilt doal with the program and 
will also ana @ present epoch and classes in this 
revolution. He will deal with the role of institutions. 
This. program will bo a guide that should enable us to lead 
the masses, This program gives a Marxist-Leninist analysis 
of the present and the future tasks. It must be the 
program of the entire organization, We must prepare and | 
raise the consciousness of the people but first of all that 
of the Party, 

We will be more explicit on the organization of 
the Party since we are going to adopt a new constitution, 
new rules and new forms, 

ες There will be an organization report by Comrade 
LUZARDO, 

At this point there was a break after which ROCA 
continued: 

. We must guard that, the people do not disperse 
their forces. They must look to their leaders but also must 
influence their leaders: We must not underestimate the 
masses. No matter what tho situation the revolution is 
assured and will be carried out if we. are based on the 
Masses, - 

Opportunists and adventurers will try to take 
advantage of mass ferment. Only a revolutionary ideology 
and a revolutionary program guarantees the revolutionary 
organization. All menbers nust be true to the program, The 

PSP is a Marxist-Leninist organization, It ig one of the 
organizers of the Cuban revolution, But we are not the only 
force, There is the July 26th movement, FIDEL took the 
armed lead with the July 26th movement and therefore plays 
the main role. The March 13 Directorate plays a role and 
FIDEL is the leader of 211 the forces, 

The Cuban revolution has an advantage. We are not 
(divided. We have unity, That is why we stross the strengthening 
of relations with other groups. Consider the opinions of 
others in this unity. We think thore can be more coordination 
between all the groups and it is needed, 



At this point thera wad a prolonged shouting of 
the: phrase, Unidad Sola! 

Our Party committees gust be more than 
propagandists. They -are participating in the revolution; 
They must work and keep in mind the actual tasks. The 
leaders. must avoid sectarian errors, Tho Party line is 
cooperation for all for the revolution. This. moans 
confidence with other péople, This means consiltation 
at all levols whether in administration or working groups 
go all can stop the counter revolution, 

Do not force our Line on the people! Explain and 
Keep. on explaining; Sectarianism hurts the revolution, Do 
not becone’ high hatted. Listen to others. They can 
contribute, Involve non-Connunists. 

Sectarianisn 15. division. 

ideology always ‘lags behind.. 

Elevate the xévolutionary consciousness among 
the Workers dnd peasants, 

Sproad Marxigm-Leninism and the mothods. of work, 
Only we can do this.,. 

Party members must teach by enduple, 

Strengthen tho Party. 

More propaganda; 

Hore discipline. 

Hore production. 

New Communists are made every day, Some will come 
to the Party although we are not now recruiting, Those who 
do cone to us rust be the most self-sacrificing and the nost 
‘faithful to the workers and yeasants. and to the Cuban 
revolution, They must accépt. disciplinc, Narxisn-Léninism, 
and international solidarity and yot must be the greatest © 
patriots, 
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